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Abstract

Pyrethroid insecticides act on the voltage-gated sodium channel and mutations of the

channel can confer resistance in many insect species. For example, the kdr (LI014F)

mutation found in domain IIS6 and the super-kdr (M918T) mutation found in the IIS4-

S5 linker of the insect Drosophila melanogaster para sodium channel reduces the

sensitivity of the channel to pyrethroids.

Two mutations found in different pyrethroid-resistant strains of Bemisia tabaci were

incorporated individually into the para wild type sodium channel of Drosophila and

expressed in Xenopus laevis oocytes to investigate their effect on pyrethroid sensitivity.

Voltage clamp assays showed that the M918V mutation conferred a 16-fold and a 800-

fold reduction in para sensitivity to deltamethrin and permethrin respectively. The

T929V mutation, caused a 2600-fold reduction in para channel sensitivity to

deltamethrin. A T929M mutation, which at the equivalent residue position in the human

skeletal muscle sodium channel causes Hyperkalemic Periodic Paralysis in humans,

gave similar deltarnethrin insensitivity. All three mutations reduced the sensitivity of

para channel populations by reducing the number of channels in the open state, to which

deltamethrin and permethrin bind preferentially, and by reducing the affinity of the

pyrethroid for the channel.



The rat IIA voltage-gated sodium channel, which is approximately 4500-fold less

sensitive to pyrethroids than the insect para sodium channel, has an isoleucine at the

equivalent super-kdr residue. Replacement of this with either methionine or cysteine,

increased the sensitivity of the channel to deltamethrin >80-fold and to pennethrin by

I50-fold.

These mutations highlight possible locations of pyrethroid binding sites and give

insights into the mechanisms by which pyrethroids modify sodium channel behaviour.

Kdr and super-kdr mutations are found in the housefly and a DNA diagnostic was used

to show that the genotypes present in field populations reflected the selection pressure

imposed by different insecticide regimes.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION



Introduction

1.1 The continuing need for insecticides

The world population in the year 2025 is predicted to be over 8 billion people. They will

require 3 billion tons of cereal with each hectare of farmland having to produce an

average global yield of 4 tons. This is over three times that reached by the partially

organic agricultural practices of 1960 (Dyson, 1999). An additional 850 million hectares

of similar quality land would have been needed to even meet today's global cereal

output had the average global cereal yield remained at the 1960 level (Borlaug, 2000).

Such land is not available. Future wholesale organic fanning is not a realistic, worldwide

option.

Approximately 35% of crops sown are lost to herbivory by insects (McEwen, 1978) and

so pest control measures are vital. Whilst genetic modification does offer solutions

through the engineering of more durable, pest- resistant plant species, it is a technology

in its infancy and is yet to be accepted by a sceptical public, at least in the developed

world. Other control strategies such as semiochemicals are also still at the

developmental stage and so modern fanning will continue to use insecticides to protect

crops and enable us to meet the nutritional demands of a growing global population.

1.2 Pyrethroid insecticides

Pyrethroids are a major class of neurotoxic insecticides, making Up around 23% of the

world market (Casida and Quistad, 1998). They are synthetic analogues of the

pyrethrins, six naturally occurring insecticidal compounds found in species of



Chrysanthemum. The first written account of the insecticidal use of powdered

chrysanthemum flowers was produced in 1697, although the plants' toxic properties had

been recognised many centuries earlier (Ruigt, 1985). Full-scale commercial

production of pyrethrins began in the mid is" century (Mcl.aughlin, 1973), however

their general use in agriculture was limited by their low stability in air and light.

Subsequent structural modification of pyrethrins during the 1960s and 70s produced the

first synthetic pyrethroids; photostable compounds with high insecticidal activity and

low mammalian toxicity, valuable characteristics that account for their commercial

success.

1.3 Pyrethroid structure and development

Pyrethrins are esters of cyclopropanecarboxylic acid and a cyclopentcnolone alcohol.

Synthetic pyrethroids were developed by the sequential replacement of structural

elements of these two pyrethrin groups, with moieties that conserved the shape and

physical properties of the template structure (Figure 1.1).

Pyrethrin I is the most insecticidally active constituent of pyrethrum extract and was

used as the prototype for the development of photostable pyrethroids. Constituent

photosensitive groups were identified and substituted with moieties less vulnerable to

photodegradation. One of the first photostable pyrethroids, permethrin, was produced

by replacing the isobutenyl side chain of chrysanthemates, which is vulnerable to

oxidative attack, with a dihalovinyl group (Elliott et al .. 1973). Although degradation of

permethrin does eventually occur, rapid photo-oxidative routes cannot take place and

therefore the compound persists for longer.
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Figure 1.1. Essential features of pyrethroid structure-activity relationships

illustrated by pyrethrin I and two synthetic pyrethroids. (Adapted from Soderlund et

al., 2002, Toxicology, 171~3-59).



Many of the modifications made to pyrethrin I and its pyrethroid analogues reduced its

insecticidal activity (Ruigt, 1985). One important exception was the addition of a cyano

group to the alpha carbon of 3-phenoxybenzyl-alcohol ester, which approximately

trebled insecticidal activity. Addition of the cyano group at the a-benzylic position to

dihalovinyl pyrethroids such as permethrin, culminated in the isolation of deltamethrin

(Elliott et al., 1974), a compound that remains one of the most powerful commercial

insecticides against a wide range of insect pests.

Pyrethroid toxicity is dependent on a combination of target site sensitivity and the ease

with which the compounds are detoxified. Studies with an isolated enzyme system

indicate that the rate of pyrethroid cleavage is dependent on the accessibility of the ester

linkage. Conjugation of pyrethroid metabolites with glycine, glucuronic acid and

sulphate increase their water solubilities and so accelerate their rate of excretion.

Studies on the toxicity of different pyrethroid compounds have been described

extensively in the rat. They can be divided into two groups according to the symptoms

they induce and in most cases, these correlate with the presence or absence of the a-

cyano group (Verschoyle and Aldridge, 1980). Type I pyrethroids without the a-cyano

group, such as permethrin, cause whole body tremors in mammals termed T syndrome,

while Type II pyrethroids with the a-cyano group, exemplified by deltamethrin, cause

abnormal locomotion and sinuous writhing termed CS syndrome (Staatz et al .. 1982).
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These symptoms strongly suggest that the nervous system IS the prImary target of

pyrethroid action.

Early studies of invertebrate nerve preparations treated with the pyrethroid allethrin,

showed heightened levels of nerve firing before conductance was blocked and no further

activity could be initiated (Narahashi, 1962a)b». Subsequent voltage clamp

experiments, to clarify the effect of pyrethroids on the nerve membrane, were done

without separating the sodium and potassium currents, both of which are involved in

generating nerve action potentials. Although both conductances were altered, reduction

of the transient peak sodium current was most significant (Narahashi and Anderson,

1967). Later studies showed that in the absence of the potassium current and in the

presence of allethrin, the inward sodium current was prolonged (Wang et al., 1972,

Murayama et al., 1972). This led to the proposal that the voltage-gated sodium channel

is the target site of pyrethroids. Direct evidence to support this has now come from a

radioactive-labelled pyrethroid derivative, which revealed high-affinity specific binding

to the a-subunit of the sodium channel protein (Trainer et al., 1997).

4



1.4 The voltage-gated sodium channel is fundamental to neurotransmission in

animals.

The voltage-gated sodium channel plays a critical role in controlling the electrical

excitability of animal cells. It is responsible for the regulated influx of sodium ions into

the nerve axon and the resulting generation and propagation of an action potential.

Action potentials are the electrical messages of the central nervous system, peripheral

nervous system, heart and skeletal muscles as well as a number of other muscle groups.

They move rapidly along axons, initiating the secretion of neurotransmitters at the nerve

terminal or signalling the contraction of muscles.

The negative membrane potential of an unstimulated axon, the resting membrane

potential, is established by the different external and internal concentrations of sodium

and potassium ions. When the membrane potential is depolarised beyond a critical

threshold value in response to a stimulus, the membrane permeability to sodium ions

rapidly increases. This causes another localised depolarisation in the negative electro-

chemical field and a rapid increase in sodium ion permeability further along the

membrane and so a depolarising wave propagates along the nerve axon. This rapid, ion-

specific, mono-directional wave is achieved by the gating conformations that the

voltage-gated sodium channel adopts in response to small but significant changes in

membrane potential i.e. the open, inactive and deactivated states (Stuhmer et al., 1989).

1.5 Sodium channel structure

Most of the functional and pharmacological properties of the voltage-gated sodium

channel are conferred by the a-subunit, a large ~260kD protein that forms the IOn-
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conducting pore in the membrane (Messner and Catterall, 1985). It was initially

identified using specific neurotoxic compound labels, which modified the generation of

action potentials (Beneski and Catterall, 1980, Agnew et al., 1980). The cDNAs

encoding the sodium channel protein were subsequent identified, cloned and sequenced.

The primary amino acid sequence revealed a large protein with four internally

homologous domains (Noda et al., 1984). Hydrophobicity plots of the amino acid

sequence suggested an assembly of six or more hydrophobic transmembrane segments

within each domain (Noda et al., 1984). Subsequent molecular modelling of the sodium

channel also predicted six a-helical transmembrane segments (S I-S6) in each of the four

homologous domains (DI-DIV) and a reentrant loop that enters the transmembrane

region between transmembrane segments S5 and S6 and forms the outer pore of the

channel. Large intracellular loops were predicted to connect the four homologous

domains while smaller intracellular and extracellular loops connected each of

transmembrane segments (Guy and Seetharamulu, 1986) (Figure 1.2).

Comparisons of the primary structure of the principle subunit of potassium channels

suggest that it is based on the same motif as that of the sodium channel; four

homologous domains composed of transmembrane segments. Structure and functional

models of potassium channels can therefore be used to predict the arrangement of the

voltage-gated sodium channel.

X-ray crystallography of the smaller bacterial potassium channel KcsA, an inward

rectifier from Streptomyces lividans. revealed a tetramer similar to the proposed
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Figure 1.2. A two-dimensional molecular map of the a-subunit of the voltage-

gated sodium channel, showing how it folds and transverses the plasma membrane.

The a-subunit is composed of four homologous domains each of which contains six

transmembrane segments. Cylinders represent the a-helical transmembrane

segments. Red cylinders indicate the S4 transmembrane segments, which act as

voltage sensors. Green cylinders indicate the S6 transmembrane segments, which

together with SSl/SS2 segments (P loops) form the walls of the sodium-ion-

conducting pore. The position of important charges essential for ion conductance

and selectivity are indicated in white circles. Charges important for channel

activation are shown on the S4 transmembrane segments. ® indicated the position

of the IFM motif which is thought to block the conducting pore during inactivation.

Reprinted by permission from Nature (Catterall, 409; 988-990) copyright (2001).





structure of the a-subunit of the sodium channel. Each KcsA domain comprises of only

two transmembrane segments, which are equivalent to the S5 and S6 segments of the

voltage-gated sodium channel. The three-dimensional structure of the bacterial

potassium channel reveals a narrow ion selectivity filter formed by the P loops that

connect the S5-S6 segments and an inner pore formed by the S6 segments of each

domain (Doyle et al.. 1998). This conical arrangement of the potassium channel pore is

thought to be mirrored in the voltage-gated sodium channel. Earlier computer models

of the selectivity filter of the voltage-gated potassium channel also suggest a square

array of homologous domains surrounding a central pore as being a possible three-

dimensional model of the sodium channel pore region (Durell and Guy, 1992) as well as

highlighting regions of the protein responsible for the selective movement of sodium

ions through the channel.

Although no X-ray crystal structure has been achieved for sodium channels, further

information on the three-dimensional arrangement has been proposed from results

obtained using cryo-electron microscopy of membrane fractions enriched with sodium

channel isolated from the eel Electrophorus electricus (Sato et al., 2001).

Analysis of electron microscopy sections suggests that the channel has a bell-shaped

structure within the membrane, with the four homologous domains arranged roughly

symmetrically around the central pore (Sato et al.. 2001). The pore is not a direct

channel between the two bathing solutions, instead four branches at the intracellular and

extracellular sides of the channel, which converge at the centre of the protein, transport
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sodium ions from the cell exterior to the axoplasm (Sato et al., 2001). Four peripherally

located transmembrane pores are also located in each domain and these are thought to

hold the voltage sensors of the protein, which detect any change in the surrounding

membrane potential (Catterall, 2001) (Figure 1.3).

1.6. Additional subunits associated with voltage-gated sodium channel

The a-subunit of the sodium channel can be expressed to form a functional, autonomous

channel (Goldin et al.. 1986). However, some sodium channel isoforms expressed in

conjunction with smaller subsidiary units have altered kinetic behaviour and different

levels of expression in the membrane. PI, a 36kD protein associated with mammalian

brain and skeletal sodium channels, modulates channel gating, increasing both the speed

of channel opening and inactivation, as well as increasing peak current. P2, a smaller

33kD subunit also accelerates channel inactivation in addition to increasing the

functional expression of the protein. Studies of the primary structure of both subsidiary

units (lsom et al.. 1992, 1995) have highlighted a close structural relationship with a

group of cell adhesion molecules that mediate cell-cell interactions in the nervous

system and other tissues (Vaughn and Bjorkman, 1996). These auxiliary units influence

neuronal migration and mediate interactions with substrates and other cells. p-subunits

may perform a similar role, and direct the formation of specialised areas of high sodium

channel density such as at the nodes of Ranvier (Xiao et al., 1999).

In insects, auxiliary units include the Tip E protein (Feng et al., 1995), which alters the

gating properties of the sodium channel (Hodges et al., 2002), as well as influencing

8



(A)

(D)

Figure 1.3. Three-dimensional representation of the voltage gated sodium

channel. (A) top view (B) side view (C) bottom view (D) cross section. Red shows

the position of the gating channels, which contain the S4 voltage sensors. Green

indicates the ion-conducting pore. The dashed lines show the position at which the

cross-section was taken. Reprinted by permission from Nature (Catterall, 409; 988-

990) copyright (2001).



channel expression by acting as a chaperone and aiding the movement of thc a-subunit

to the membrane surface (Moore et al., 2001).

1.7 Sodium channel activation; the detection of voltage change and channel

opening

For sodium ions to flow through to the axoplasm, the sodium channel must be activated

or open, a process that involves the recognition of a voltage change and a resulting

conformational alteration of the protein.

Membrane depolarisation is detected by voltage sensors within the channel, thought to

be the S4 segments of each domain. These transmembrane segments contain repeats of

positively charged arginine or lysine residues followed by two hydrophobic residues

(Guy et al., 1989). This is a highly conserved motif, found in all voltage-gated

potassium and sodium channels and implies a fundamental role in the functioning of the

protein. The positive S4 charges are paired with three fixed negatively charged residues,

also highly conserved, found in the SI, S2 and S3 regions that surround the

transmembrane segment (Keynes, 1994). A depolarisation of the membrane increases

the outward force acting on these positive charges and induces the S4 segments to

operate as screw helices (Catterall, 1986) with each positively charged residue rotating

through 60° and moving 0.45nm towards the exterior of the channel to pair up with the

next fixed negative charge (Keynes and Elinder, 1999). The outward gating current

created by the movement has been directly measured. 12 electronic charges are

transferred (Hirschberg et al., 1995) when each S4 segment twists three times in

9



succession through 60". This suggests an equal transfer of three positive charges by

each S4 helix.

The outward, rotational movement of the S4 transmembrane segment of domain IV

(D4S4) helix has been detected directly (Yang et al., 1996). Charged residues of the

voltage sensors were replaced with cysteine residues and the rate at which the cysteine

reacted with the charged sulfhydryl reagent MTSET was measured. The reaction rate

plotted as a function of membrane potential, showed that the substituted cysteine

residues in D4S4 became progressively more available for modification by the

extracellular MTSET reagent as the membrane depolarised. This movement coincided

with three positively charged amino acid residues in the S4 segment of domain IV

becoming accessible outside the cell during channel gating (Yang et al., 1996). Such a

transfer of charge would require a substantial outward movement of the S4 segments,

their screw helical movement projecting the outermost positively charged arginines as

far as 1.45nm into the external aqueous phase (Keynes, 2001). The discovery that a large

proportion of the D4S4 transmembrane segment was surrounded by hydrophilic crevices

led to the proposal of a narrow-waisted hydrophobic gating pore which would allow a

relatively small physical movement to rapidly translocate several of the charged residues

across the electrical field (Yang et al., 1996, 1997, Mitrovic et (/1., 2000) (Figure lA).

This model agrees with the structural information gained from cryo-electron

microscopy, which identified peripherally located pores in each of the four domains

(Sato et al.. 2001). The screw helical movement of the S4 segments within these pores

is however complicated by their non-linear shape

10



Figure 1.4. Helical screw mechanism of the movement of S4 voltage sensors. On

depolarisation, the solid S4 helices move outward and their positive charges (yellow)

are neutralised by negatively charged residues (white) found in segments S2 and S3.

The narrow hydrophobic waist allows small physical movements to rapidly

translocated several charged residues across the electrical field. (From Catterall,

2001. Neuron,26; 13-25. Reprinted with permission from Cell Press.)

Figure 1.5. Hinged-lid mechanism of fast inactivation of the voltage gated sodium

channel. The linker between domains III and IV contains the critical IFM

(isoleucine, phenylalanine, methionine) motif During fast inactivation,

phenlyalanine blokes the channel pore preventing ion conduction, while methionine

maintains the rigid alpha helix or lid. (From Catterall, 2001. Neuron, 26; 13-25.

Reprinted with permission from Cell Press.)
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and a further gating process to straighten the tunnel in response to a depolarisation has

been suggested (Catterall, 2001).

Although all four S4 segments are involved in activation gating, their contribution to the

process is not equal. Significant positive shifts in the voltage dependence of activation

of channels containing mutated sensors in domains I and II suggest their constituent S4

helices underlie the process of activation. Mutations of the analogous charged residues

in D3S4 and D4S4 have only minor effects on the kinetics of activation (Kontis et al.,

1997).

Detection of membrane depolarisation and the resulting realignment of the S4 helices

are thought to precede the opening of the pore (Yellen, 1998). However, although the

two processes are energetically coupled., it is not known how the numerous kinetic steps

involved in the movement of gating charge initiate the opening of the channel or in what

form the opening occurs. One suggestion is that the outward twists of the S4 segments

force the opening of an activation gate, which is located near the cytoplasmic end of the

channel's four S6 segments, at the end of the permeation pathway. Evidence for this has

come from studies with K+ channel pore blockers and state dependent cysteine

modification of the channel (Armstrong, 1971; Shapiro, 1977; Yeh and Narahashi, 1977;

Liu et al., 1997).

Many blockers that act on the intracellular side of K+ channels initiate blockage of the

open state; they can only obstruct the channel and prevent the movement of K 1 ions once

the activation gates have opened. In the presence of a tetraethylammonium (TEA)
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derivative blocker, channels still activate, indicating that they are not already blocked

prior to the voltage step, however K+ current declines exponentially as the TEA

derivative binds and obstructs the now open channels (Armstrong, 1(71). These TEA-

blocked channels can only close once the molecule has dissociated from the protein, an

effect termed 'foot in the door' (Yeh and Armstrong, 1978). This not only highlighted a

binding site for channel blockers but also indicated the intracellular mouth of the

potassium channel as being a possible location for an activation gate (Yellen, 1998).

Similar results were found with positively charged intracellular blockers of sodium

channels, which competed with the activation gate to prevent ions passing through the

channel (Shapiro, 1977, Yeh and Narahashi, 1977).

The location of the potassium channel gate was further pinpointed when site-directed

cysteine substitution of the middle of the S6 transmembrane segments showed large

state-dependent changes in the reactivity of the replacement amino acid and its reagent.

Cysteines substituted into the intracellular S6 region of the potassium channel were

100,OOO-fold less accessible to charged sulfhydryl reagents when the protein was closed

than when it was open (Liu et al., 1997). A model based on these studies proposes a

conical arrangement of the four S6 helices, with the activation gate located at the apex.

Following the detection of a membrane depolarisation and movement of the S4 voltage

sensors, study of spin labelled cysteines within the S6 helices suggest that these

transmembrane segments move apart consistent with a widening of the pore (Perozo et

al., 1998). The conserved structural arrangement of the potassium and sodium channels

implies a similar activation gate occurs within the sodium channel.
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1.8 Sodium channel selectivity

Once sodium channels open, only sodium ions flow through to thc axoplasm at

approximately 106 ions per second. This is specific for sodium ions and this specificity

is thought to be the consequence of a "selectivity filter" located in the channel" souter

pore. This position was originally identified by voltage clamp studies, as a binding site

for the pore blockers tetrodotoxin and saxotoxin (Hille, 1984).

Site-directed mutagenesis has identified the location of a significant component of the

filter. Substitution of the rat brain HA channel Glutamate residue 387 with other

residues in the extracellular membrane re-entrant loop of Domain I, conferred a

significant reduction in tetrodotoxin and saxotoxin binding (Noda cl al., 1(89). The

finding of other negatively charged residues in analogous positions within the remaining

three domains (Terlau et al .. 1991) led to the hypothesis that these amino acids form an

inner ring that acts as a receptor for the two pore blockers and as the selectivity filter in

the outer pore of the sodium channel. Support for this view came from sodium channel

mutants that could be made selective for calcium ions by replacing the four sodium ion

selective DEKA (aspartate, glutamate, lysine, alanine) residues, found in the inner ring

of domains I-IV, with the four EEEE (glutamate) residues thought to confer the ionic

selectivity of the calcium channel (Heinemann et al .. 1992). Mutations of the DEKA

ring also have a great effect on the selectivity for organic and inorganic monovalent

cations (Sun et al., 1997). However it is not thought to be the only clement which

mediates conductance and selectivity. Mutations within a second outer ring composed

of four residues EEDD (glutamate, aspartate) also significantly affect Ion

conductanceand selectivity (Tsushima et al., 1997a; Chiamnvimonvat cl al .. 1996a,b).
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The two selectivity filter rings are part of the "P" or pore-lining loops that arc

contributed by each domain and lie deep within the external vestibule of the channel

protein. They are asymmetrically arranged (Benitah et al., 1997), with the domain IV

loop the most internal and the domain II loop lying closest to the channel extracellular

surface (Chiamnvimonvat et al., 1996a). Cysteines that substituted selectivity filter

residues, demonstrated the region to be highly mobile, with disulphide bridges being

formed between the side chains of distantly apposed replacement residues (Perez-Garcia

et al., 1996). Cross-linking was further enhanced following activation and indeed

studies have indicated that some of the selectivity filter residues are involved in channel

gating (Benitah et al., 1999; Hilber et al., 2001).

Mutation of an alanine in the inner selective filter to a positively charged residue,

aspartate, resulted in little change in ion selectivity but greatly interfered with

rearrangement of the P-Ioops during channel opening (Hilber et al., 200 I). Mutation of

lysine, again a constituent residue of the inner selective filter, also resulted in alteration

of channel gating as well as in a substantial loss of ion selectivity (Heinemann et al..

1992). Channel regions are therefore not mutually exclusive in the functions they

perform.

1.9 Sodium channel fast inactivation

Within a few milliseconds of opening, sodium channels inactivate, halting sodium ion

conductance, a process known as fast inactivation. Fast inactivation is structurally and

energetically distinct from channel closure.
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Fast inactivation is mediated by an inactivation gate, which blocks the intracellular pore

of the channel and terminates the flow of sodium Ions. Following abolition of the

inactivation process by selective removal of an inactivation particle by protease

treatment of the interior of a squid axon, a 'ball and chain' mechanism was proposed

(Armstrong, 1977). This suggested a mobile inactivation component extending away

from the protein and hence the idea of an intracellular flexible 'chain' tethering a 'ball'

that blocked the pore after the activation gates opened. Possible regions that could act as

the inactivation ball and chain iiclude the intracellular loops found between each

domain. Their extension into the cytoplasm means that they could act as a mobile

component and they would be accessible for protease degradation. Inactivation was also

prevented when the short, highly conserved intracellular loop between domains III and

IV was treated with anti-peptide antibodies. Similar treatment with antibodies specific

to other interdomain loops had no effect on channel inactivation (Vassilev et al .. 1(89).

Subsequent mutagenesis of this III-IV interdomain loop revealed a hydrophobic triad of

isoleucine, phenylalanine and methionine (IFM) residues that are critical for fast

inactivation. Removal of anyone of the three residues impairs inactivation (West et al..

1992), while their inclusion in single peptide units can restore inactivation to channels

where the IFM region has been mutated (EahoItz cl al. 1(94). A cysteine replacement of

the central phenylalanine residue of the triad becomes inaccessible to MTS reagents as

the inactivation gate closes (Kellenberger et al., 19(6). Substitution of the same central

amino acid with progressively more hydrophilic residues impairs inactivation suggesting

a hydrophobic interaction between the inactivation particle and its receptor
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(Kellenberger et al., 1997b). Glycine and proline residues that border the IFM motif

may act as molecular hinges allowing the inactivation "lid' to close across the channel

pore (Kellenberger et al., 1997a) (Figure 1.S).

Multidimensional NMR techniques on the central portion of the loop, expressed as a

separate peptide, revealed a rigid a-helix followed by two turns, the second of which

contains the IFM motif (Rohl et a/.1999). The IFM motifs position within the three

dimensional protein has also been identified as being a small indentation on one side of

the intracellular mass (Catterall, 2001). The structure is maintained by a strong

interaction between two tyrosine residues within the alpha helix and the methionine of

the IFM motif. As a consequence, a phenylalanine is thrust into the surrounding solvent,

despite its hydrophobic nature and this allows it to interact with the inactivation dock,

which scanning mutagenesis has revealed as being a number of residues within the

intracellular end of segments S6 of domain IV (McPhee et al., 1(94) and the

intracellular loops between segments S4 and SS of domains III (Smith et al., 19(7) and

IV (McPhee et al., 1998).

Channel inactivation derives most of its voltage dependence from the outward

movement of S4 sensors (Armstrong, 198 I), especially the D4S4 segment (Cha et al.,

1999) whose realignment is thought to signal the closure of the intracellular fast

inactivation gate. The activation and inactivation processes can be separated using a-

scorpion toxins. These bind to th..:;extracellular end of the D4S4 voltage sensor segment
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and trap it in an inward, partially activated position, which continues to allow activation

but prevents fast inactivation (Sheets et al., 1999).

Further evidence that the D4S4 segment is coupled to the process of inactivation comes

from fluorescent probes incorporated into the transmembrane helices, which reveal that

the S4 segments of domains III and IV are immobilized in the outward position by fast

inactivation, while S4 in domains I and II remain unaffected (Cha et al., 1999).

Similar trapping experiments of the S4 segments using cysteine accessibility scanning,

also showed a slow down in the rate of inactivation, however the immobilisation of one

segment does not effect the kinetics of another, implying that S4 segments act

independently from each other. In addition, cysteine reagents added intracellularly

prevented activation while the same reagent added extracellularly prevented

inactivation, suggesting that D4S4 makes two sequential movements in response to a

depolarisation; the first is coupled to the activation gate and the second coupled to the

inactivation gate (Horn, 2000, 2001).

1.10 Sodium channel slow inactivation

Two further forms of inactivation, slow and ultra-slow, are thought to regulate the

availability of sodium channels in the resting state from which channels ean again be

activated (Ruff. 1997). The processes are structurally and kinetically distinct from fast

inactivation, and are initiated if a depolarisation exceeds ~20ms with the rate of decay of

ultra-slow inactivation is of the order of lOOms, in contrast to the 2-3 ms for fast

inactivation.
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The two processes are thought to be coupled. The onset of fast inactivation and the

stabilization of the channel through the binding of the inactivation particle, inhibits the

initiation of ultra-slow inactivation, by preventing a molecular rearrangement that may

involve both the extracellular and intracellular pore (Hilber et 0/ .. 20(2). Other studies

have suggested that slow and fast inactivation are distinct and that mutations in the S5

and S6 segments, the S4-S5 linkers and the central arginine and neutral residues in the

S4 segment of domain IV contribute towards the voltage dependence of slow

inactivation (Cummins and Sigworth, 1996; Wang and Wang, 1997; Takahashi and

Cannon, 1999; Bendahhou et al., 1999; Mitrovic et al., 2000). Mutations that affect the

probability of the onset of ultra-slow inactivation have also been implicated in acting as

part of the mobile ion selectivity filter. This has led to the proposal that slow inactivation

involves a substantial rearrangement of the channel pore (Hilber cl al.. 20(1).

1.11 Sodium channel deactivation

Fast-inactivated sodium channel!'. must become deactivated before they can activate

again i.e. they cannot pass directly to the activated state (Kuo et al., 1994). The rate of

inactivated-state deactivation is regulated by the 03S4 sensor and the outer and central

charged residues of the D4S4 sensor. Immobilization of the gating charge with fast

inactivation slows the rate of deactivation. Neutralisation of these central gating charges

has the reverse effect and accelerates the rate of recovery from inactivation (Kuhn and

Greef, 1999).

Following brief depolarisation, or en sodium channels deactivate directly in response to

hyperpolarization, without passmg through the inactivated confirmation, a transition
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termed open-state deactivation. The decay in current of this transition is best described

by a single exponential function suggesting a one step process. This is thought to be the

translocation of one voltage »ensor to its hyperpolarized favoured position.

Neutralisation mutagenesis, where each of the charge residues is mutated singly to a

neutral residue, has clarified that the movement is regulated by each of the eight charged

residues within D4S4 (Groome et al., 2002).

1.12 The sodium channel gating pathway

For simplicity, the cycle of sodium channel configurations is often described as

activation (or opening), followed by inactivation and then deactivation (or channel

closure) before activation again. In reality, the configurative pathway is neither this

rigid nor simple. Channels may bypass activation and go straight from the deactivated

state to the inactivated state, known as closed-state inactivation (Patlak, 1991). Equally,

single channel studies have revealed that during a depolarising pulse, a channel may

reopen without first inactivating (Correa et al.. 1994). This supports the notion that

there are more than three channel conformations which result from different

arrangements of the voltage sensors in varying kinetic states and the gates which open

and close in response to the voltage sensor movement (Taddese and Bean, 2(02).

A recent allosteric model describes the relationship between the channel states. A

channel is thought to move through a series of successively activated states, which

increase the probability of the channel inactivating. As the successive voltage sensors

transfer charge through the gating pore and the activation gate opens, so the affinity for

interaction with the inactivation particle increases (Taddese and Bean, 20(2).
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1.13 Voltage clamp as a method of studying channel function and behaviour

Most "models" predicting the function of regions of the voltage-gated sodium channel

are based on interpretations of electrophysiological data collected from either single

channel studies using the patch clamp method, or channel populations using voltage

clamp.

The conformational state of a sodium channel population is revealed by the voltage-

dependent current it conducts. The presence of a current in response to a change in

potential means channels are open and are allowing sodium ions to pass from the cell

exterior to the interior. A decrease in current following a change in potential, suggests

channels are either inactivating or closing ..

Under normal in vivo conditions, changes in the transmembrane current change cell

membrane potential, which feeds hack and further changes the conductance. It is

therefore difficult to determine the behaviour of membrane currents unambiguously in

response to specified voltage change. To measure current, the voltage must be kept

constant. The voltage clamp method achieves this by continually checking the

membrane potential and injecting current to counter any deviation from the specified

potential (Cole and Moore, 1960). The amount of current needed to maintain the

voltage, is taken as a measure of channel population conductance, which in tum gives an

indication of their conformational state.
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The voltage and speed at which the current occurs, its size and the rate at which it

decays, are all parameters which can be used to deduce the configurative sodium

channel response to an internal alteration such as a mutation within the protein or to an

external stimulus, such as an insecticide.

1.14 Pyrethroid modification of the voltage-gated sodium channel

Early voltage-clamp studies of the effect of pyrethroids on sodium currents were done

on the squid giant axon. The pyrethroid allethrin prolonged the period of sodium ion

conductance and shifted the voltage dependence of inactivation in the hyperpolarizing

direction (Wang et al., 1972). Later studies found that the sodium current of

tetramethrin-treated axons decayed more slowly than in control untreated axons. The

treated axons also showed a large residual current which increased the depolarising

after-potential to the threshold membrane potential for the generation of repetitive

discharges (Vijverberg and van den Bergen, 1982) Following repolarisation, currents of

axons under normal conditions rapidly decayed. In contrast, tetramethrin-treated axon

currents displayed large tail currents that decayed slowly (Lund and Narahashi, 1981).

Similarly pronounced tail currents were reported in cockroach giant axons that had been

treated with the pyrethroid allethrin (Pelhate et al., 1980). Nerve axons treated with

type II pyrethroids such as deltamethrin and cyphenothrin displayed tail currents with

smaller amplitudes than Type I tail currents, although the rate of decay was significantly

slower (Lund and Narahashi, 1.983). This is consistent with the different action

potential patterns seen following neuronal exposure of neurons to Type I and Type II

pyrethroids. For Type I pyrethroids, the induction of long trains of action potentials

following a single stimulus is consistent with only transient prolongation of sodium
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channel inactivation and deactivation seen in the moderately slow decay of tail currents.

Exposure to Type II pyrethroids results in the total block of an action potential upon

repeated nerve stimulation, which is in accord with the persistent prolongation of sodium

channel inactivation and deactivation seen in the very slow decay of tail currents

(Vijverberg et al., 1983, Soderlund et al., 2002).

Patch clamp studies on the action of pyrethroids on single sodium channels gives direct

support to the above findings. In the absence of pyrethroid, channels open briefly in

response to a depolarising pulse. fetramethrin, a Type I pyrethroid, increases the mean

open time of individual sodium channels approximately lO-fold which corresponds with

only a moderate delay of inactivation and deactivation (Yamamoto et al., 1983). In

contrast, deltamethrin and fenvalerate, both Type II pyrethroids, increase the mean open

time of single sodium channels by up to 200-fold, a consequence of the substantial delay

in channel closure (Chinn and Narahashi, 1986; Holloway et al., 1(89). Deltamethrin

also delays channel opening in response to a voltage pulse. Single modified channels

were found to continue opening even after the termination of the depolarising pulse

(Chin et al., 1986), which accounts for the appearance of prominent tail currents. A

number of channel states are therefore stabilized through a pyrethroid interaction, and

this shifts their voltage dependence of activation and inactivation in the hyperpolarizing

direction (Salgado et al., 1989, Tatebayashi and Narahashi, 1(94), slowing their

transition to different conformations in response to voltage change.

Voltage and patch clamp studies have also been used to analyse the contrasting effects

of the two pyrethroid types on sodium channel behaviour. Voltage clamp records
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showed that the initial slowly decaying tail currents, characteristic of deltamethrin

(Tabarean and Narahashi, 1998) and fenvalerate (Song et al., 1l)9(». are replaced by

rapidly decaying tail currents following the application of tctramethrin. This

displacement of the deltamethrin by tetramethrin has been confirmed by patch clamping

of single channels, which showed that the extensive channel opening caused by the Type

II pyrethroid is replaced by the shorter channel opening characteristic of modification by

a Type I pyrethroid (Motomura and Narahashi, 2001). The differing effects of pyrethroid

action are therefore antagonistic and subtractive rather than cooperative and additive.

This could be explained by either the molecules competing for a common binding site or

by an allosteric coupling so that binding to one site prevents the occupancy of another.

Pyrethroids do not modify all of the individual sodium channels within a population of

insecticide-treated channels. The distribution of channel open times following

tetramethrin exposure can be fitted by two exponentials. One exponential is similar to

that recorded in the absence of the pyrethroid and the other is significantly slower.

These two functions are thought to represent modified and unmodified fractions of the

channel population. In contrast, the distribution of channel open times in untreated

conditions can be fitted with a single exponential (Motomura and Narahashi, 200 I). To

initiate the repetitive firing of tetramethrin modification, only a small percentage of the

channel population must have their opening prolonged to increase the depolarising after-

potential to the threshold level for repetitive nerve excitation. A minimum effective

concentration of 100nM tetramethrin modifies 0.62% of channels in Purkinje neurons,

which is sufficient to initiate the discharges causing hyperexcitation in animals (Song

and Narahashi, 1996b). This fraction can be increased if channels are kept open for an
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extended period. Tail currents following multiple depolarisations that continually

activate channels, have larger peak currents than those following a single depolarisation

of equal duration. This has lead to the proposal that pyrethroids bind preferentially to

the channel open state (Vais et al., 2000).

Binding studies have provided further information on the interaction of pyrethroids with

the sodium channel and the effect they have on the functioning of the protein. Studies

on the effects of pyrethroids in conjunction with other neurotoxins on sodium channels

suggested a pyrethroid-specific binding site, designated Site 6 (Lombet et al.. 1988).

Although pyrethroids alone have no effect on radio-labelled sodium ion uptake into

mammalian brain synaptosornes, they do enhance uptake in the presence of the alkaloid

neurotoxins veratridine and batrachotoxin. Pyrethroids are also thought to enhance the

binding of an analogue of batrachotoxin, BTX-B, to the sodium channel. This suggests

that the pyrethroids have a distinct binding site separate from other ligand binding sites

but that there is allosteric coupling between the two sites. A potent pyrethroid

radioligand has now been used to directly labelled site 6 and this has confirmed both the

high affinity binding to the brain sodium channel and the allosteric coupling to other

binding domains predicted by the BTX-B studies (Trainer et al., 1997).

Despite the extensive studies reviewed above, the number of pyrethroid binding sites in

the sodium channel remains unclear. Deltamethrin dose response relationships from the

para wild type insect channel of Drosophila melanogaster, suggest that there are two

binding sites, one of which is lost through the introduction of resistance mutations in the

S6 segment and the S4-S5 linker of domain II (Vais et al.. 20(0). This is supported by
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similar resistance mutation studies where a number of residue changes in distant regions

of the intracellular side of the protein affect pyrethroid potency and could therefore he

part of potential binding sites (e.g. Liu et al.. 2002). Other c1ectrophysiological studies

with dorsal root ganglion neurons and biochemical studies using mammalian hrain

sodium channels suggest the presence of only one pyrethroid binding site per channel

protein (Soderlund et al.. 2002).

1.15 The pyrethroid sensitivity of different types of sodium channel

The low toxicity of pyrethroids to mammals is thought to be, in part, a consequence of

the insensitivity of their sodium channel proteins. A numher of highly homologous hut

distinct sodium channel genes have been isolated from mammals (Goldin, 1999) and

heterogeneity is introduced by alternative mRNA splicing (Gustafson et al., 1993).

These different isoforms, found in specific tissues, show varying degrees of sensitivity

to the insecticide. Drosophila melanogaster, in contrast, appear to have only two single

sodium channel a-subunit genes, DSC} (Salkoff et al., 1987) and para (Loughney and

Ganetzky, 1989) although only the para gene product has a known physiological role

(Wu and Ganetzky., 1980).

Sodium channels that are differentially sensitive to the toxin tetrodotoxin TTX also

show differential sensitivity to pyrethroids. TTX-resistant channels are far more

sensitive to the pyrethroids allethrin, tetramethrin and deltamethrin than TTX-sensitive

channels (Ginsburg and Narahashi, 1993; Song and Narahashi 1996a; Tabarean and

Narahashi, 1998).
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Further electrophysiological studies have found the rat hrain IlA channel is

comparatively insensitive compared to the insect para sodium channel to several Type I

pyrethroids (Smith and Soderlund, 1998). Tetramethrin did not initiate or propagate the

T syndrome characteristic of Type I pyrethroid poisoning despite direct injection into the

rat brain (Gray and Soderlund, 1985). This suggests that whole body mammalian

sensitivity is conferred by different sodium channels to those found in abundance within

the adult brain.

Other sodium channel isoforms which have been tested in the oocyte expression system

for their pyrethroid sensitivity include the rat SNS/PN3 channel which is preferentially

expressed in the peripheral nervous system and is highly resistant to TTX (Akopian et

al., 1996; Sangameswaren et al., 1996). In contrast to rat hrain llA sodium channels, rat

SNS/PN3 channels are highly sensitive to both Type I and Type II pyrcthroids, with the

SNS/PN3 threshold concentration of cypermethrin-dependent modification heing over

60-fold lower than the concentration needed to modify rat IIA channels (Smith and

Soderlund,2001).

In vitro, the sensitivity of the rat HA channel to pyrethroids varies depending on whether

it is expressed singly, or in conjunction with the ~ 1 subunit. The u-subunit alone is

sensitive to modification by cypermethrin and this identifies it as heing the primary

pyrethroid binding site. However, sensitivity is increased over 20-fold if the larger n-
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subunit is co expressed with PI, suggesting an allosteric effect on pyrethroid binding

sites when the channel complex consists of both subunits (Smith and Soderlund, 1(98).

1.16 The effect of temperature on sodium channel sensitivity to pyrethroids

Temperature has a significant effect on the activity of DDT and pyrethroids on nerve

preparations with sensitivity to these insecticides being increased at lower temperatures

(Stakus and Narahashi, 1978). Analysis of tetramethrin-indueed tail currents indicates

that the percentage of channels modified by the insecticide is slightly increased when the

temperature is lowered from 35°C to 25°C. The rate of tail current decay is slowed and

the peak current is increased as the temperature lowers (Song and Narahashi, 1996b).

It has been suggested that the increase in pyrethroid potency at lower temperatures is the

result of reduced degradation and this may be the basis for its selective toxicity, as the

rate of enzymatic degradation of the insecticide within endothermic mammals wi II be

greater than in poikiothermic insects. Although enzymatic detoxification of pyrethroids

certainly contributes to the reduced sensitivity of mammals, for the io-c temperature

difference the rate of enzymatic detoxification is estimated to be only three times faster

than in invertebrates (Bradbury and Coats, 1989).

1.17 Pyrethroid target sites other than the voltage-gated sodium channel.

Pyrethroids have been shown to act at three other target sites that may contribute to

intoxication in vivo. Some isoforms of the mouse voltage-gated calcium channel are

blocked by Type I pyrethroids (Yoshii et al., 1985) and in housefly thoracic neurons, L
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and T type calcium channels react differently to treatment with the Type II pyrethroid,

deltamethrin (Duce et al., 1999). In a response to deltamethrin similar to the TTX-

sensitive sodium current, the voltage dependence of activation of T-typc calcium current

is shifted in the hyperpolarizing direction. Additionally, deltamethrin causes an increase

in the frequency of spontaneous oscillations of internal Ca2!, and enhances the amplitude

of the depolarisation-induced increase in Ca2+ (Duce et al., 1999). The external flux of

voltage-sensitive calcium channels located in the presynaptic nerve tcnninal is

responsible for the highly organised release of neurotransmitters (Llinas, 1982).

Modification of the calcium current by pyrethroid insecticides may in tum result in the

enhanced release of neurotransmitters associated with pyrethroid intoxication (Doherty

et al., 1986).

Blockage of voltage-gated chloride channels by some pyrethroids is associated with the

profuse salivation characteristic of Type I pyrethroid poisoning i.e. the CS intoxication

syndrome (Ray et al.. 1999). Furthermore, the enhanced convulsions caused by the

action of the insecticide at these voltage-gated ion channels may be enhanced by the

concurrent effect of pyrethroids on peripheral-type benzodiazepinc receptors located in

non-neuronal tissues (Devaud and Murray, 1988). Other putative sites identified ill vitro

as targets for pyrethroid action, do not appear to contribute significantly to whole animal

pyrethroid intoxication. The aminobutyric acid receptor (GABA receptor) -chloride

ionophore complex, an important mediator of inhibitory neurotransmission IJ1 the

mammalian nervous system, and the nicotinic acetylcholine receptors, mediators of fast

excitatory transmission, have both been highlighted as possible pyrethroid target sites

(Lawrence and Casida, 1983; Abbassy et al., 1982). However, modification of these
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complexes has not been observed at the low concentrations known to significantly

disrupt sodium channel function (Soderlund et al., 2002)

1.18 The use of pyrethroids and occurrence of resistance

Widespread, intensive use of pyrethroid insecticides since the early 1970s has led to

numerous instances of genetic resistance in target insects. This now poses significant

risks and challenges for the control of vectors of infectious disease and agricultural pests

(Georghiou, 1990).

Resistance is an evolutionary process, arising through the selection of low-frequency

mutations that confer a survival advantage. These may reduce the penetration of the

toxicant, increase its rate of metabolic detoxification or reduce the sensitivity of the

target site. All three mechanisms are illustrated in some pyrethroid-resistant strains of

the housefly Musca domestica, which have reduced cuticular penetration, enhanced

oxidative metabolism and reduced neuronal sensitivity. These flies are approximately

6000-fold more resistant to permethrin than their wild type counterparts (Scott and

Georghiou, 1986).

Reduction in neuronal sensitivity to pyrethroids was first identified in houseflies and

was termed 'knockdown resistance' or kdr because it resulted in the ability to resist or

delay the rapid 'knockdown' paralysis usually observed alter pyrcthroid or DDT

exposure (Busvine 1951). Subsequent work showed kdr to be conferred by a single gene

on autosome 3 (Farnham, 1977; Farnham, 1987), and identified other putative allelic

variants including the more potent super-kdr factor (Sawicki 1(78). Kdr confers
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moderate levels of resistance (10-30 fold) to Type I pyrethroids and Type II pyrethroids

(Farnham et al., 1987a)b), while super-kdr confers up to SaO-fold resistance to Type II

pyrethroids (Farnham and Khambay, 1995) and slightly enhanced resistance (50-fold) to

Type I pyrethroids. Restriction fragment length polyrnorphisms of the Msc sodium

channel gene in houseflies, which has close homology to the para gene of Drosophila

melanogaster, were identified in kdr, super-kdr and susceptible strains and shown to co-

segregate with resistance in controlled crosses involving these strains. indicating that the

genetic basis of resistance was located at this gene locus (Williamson et al .. 1993).

1.19 Mapping and identification ofthe kdr and super-kdr mutations.

Subsequent cloning and sequencing of the sodium channel gene from di fferent housefly

strains containing the kdr and the more potent super-kdr variation. revealed two amino

acid substitutions that correlated with the resistant phenotypes. A leucine to

phenylalanine replacement (Ll 014F) in the hydrophobic D2S6 transmembrane segment

was found in two independent kdr strains and six super-kdr strains of diverse

geographical origin, while an additional methionine to threonine replacement (M918T)

within the intracellular D2S4-SS loop was found only in super-kdr strains (Williamson

et al., 1996).

The same kdr leucine to phenylalanine mutation has since heen identified in a range of

other insect species including pyrethroid resistant strains of the peach potato aphid

Myzus persicae (Martinez- Torres et al., 1999), the German cockroach Blattella

germanica (Miyazaki et al., 1996; Dong et al., 1997). the malaria transmitting mosquito

Anopheles gambiae (Martinez-Torres et al.. 1998), the tohacco budworm Hcliothis
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virescens (Park et al., 1997) the diamondback moth Plutella xylostella (Schuler et 01..

1998), and the horn fly Haematobia irritans (Guerrero et al., 1997). The super-kdr

mutation has been found in conjunction with the kdr in housefly (Williamson et al..

1996) and horn fly (Guerrero et al.. 1997) (Figure 1.6). This suggests a common

mechanism for this type of resistance between species.

Both the kdr and super-kdr mutations map to the intracellular mouth region of the

channel pore, a site consistent with the known role of pyrethroids in modifying channel

gating. Other resistance mutations have been found in the same region. A T9291

mutation has been found in conjunction with the kdr mutation in a pyrethroid resistant

strain of Plutella xylostella (Schuler et al., 1998) and in conjunction with an L932F

mutation in headlice, Pediculus capititus (Lee et al., 2000). Resistance mutations have

also been located in other regions of the channel, indicating that kdr, supcr-kdr and other

domain IImutations are not the only amino acids affecting binding or pyrethroid action.

Resistance mutations found in field populations have been located III the D3S6

transmembrane segment of the cattle tick Boophilus micropius (He et al.. 1999) and the

01-02 linker in Blattella germanica (Liu et aI., 2002). In addition certain para mutant

strains of Drosophila melanogaster have amino acid changes located within the SS and

S6 transmembrane segments of domains I and III and the S4-SS and SS-S6 intracellular

loops that connect them (Pittendrigh et al., 1997) (Figure 1.6). One interpretation of

these data is that the kdr and super-kdr sites do not form the pyrethroid binding site in

isolation but act in conjunction with other amino acids highlighted by resistance

mutations located in the three remaining domains. However, detection of these

resistance mutations in Domain I and III in wild pest populations IS probably rare
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Figure 1.6. Location of pyrethroid resistance mutations found in field and

laboratory insect strains.
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because they have a fitness cost. All aspects of electrical signalling in the nervous

system are mediated by sodium channel function, hence mutations that even slightly

impair the normal activity of these channels are likely to have adverse effects and would

therefore not be maintained unless the disadvantages are outweighed by the selective

advantages conferred by resistance.

Equally, changes in the usual kinetic behaviour of the channel may be the mechanism by

which resistance to pyrethroids and DDT is conferred, rather than by a direct alteration

of the binding site (Pittendrigh et al., 1997). The pharmacological effect of these

insecticides is to cause persistent activation of the sodium channel by delaying the

normal voltage-dependent inactivation and deactivation (Soderlund and Bloomquist,

1990). Mutations may therefore confer resistance by altering the kinetic behaviour of

the channel and thereby countering the gating modifications induced by pyrethroid

action (Pittendrigh et al., 1997). Mutations within the S5 segment of domain II, the S4-

S5 loop of domain III and the S6 segment of domain IV, have previously been shown to

affect sodium channel inactivation and cause the skeletal muscle disorder hyperkalcmic

periodic paralysis (Ptacek et a11991; McClatchey et al., 1992; Rojas et al., 1991).

Analogous mutations in insect channels may confer similar kinetic changes, but rather

than cause the debilitating effect of momentary paralysis, they may reduce or override

the neurotoxic effects of the insecticide by offsetting the gating changes it generates.

Until recently, all strains of pyrethroid-resistant insects with the super-kdr methionine to

threonine mutation have also had the kdr leucine to phenylalanine mutation (Williamson

et al., 1996, Guerrero et al., 1997). A further super-kdr like mutation, T9291, detected in
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the diamond back moth Plutella xylostella and human head lice Pediculus humanus

capitis is also found in conjunction with kdr mutations (Ll014F and L932F

respectively) (Schuler et al., 1998; Lee et al., 2000). Furthermore, mutations found in

the D 1-D2 linker of Blatte/la germanica only confer high levels of deltamethrin

resistance if they similarly, are co expressed with the domain II kdr leucine to

phenylalanine mutation (Tan et al., 2002). However, super-kdr mutations have now

been found in the absence of the kdr. Substitution of the wild type methionine at the

super-kdr position with valine or leucine is thought to confer pyrethroid resistance in

Bemisia tahaci and Aphis gossypii respectively (Morin et al., 2002, Yang et al., personal

communication).

1.20 Electrophysiological studies of the kdr and super-kdr mutation

Voltage clamp experiments on oocytes expressing mutated and wild type voltage-gated

sodium channels have clarified the kinetic changes that the resistance mutations confer.

Initial studies of rat channels expressing the kdr mutation, detected a sizable shift of the

steady-state activation towards a more positive membrane potential, which would

counter the relatively small negative shift induced by permethrin (Vais et al., 1997).

Subsequent studies of the LI014F kdr mutation in Drosophila melanogaster para

sodium channels showed that the voltage dependence of activation and inactivation

shifted by ~5mV towards more positive potentials. Channels are therefore less likely to

activate following a depolarising potential and this may manifest itself in the sluggish

response of the phenotype. However, in combination with the super-kdr, no change in

the voltage dependence of activation was recorded (Vais et al., 2000). This is found in
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other resistance mutations where the gating kinetics of one mutation are neutralised by

the co-expression of another (Tan et al., 2002).

Where resistance mutations have been electrophysiologically characterised, they show a

reduction in the peak tail current and acceleration in the rate of tail current decay,

reflecting the reduced effect of the pyrethroid (Smith et al., 1997; Vais et al., 2000; Zhao

et al., 2000). The basis of this reduction is the consequence of a reduction in the

number of channels entering the open state to which pyrethroids preferentially bind, and

a reduction in the affinity between the protein and insecticide (Vais et al.. 2000).

Further exploration of the structural nature of this reduction in affinity will be

fundamental to the design of future pyrethroid insecticides effective against increasingly

resistant insect pests.

1.21. Aims and objectives of the project

(1) Using voltage clamp to determine whether a super-kdr mutation (M918V) found

alone in a pyrethroid resistance strain of Bemisia tabaci can confer pyrethroid

insensitivity to the Drosophila para sodium channel, and if so, by what

mechanisms. (Chapter 3)

(2) Using voltage clamp to compare the pyrethroid sensitivity conferred on the para

sodium channel by a super-kdr mutation (T929V), found in a pyrethroid resistant

strain of Bemisia tabaci, and a T929M mutation, which when expressed at the
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equivalent residue site in human skeletal muscle sodium channels causes the

condition hyperkalemic periodic paralysis (Chapter 4).

(3) Using voltage clamp and pyrethroid chemistry to investigate the basis of the

relative insensitivity to pyrethroids of the mammalian rat brain IIA sodium

channel when compared with the relative sensitivity of the insect para sodium

channel. (Chapters 5 and 6)

(4) To develop a rapid screening technique for detection of the kdr (LlOI4F) and

super-kdr (M918T) mutations and other possible resistance mutations in different

Musca domestica field populations. (Chapter 7)
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MATERIALS AND METHODS



2.1 Materials

2.1.1 Chemicals

Cis Deltamethrin [(S)-a-cyano-3-phenoxybenzyl (lR, 3R)-3-(2,2-dibromovinyl)-

2,2-dimethylcyc1opropanecarboxylate], lR-cis Permethrin [3-phenoxybenzyl (1RS,

3RS; 1RS, 3SR)-3-(2,2-dichlorovinyl)-2,2-dimethylcyc1opropanecarboxylate],

Etofenprox [2-(4-ethoxyphenyl) -2-methylpropyl 3-phenoxybenzyl ether] and 10042,

were purchased either from the Crescent Corporation. (U.S. distributor for Riedel-de

Haen) or had been synthesised in house at Rothamsted. Stock solutions between

1~M and 10mM were made with absolute ethanol and dilutions were made with

ND96 bath solution (see below).

The isoleucine isoform of toxin II from Anemonia sulcata (ATX-II) was obtained

from Calbiochem Corporation.

2.1.2 Houseflies

Housefly Musca domestica strains Cooper (susceptible), 579 (kdr) and 530 (super-

kdr) were standard strains, which had been selected at Rothamsted.

Cooper is a reference insecticide-susceptible strain. It lacks visible markers and is

homozygous for the wild type allele at both kdr & super-kdr loci. Strains 579 and

530 are homozygous for the expression of kdr and super-kdr resistance phenotypes.

They were obtained by transferring alleles conferring these phenotypes from

multimarked strains into a common genetic background by repeated back crossing to

Cooper flies, followed by re-selection for pyrethroid resistance (Farnham et al.,

1987). Molecular analyses have shown that 579 contains a single mutation
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(LI014F) in domain IIS6 of the para-type sodium channel. 530 also contains this

mutation together with an additional M918T mutation in the IIS4-IIS5 linker region

of the channel protein (Williamson et al., 1996).

Houseflies were maintained at 28°C with a 12 hour photoperiod. Adults were held in

rearing cages and fed on water, sugar and fresh milk. The life-cycle lasted for two

weeks. Strains were checked regularly for resistance status by members of the

Insecticide Resistance Group. (Rearing undertaken by Mr. M. Collins, and Mr. M

Hedges, Rothamsted).

Other housefly strains More, Pax, New and Rail were established from samples

collected from pig houses of four different farms. All flies were dosed with a

diagnostic dose of 0.016% pyrethrin and 0.1% piperonyl butoxide and scored as

either dead (i.e. KD = knocked down) or alive (Survivors) (Collection and bioassays

undertaken at MAFF-Central Science Laboratory, York). These were then frozen

individually in plastic tubes using liquid nitrogen, transported to Rothamsted on dry

ice and stored at -80°C.

2.1.3 Cloned DNA sequences

The eDNA clone pGH19-13-5, containing the full coding sequence of the

Drosophila para sodium channel gene was provided by Dr J. Warmke, Merck

Research Laboratories. The TipE construct was generated previously at Rothamsted

by PCR amplification of the tipE gene coding sequence from Drosophila

melanogaster cDNA cloned into the pGH19 T7 transcription vector (as described in

Vais et al., 2000).
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The rat brain sodium channel gene construct (pVA2S80) and the rat f31 gene

construct were provided by Dr. C. Labarca, California Institute of Technology, and

Dr T. Tanada, University of Washington, respectively.

2.1.4 Oligonucleotide Primers

Oligonucleotide primers for site directed mutagenesis and sequencing were bought

commercially from MWG-Biotechnology Ltd.

2.2 Molecular Biology

2.2.1 Site Directed Mutagenesis

Site directed mutagenesis of sodium channel gene constructs was carried out using

the Quikchange Site Directed Mutagenesis kit (Stratagene). All procedures were

carried out according to the manufacturer's instructions (Figure 2.1 for overview).

Briefly, SOngof the chosen sodium channel construct was added to 12Sng each of the

forward and reverse primer (Appendix 1) with Sfll of lOx reaction buffer (lOOmM

KCI, IOOmM (NH4) 2S04, 200mM Tris-HCI (pH 8.8), 20mM MgS04, I% Triton X-

100, mg/ml nuclease-free BSA), IllI 10mM dNTP mix and 0.2U/~t1 PfuTurbo DNA

polymerase in a reaction volume of SOfll. The PfuTurbo polymerase incorporates the

mutagenic primers into nicked circular strands, which were amplified by thermal

cycling. Each cycle consisted of 95uC for 30sec (denaturation) SS"C for 60secs

(primer annealing), 68°C for 12mins (extension) and was repeated 16 times. The

non-mutated parental DNA template was then destroyed by digestion for 2 hours at
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Sodium channel gene in
pbluescript with the target site
(j) for mutation.

The plasmid is denatured and
the oligonucleotides ""
containing the desired mutation •
anneal

DNA polymerase extends and
incorporates the mutagenic
primers resulting in nicked
circular strands.

The methylated, non-
mutated parental DNA is
digested.

The circular dsDNA is
transformed into XL 1-blue
supercompetent cells where
the nicks in the mutated
plasmid are repaired.

Figure 2.1 Overview of site directed mutagenesis applied to the sodium channel gene

(adapted from Stratagene Quikchange mutagenesis manual)



37"C using Dpn 1 and the remaining mutated dsDNA transformed into XLI- Blue

supercompetent cells

.., ..,) Trails/ormation.

Plasmid DNA (either IOpg of supercoiled plasmid or Iul Dpn-I digested SDM

reaction mix) was used to transform 50J.l1aliquots of XL I-Blue supercompetent cells

(Stratagene) according to the manufacture's instructions. Cells and plasmids were

incubated on ice of 30 min, heat-shocked for 45sec at 42°C and then returned to ice

for a further 2min. 0.5ml of NYZ+ broth (lOg ofNZ amine (caesein hydrolysate); 5g

of yeast extract; 5g NaCI; I25mM MgCb; I25mM MgS04; 200mM glucose made up

to IL with distilled H20) heated to 42DC was added to the transformation reaction and

incubated at 30DC for 2h with shaking at 225-250rpm. The relatively low incubation

temperature reduces both the probability of rearrangement and expulsion of these

large recombinant plasmids from the bacterial host cells. Cells transformed with

Drosophila TipE or rat PI constructs were incubated at 37DC for 1h. Transformed

cells were then recovered by plating 100J.lIaliquots onto agar plates containing the

antibiotic Ampicillin at a concentration of 50mg/1 as a selective antibiotic. Plates

were incubated at 30DC for 24hrs to allow small, distinct colonies to develop.

2.2.3 Cell culture

Single colonies were subcultured into 2ml of 2xYT broth (l6g tryptone, 109 yeast

extract, 5g NaCl and 50mg ampicillin made up to I litre distilled H20) in lOml sterile

test tubes. They were incubated at 30DC for 24hrs with vigorous shaking (225-250

rpm). Cultures were either used for small-scale plasmid extraction (minipreps) or
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0.5ml was used to inoculate 50ml cultures that were incubated for a further 16 hrs

(midiprep).

2.2.4 Plasmid extractions

Plasmid DNAs were extracted from either 2ml or 50ml cultures usmg Qiagen

Miniprep or Midiprep kits respectively. The procedure was carried out following

the manufacture's instructions. Briefly, pelleted cells were resuspended in PI buffer,

lysed using P2 lysis buffer for lmin only (longer lysis releases bacterial DNA) and

neutralised with buffer N3. The mixture was then spun for 10min at 10 000 rpm to

pellet cell debris. The supernatant was passed through a column that captured

plasmid DNA, which was then released with warmed elution buffer.

2.2.5 Linearisation and purification of plasmid DNA.

Wild type and mutated plasmids were linearised using the appropriate restriction

endonucleases (IOU ug-I DNA) in Ix buffer (Appendix 2) at 37°C for 1-2hrs. The

restriction endonucleases were then degraded using Proteinase K (in 0.5% SDS) at

65°C for 30mins. Plasmid DNA was recovered by extraction with an equal volume of

phenol/chloroform mix and then precipitated with 0.1 volume 3M sodium acetate

(pH 5.5) and 2 volumes absolute ethanol at -20°C for 2hrs followed by a

centrifugation at 14 OOOrpmat 4°C for 20mins. The resulting pellet was washed with

70% ethanol, air dried for lhr at room temperature and resuspended in DEPC treated

water.
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2.2.6 Transcription of sodium clutnne] templates

Transcripts were synthesised from the T7 promoter using the IllMessag M I'
re 111 ac nne

kit (Ambion). A 20111reaction containing Iug linear template DNA, 2pl lOx reaction

buffer (salts, buffer, dithiothreitol, and other ingredients), IOpl 2x NTP/eap (15mM

ATP, 15mM eTP, 15mM UTP, 3mM GTP, 12mM cap analogue), Ipl supplementary

GTP (30mM) and 2pl enzyme mix (RNA polymerase) was incubated for 2 hrs at

37°e. Following transcription, the DNA template was digested for 15mins at 37"e

using DNase Iand RNA extracted with an equal volume of phenol/chloroform (1: 1)

and then re-extracted with an equal volume of chloroform. RNA was precipitated by

addition of isopropanol and incubating at -20ne for 1hr. RNA was pelleted by

centrifugation at 14000rpm at 4°e for 20 mins. The pellet was washed in 70%

ethanol, air dried for 10mins and resuspended in IOul DEPe treated water to be

stored at -80oe until ready for use. The integrity and yield were checked by running

0.5~t1of the sample on a denaturing agarose gel.

2.2.7 Genomic DNA extraction/rom houseflies

Genomic DNA was extracted from adult houseflies using the Nucleon Phytopure

DNA extraction kit (Scotlab Bioscience) following the manufacturer's instructions.

A quicker and cheaper method was to freeze individual fly heads in liquid nitrogen,

then boil each one singly in lOul single colony lysis buffer (20Mm Tris pH 8.5;

2mM EDTA; I% Triton X-IOO) for IOmins and then spin at 12 OOOrpmfor 5minutes

at room temperature. This released sufficient gDNA for peR amplification from 2~t1

aliquots of the supernatant.
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2.2.8 Pc.R amplification with Genomic DNA templates

Primary PCR amplifications were done in 50l-l1reactions containing 25-1 nOng of

gDNA, Ix DyNAzyme reaction buffer (lOmM Tris-HCI pH 8.8; 1.5mM MgCh;

50mM KCI and 0.1% Triton X-IOO), dNTPs (O.2mM of each), sense and antisense

primers (200ng of each) (Appendix 3) and DyNAzyme II DNA Polymerase (2U)

(Flowgen, UK) using a thermal cycler with heated lid (Eppendorf Mastercycler

Gradient, Techne Progene or Hybaid Omnigene). A 'hot start' of 94"C for 2mins was

incorporated at the beginning of the cycling program. DyNAzyme II DNA

polymerase was subsequently added at a holding temperature of 80"e to reduce the

probability of non-specific template/primer annealing and to ensure that the DNA

was fully denatured. Each cycle consisted of 95°e for 40sec (denaturation) 52-60De
for 40secs (primer annealing), 72°e for 40sec (extension) and there were 35 cycles

before ending with a final extension of 72°C for 10mins.

1111of the primary PCR product was taken into a 501-l1secondary reaction. The

reaction mix was identical to that of primary mix except nested primers (Appendix 3)

were used to increase the specificity of the amplification. The cycle parameters were

the same as those of the primary reaction and were repeated 25 times, again starting

with a hot start and ending in a IOmin extension at 72°e.

The PCR products were electrophoresed in 1.5-2% agarose gel and stained with

ethidium bromide alongside standards, to estimate the size and quantity of product

(Section 2.2.13). Samples were stored at _20De.
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2.2.9 Single Stranded Conformational Polymorphism Analysis

SSCP (Single Stranded Conformational Polymorphism) detects differences m the

base sequence of single stranded DNA fragments of equal size and charge when they

are electrophoresed on a high percentage polyacrylamide or agarose gel. Base

differences alter the secondary conformation that single stranded DNA adopts and

this in tum affects the speed at which the fragments migrate through a gel.

Fragments amplified from the super-kdr region of wild type flies and super-kdr flies

only differ by one base. Wild type flies have thymine at the super-kdr locus while

super-kdr flies have cytosine at the super-kdr locus and this difference can be

detected using SSCP (Figure 2.2 for general overview).

50-100ng of secondary PCR product amplified from the super-kdr region of genomic

housefly DNA was mixed with an equal volume of loading buffer (95% formam ide,

20mM EDTA, 0.05% bromophenol blue, 50mM NaOH). Samples were denatured

by boiling for 15mins and then snap chilled on ice. Denatured samples were

separated on 10% polyacrylamide gels (5g glycerol; 7.5ml lOx TBE; 20ml 2% Bis

acrylamide; 36.5ml 40% acrylamide; 25% APS, SOul TEMED to 100mi with

distilled water) run at 100Y for 15 hours in lx TBE buffer (40mM Tris acetate pH

8.0; 1.0mM EDTA) maintained at 6°C. The gel was then silver stained.

2.2.10 Silver staining ofSSCP gels

The gels were fixed in 10% acetic acid for 10mins and washed 3 times for two

minutes in distilled water and then stained for 10 mins in 0.5g silver nitrate/litre.

They were then rinsed in distilled water and developed in O.37mM NaOH, 4mlllitre

formaldehyde with 100mgllitre sodium borohydride. The developing solution was
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Figure 2.2. A general description of Single Stranded Conformational Polymorphism.

Denatured single stranded DNA of equal size and charge adopts different conformations

depending on the base change. These separate on high percentage polyacrylamide gel.



added in three aliquots; the first to remove excess silver, the second to develop

slightly the background and the third to develop the DNA bands. When a clear

brown banding pattern could be seen the developing solution was removed and a

10% acetic acid solution was added to stop the reaction. The gel was photographed

using Ultra-violet Products Ltd, Cambridge package.

2.2. J J Diagnostic endonuclease digestion

The sequences of wild type and kdr flies differ such that the kdr mutation introduces

a restriction site recognised by the endonuclease Tsp 509 I (Flowgen, UK). SO-

100ng of secondary PCR product amplified from the kdr region of genomic housefly

DNA was digested in a 20J..llreaction mix with Tsp 501 (1U) and Ix Tsp 501 reaction

buffer at 37°C for 2 hours. Digests were separated by agarose gel electrophoresis

and the fragments visualised by ethidium bromide staining under UV light (Section

2.2.13)

2.2. J 2 Sequencing Reactions

Plasmid constructs and PCR products were sequenced using the Applied Biosystems

BigDyeTM Terminator Cycle Sequencing Ready Reaction Kit, following the

Supplier's protocol. A 20J..l1reaction containing template DNA (O.5Ilg plasmid DNA,

or 30-90ng PCR product) were mixed with 30ng of the appropriate sequencing

primer (Appendix 3), 8111Terminator Ready Reaction Mix (A-Dye terminator; T-

Dye terminator, C-Dye Terminator, G-Dye Terminator, dATP; dTTP; dCTP; dGTP;

Tris-HCl ; pH 9.0; magnesium chloride, pyrophosphatase, AmpliTaqR DNA

polymerase, FS) diluted with an equal volume of dilution buffer (final concentration

200mM Tris-HCI pH9.0; 5mM magnesium chloride). Each cycle consisted of 94°C
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for 30secs, 500e for 30secs, 600e for 4mins and 25 cycles were used. Products were

precipitated with 0.1 volumes of sodium acetate and 2 volumes of absolute ethanol at

room temperature for 10mins (longer incubation at lower temperatures precipitates

unincorporated dye terminators). Products were centrifuged for 15min at 14 OOOrpm

at room temperature, wash in 70% ethanol and dried in a vacuum centrifuge for 10

mins. Samples were analysed using an ABI 310 Sequencer on site at Rothamsted.

Sequence data files were analysed using the Staden and Wisconsin GCG software

packages running on a UNIX server at Rothamsted, and accessed on PCs using

Xwindows.

2.2.13 Agarose Gel Electrophoresis

The concentration, size and quality of DNA and RNA samples were established by

agarose gel electrophoresis. Ifll of each RNA sample was mixed with 4~t1distilled

water and Sul of 1 x loading buffer (95% Formamide, 0.025% xylene cyanol;

0.025% bromophenol blue; 18mM EDTA; 0.025% SDS) and heated for 4mins at 80-

90°C. 1fll of each DNA sample was mixed with 4fll distilled water and Sul of 1x

loading buffer (60% glycerol; 0.025% xylene cyanol 0.025% bromophenol blue 0.1

mM EDTA) and separated on gels ranging between 0.8% and 2% agarose (Flowgen).

Large fragments were separated on low percentage gels while smaller fragments

were resolved on high percentage gels. Gels were run in 1 x TAE (40mM Tris-

acetate, 1mM EDTA) at voltages between 20-100Y (lower voltage for low

percentage agarose gels). Samples were run with DNA markers, 100bp ladder,

LambdalHindIII marker (1ug each, MBI Fermentas). Following 20min gel staining

in ethidium bromide (0.5flglml) and 20min destaining in distilled water, RNA and

DNA fragments were visualised using an UY transilluminator. Gels were
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photographed and Images stored usmg Ultra-violet Products Ltd, Cambridge

package.
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2.3 Electrophysiology using Xenopus laevis Oocytes

2.3.1 Xenopus laevis ooctyes.

Oocytes for the expression of the voltage gated sodium channels were obtained from the

South African clawed frog, Xenopus laevis. Frogs were purchased from Blades

Biological Ltd, UK and housed in temperature-controlled tanks at 20"C with a light-dark

cycle of 12 hr each (maintained by Mr T. Smith, School of Life and Environmental

Sciences, University of Nottingham).

2.3.2 Anaesthesia and surgery on Xenopus laevis

Each frog was anaesthetised in 500ml water supplemented with 2g/l of 3-aminobenzoic

acid ethyl ester (Sigma, A5040) for 45mins. Before ovarian surgery, the spinal chord

was cut and a lethal injection of 1M KCI given into the heart. The frog was laid on its

back and a small incision made on the right side of the lower abdomen. Both the skin

and the underlying fascia were peeled back to expose the ovary. Ovarian lobes

containing the oocytes were removed carefully with forceps and placed in petri dishes

containing calcium free OR2 (85mM NaCI; 2.5 mM KCl; 1mM MgCh; 1mM Na2HP04

5mM HEPESpH7.8

2.3.3 Preparation of the oocytes for mRNA injection

The follicle cell layer that surrounds the oocyte was removed with collagenase

treatment. Lobes were teased apart before being submerged in calcium free OR2

supplemented with 2mg/ml collagenase (Sigma, C-9891) for 90 min. Oocytes were

treated in horizontal capped test tubes gently shaken in an incubator held at 19!1C.
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Following collagenase treatment, the eggs were washed five to six times in calcium free

OR2 and the healthiest stage IV and V eggs transferred to GPT-ND96 solution (96mM

NaCI, 2mM KCI, 1.8mM CaCh, ImM MgCh, 5mM HEPES, pH 7.S with NaCI

supplemented with SOmg/1gentamicin, 0.5mM theophylline, 2.SmM Na-pyruvate).

2.3.4 Injection ofmRNA into ooctyes

Needles to inject mRNA into oocytes were made from 3.Snl glass bores (World

Precision Instruments, Florida) using a vertical pipette puller (Knopf, Germany). The

tips were broken with fine forceps to give a slanted point l-Zum in diameter. The

needles were then filled with paraffin oil and fastened to a microinjector (World

Precision Instruments, Florida).

mRNA was briefly centrifuged before 1ul of para or rat mRNA (concentration 1ug/ul)

was gently pipette-mixed with 1ul of the appropriate subunit mRNA, TipE or Rat PI

(concentrationl ug/ul) respectively, and 3111DEPC treated water, the final mixture

having 1:1:3 ratio by volume. Solutions were then slowly sucked up through the tip of

the injection needle avoiding the accumulation of air bubbles.

Oocytes were lined up in a ridged petri dish to prevent them moving during injection.

The membrane was gently pierced and 10ni of Rat brain IIA/P 1 or 50nl Para/Tip E

injected into each egg. Injected eggs were flushed into fresh ND96 solution and

incubated at 19°C for 12-15hrs. Healthy oocytes were transferred to fresh solution every

day.
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2.3.5 Electrophysiology on Oocytes

Whole cell electrophysiology was carried out on ooctyes between two and ten days after

injection. The oocyte is a standard heterologous expression system for plasma

membrane proteins, including ion channels, carriers and receptors (Sumikawa et al.,

1981). Foreign mRNA is successfully translated and the protein products are often

correctly post-translationally modified before being directed to the correct cellular

location (Barnard et al .. 1982, Goldin, 1991).

Sodium currents were measured using the two-electrode voltage clamp technique (figure

2.3). An intracellular electrode injected current into the oocyte to maintain the desired

potential difference between the intracellular voltage electrode and the agar bridges in

the surrounding bath. The current needed to maintain a given potential was measured.

Electrodes were pulled from 225pcs filamented borosilicate glass capillaries (Harvard

Apparatus, GC 150TF - 10) using an electrode puller (Flaning Brown Sutter

Instruments). Heat and pull durations were set to give electrodes with resistances of

between 0.5-1MO. The current electrode was filled with a solution of 0.7M potassium

chloride plus 1.7M potassium citrate while the voltage electrode contained a solution of

1M potassium chloride. Electrodes were lowered into the bath filled with ND96 and any

offset was adjusted. The resistance of each was checked with a z test, which passes a

IOnA current between the electrode and the ground and records the resulting potential

difference.
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The oocyte was placed in a bath supplied with 1x ND96 solution. The animal pole of the

oocyte was impaled with each electrode and the unclamped membrane potential

measured. This value should be equal for both electrodes; any difference was usually

due to the tip of one of the electrodes being blocked. Eggs with a membrane potential

more positive than -15m V were considered too current leaky and were discarded.

Oocytes were initially clamped to -70mV (Dagan, CA-IB Clampator One). Test pulses

to -10m V were given and the current response observed on an oscilloscope. To increase

the speed of the clamp, the gain was turned to maximum. Series resistance and voltage

electrode capacitance were compensated for.

Test pulses were generated by PULSE software (Heka Elektronic, Germany) and

recorded on a PC where they could later be analysed using PULSEfit (Heka Elektronic,

Germany) Excel and Prism software.

2.3.6 Voltage protocols and analysis of channel kinetics

The kinetics of the voltage gated sodium channel were obtained and analysed using

PULSE and PULSEFit software (Heka Electronik, Germany). The pulse protocols are

described briefly here and Table 2.1. The voltage dependence of activation was

estimated by stepping the oocyte membrane in 5mV increments from a holding potential

of -70m V by depolarising test potentials (32ms) in the range of -60 to +20m V. Peak

currents were plotted as a function of test potential and fitted to a current/voltage

relationship from which the voltage dependence of activation could be estimated.
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The voltage dependence of inactivation was analysed by stepping the oocyte membrane

holding potential from -70m V using a series of 200ms inactivating pre-pulses in the

range of -90- -20mV, followed by a -10m V test potential. Peak current were plotted as

a function of the inactivating pre-pulse potential and fitted with a Boltzmann

relationship from which the voltage dependence of inactivation could be estimated.

Onset of inactivation was obtained by measuring the current evoked by a -10m V test

pulse following a conditioning pre-pulse of increasing duration applied to membranes

clamped at a holding potential of -70m V. The conditioning pre-pulse ranged from -

50mV to -30m V and progressively increased in duration by a factor of 2 starting at

0.5ms and reaching 256ms. Each peak current was plotted as a function of pre-pulse

duration and fitted by a single exponential function.

Recovery from inactivation was obtained by measuring the current evoked by a -10m V

test pulse applied to an oocyte that had first undergone a -10m V activating pulse

followed by a conditioning pulse between -IIOmV and -50mV of increasing duration.

The conditioning pulse increased in duration by a factor of 2 starting at 0.5ms and

reaching 256ms. Each peak current was plotted as a function of conditioning pulse

duration and fitted by a single exponential function.

2.3.7 ATX-/I treatment of sodium channels.

Oocytes were treated with 500n~ [ of the toxin ATX-II from the sea anemone Anemonia

sulcata (ATX-II, Calbiochem Corp, USA), which almosts eliminates para sodium

channel fast inactivation and increases maximum sodium channel conductance (Warmke
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et al., 1997). The toxin was added directly into the oocyte bath and test pulses of -10m V

amplitude and 32ms duration from a holding potential of -100m V were then continually

applied until inactivation during the test pulse stopped and the peak current remained

constant.

2.3.8 Pyrethroid treatment of sodium channels.

Pyrethroid solutions, of concentration between 1nM and 1O~lM,were introduced into the

5ml oocyte bath using a gravity driven perfusion system. Solutions were gently sucked

out through a separate bath section, keeping the solution level constant and avoiding

disturbance of the oocyte. Oocytes were exposed to IOml of the pyrethroid solution

before test pulses were administered and current recordings taken.

In the presence of ATX-II and a pyrethroid, oocytes were stepped from a holding

potential of -100m V to a 320ms test potential of -10m V before repolarisation to -

110mV. Time constants (r) were calculated from one or more exponential fits of tail

current decays. These were fitted iteratively using the equation;

Where ao is the offset and a], a2 and a, are the coefficients of the exponential terms. t is

time and "C), "C2 , and "C3 are the time constants of the decay.
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In the absence of ATX-II and in the presence of a pyrethroid, oocytes were subjected to

a train of depolarisations of varying pulse number and duration. Oocytes were step

depolarised between 10 and 400 times at 66Hz (5ms duration) from a holding potential

of -100m V to OmV amplitude and with a 10ms interval between each pulse. Time

constants (r) were calculated from one or more exponentials fitted iteratively to the tail

current decays.

A fresh oocyte expressing a channel mutant was used in each experiment. Experiments

were repeated at least three times for each sodium channel mutant and pyrethroid

compound. The peak tail current and rates of tail current decay were pooled for each

concentration of the pyrethroid and the average taken as measure of channel sensitivity.
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Activation

Voltage mV V-membrane -60 -70

Duration ms 20 32 5

Voltage increase 5

Inactivation

Voltage mV -90 -90 -10 -60

Duration ms 198 2 32 5

Voltage increase 5 5

Onset of inactivation

Voltage mV -70 -40 -40 -10 -70

Duration ms 10 0.5 0.5 16 5

Time factor 2

Time increase ms 0.5

Recovery from inactivation

Voltage mV -70 -10 -50 -10 -70

Duration ms 2 8 0.5 10 5

Time factor 2

Time increase ms 0.5

Table 2.1 Pulse protocols applied to oocyte membranes to determine the voltage

dependence of activation and inactivation and rates of onset of, and recovery from

inactivation.
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CHAPTER3

SENSITIVITY OF THE PARA M918V VOLTAGE-GATED
SODIUM CHANNEL MUTANT TO DELTAMETHRIN AND

PERMETHRIN



3.0 Introduction

The super-kdr mutation confers resistance against the knockdown effects of pyrethroid

insecticides in a number of insect species. Until recently, the classic super-kdr mutation,

(M918T), has only been found in conjunction with the kdr mutation (Williamson et al..

1996). There are now reports of single super-kdr mutations at the 918 locus in the white

fly Bemisia tabaci and the aphid Aphis gossypii (Morin et al., 2002; Xieowen, personal

communication) although surveys of a number of pest species continue to report their

co-expression with kdr (Guerrero et al., 1997, Williamson et al., 1996).

Why is the super-kdr as the sole resistance mutation apparently so rare? The principles

of natural selection dictate that if the fitness costs outweigh the benefits conferred by a

phenotypic change then that characteristic is lost from the population, It could be that

the "benefits" of the single 918 mutation only narrowly exceed its costs. Here. the

electrophysiological basis of a super-kdr resistance mutation alone is investigated for

M918V, which is found in the Grb strain of Bemisia tabaci.

3.1 A comparison of the para wild type sodium channel and a channel with the

super-kdr M918V mutation.

3.1.1 The voltage dependence of activation

The mutant channel M918V and the para wild type channel were expressed in Xenopus

laevis oocytes. The oocytes were clamped at a holding potential of -70mV and

repetitively depolarised to a test potential for 32ms. The interval between each test

potential was 25ms. Test potentials ranged between -60mV and +20mV. The peak
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sodium current for each test pulse was recorded and plotted as a function of the test

potential. The data points were then fitted with a current voltage relationship.

y = Gmax(V - v'·ev)
1+ exp[(V - ~12)/ k]

(Equation 3.1)

Where Y is the current, V is the test potential, Gmax is the total sodium conductance, Vrcv

is the reversal potential of the Na + current, V II2 is the midpoint potential of activation

and k is the slope function in mV (Vais et al., 2000).

The mid-point potentials for activation, V 112, for the two channel types (M918V V 112 =

13.9mV± l.2, para wild type V1/2= 16.9mV± lA) were not significantly different

(p>O.OI) (Table 3.1). The voltage dependence of activation is therefore not affected by

the M918V mutation.

3.1.2 Voltage dependence of inactivation

To obtain information on the voltage dependence of sodium channel inactivation,

oocytes were clamped at a holding potential of -70m V before the application of a single

200ms inactivating pre-pulse. This was followed by a -10mV test pulse of 32ms

duration. The inactivating pre-pulse ranged between -90m V and -20m V. As the

inactivating pre-pulse was made mere positive, more sodium channels inactivated and

the peak sodium current elicited by the test potential decreased. The peak amplitudes of

sodium currents elicited by the -10m V test potentials were plotted against the

amplitudes of the inactivating pre-pulse. Data points were fitted by a Boltzmann
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Para wt M918V

Activation
VII2(mV) -16.9±1.4 -13.9±1.2

k S.43±O.40 7.S9±O.29

Inactivation
VII2(mV) -43.7±O.7 -S4.7±O.7

k 4.S2±O.14 S.9±O.12

t onset (ms) 13.9±1.6 3.7±0.47
(-40)

t recov (ms) 11.4±l.I S.26±0.43
(-50)

ATX-II

V1I2(mV) -S.6±4.2 -IS.8±3.3

Gmax
Fold increase 2.2±0.4 S.9±1.47

Table 3.1. Kinetics of activation and inactivation and the onset of, and recovery from,

inactivation ofM918V and para wild type channels. t is the time constant for the onset or

recovery ofM918V channels and para wild type channels from inactivation.



relationship (Equation 3.2), from which the mid-point potentials of inactivation were

estimated (Figure 3.1).

y Ix; = [( )]l+ exp V-V;/2 Ik
1

(Equation 3.2)

where Y is the peak current for a single test pulse and Ymax is the maximum current for

the series of test pulses, V 1/2 is the midpoint potential of inactivation and k is the slope

factor in mY. VI/2 for M918V channels was significantly (p<O.OI; two-tailed t-test) more

negative than VI/2 for the wild type channel (M918V, VII2=-54.7mV±0.72. para wild

type, VII2=-43.7mV ± 0.70). M918V channels inactivated more at negative potentials

than wild type channels.

3.1.3 Onset and recovery from inactivation

To measure the speed of onset of inactivation, a single pre-pulse to -40m V was applied

to oocytes clamped at a holding potential of -70mV. This was followed by a 32ms test

pulse to -10m V. The pre-pulse duration was progressively increased by a factor of 2,

starting at 0.5ms and reaching a maximum of 256ms. The peak amplitude of the sodium

current elicited by the -10m V test pulse was plotted against the pre-pulse duration. Data

points were best fitted with a single exponential function from which the time constant

for the onset of activation was determined. The amplitudes of the pre-pulse potentials

were then varied from -50mV to -30mV and the time constant of inactivation for each

membrane potential was calculated.
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Figure 3.1. Voltage dependence of inactivation of M918V and para wild type

channels. Channels were pulsed to the inactivating pre-pulse followed by a 10mV

depolarising pulse. The resulting peak current was normalised, plotted as function of the

pre-pulse potential and fitted with a Boltzmann relationship (Equation 3.2). M918V

channels inactivate at significantly more negative potentials than para wild type

channels (M918V, V 112 = -54.7±O.72mV; para wild type, V 112 = -43.7±O.7mV). (points

show the mean ± SEM, n = 6)



M918V channels inactivated significantly faster than wild type channels at all pre-pulse

potentials. (E.g. for the test pulse of -40mV, the onset time constant for M918V was

3.7ms ± 0.47, whereas that for the wild type was 13.9ms ±1.6; P=0.0009, two-tailed t-

test) (Figure 3.2).

Rates of recovery from inactivation were also determined using a multi-pulse protocol.

A single 8ms activating pulse to -10m V was applied to oocytes clamped at -70m V.

This was followed by a -50m V conditioning pulse and then a test pulse of -10m V

amplitude and of lOms duration. The duration of the conditioning pre-pulse was

progressively increased by a factor of 2, starting at 0.5ms and reaching a maximum of

256ms. The peak amplitude of the sodium current elicited by the -IOmV test pulse was

plotted against the duration of conditioning pulse. The data points were best fitted with

a single exponential function from which the time constant for the recovery from

inactivation was determined. As the conditioning pulse duration increased, more

channels recovered from inactivauon, Recovery from inactivation was also determined

for other conditioning pulse amplitudes. -50m V was the conditioning pulse amplitude at

which recovery was at its slowest. At -50mV, recovery from inactivation was

significantly faster for M918V channels than for wild type channels (M918V, "(=5.26 ms

± 0.43; wild type, r=Ll.ams ±1.I; P=0.002, two-tail Hest). This was not the case at all

negative conditioning pulse potentials, where no difference (P>O.OI, two-tailed Hest)

could be detected between the two channel types (Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.2 The onset of inactivation for M918V channels and para wild type

channels. Channels were pre-pulsed to the inactivating test potential for a duration of

between O.5ms and 256ms before a -lOmV depolarising pulse. The resulting peak

currents, as a function of the inactivating test pulse duration were described by an

exponential relationship, from which the time constant (-c) for the onset of inactivation

was determined. The time constant (-c) is plotted as a function of the inactivating test

potentiaL M918V channels inactivate significantly faster (for test pulse of -40mV,

p=O.0009; two-tailed t-test) than para wild type channels. (points show the mean ±

SEM, n= 4).
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Figure 3.3 Recovery from inactivation of M918V and para wild type channels.

Channels were activated with a single -10mV test pulse and then pre-pulsed to the test

potential for durations between O.5ms and 256ms before a final -10mV depolarising

pulse. The resulting peak currents, as a function of the test pulse duration were

described by an exponential relationship, from which the time constant ('t) for the

recovery from inactivation was determined. The time constant et) is plotted as a

function of the test potential. M918V channels recovered from inactivation significantly

faster for a test pulse of -50mV, (p=O.002; two-tailed t-test) than para wild type

channels. (points show the mean ± SEM, n = 4).



3.2 The effect of the M918V mutation on sensitivity to deItamethrin

3.2.1 Analysis of the effects of deltamethrin insecticide 011 channel gating

Pyrethroids slow channel activation, inactivation and deactivation giving rise to tail

currents in voltage clamp studies following repolarisation from a test depolarisation.

Although the effects of the insecticide can already be detected during a test

depolarisation, the amplitude and rate of decay of the tail current seen following

repolarisation provided a better measure of channel sensitivity (Figure 3.4).

3.2.2 Binding of deltamethrin to the M918V channel.

Sodium tail current amplitudes, in the presence of deltamethrin, were larger following a

train of a hundred Sms depolarisations to 0 mY at 66Hz from a holding potential of -

IOOmY, than following a single pulse to OmY of equal duration (Yais et al .. 2000). For

the M918Y mutation, tail current following a train of 100 5ms pulses, separated by lOms

intervals to allow channels to recover from open state inactivation, were approximately

six times the amplitude of those induced by a single depolarisation (Figure 3.5).

Increases in the number of Sms pulses within a train increased the amplitude of the tail

current in the presence of deltamethrin (Figure 3.6). This pulse protocol encourages

continual channel activation and thus it can be concluded that deltamethrin binds

preferentially to the M918Y open state. The percentage of channels modified by

deltamethrin (section 3.2.4) increased in an exponential fashion as the number of pulses

was increased (Figure 3.14). Following 400 pulses the percentage of channels modified

by deltamethrin remained constant and could not be increased with further pulsing (data

not shown). This was not the case with para wild type channels where the percentage of
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Figure 3.4 Effects of deltamethrin on para wild type current. (A) Para wild type

current during a depolarising pulse to -lOmV from a holding potential of -100m V in the

presence of 5nM deltamethrin. (B) Para wild type tail current in the presence of 10nM

deltamethrin, following a depolarising pulse to OmV from a holding potential of -

lOOmV. The peak tail current is significantly increased and the rate of tail current decay

greatly slowed. (From Vais et al., 1998)
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Figure 3.5. M918V tail currents elicited following either a single 500ms depolarising

pulse to OmV from a holding potential of -100m V, or 100 depolarising pulses of 5ms

duration at 66Hz to OmV from a holding potential of -100m V, in the presence of l!J.M

deltamethrin. The tail current following a train of pulses is larger in amplitude than the

tail current following a single pulse.
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Figure 3.6 Changes in the tail current amplitude are induced by varying the number

of depolarizing pulses in a train in the presence of 10JJ,Mdeltamethrin. Tail currents

were measured following 5ms depolarisations to OmVat 66Hz from a holding potential

of -100m V. N represents the number of pulses in a train and is shown to the left of

each tail current.



modified channels continued to rise following a 1600 pulse series (See figure 3.15)

(Vais et al., 2000).

3.2.3 The effect of M918 V mutation on closed state inactivation

There are many drugs that bind preferentially to the sodium channel open state.

Compounds which reduce sodium channel activation and opening, reduce the potency of

[H3]-batrachotoxinin-20-alpha-benzoate, which specifically binds and stabilises the

open state of the channel (Postma and Catterall, 1984). This reduction in channel

opening is also thought to underlie kdr and super-kdr effects on the channel (Vais et al.,

2000). They too inhibit sodium channel activation by increasing the number of channels

that inactivate from the closed state, rather than open following a strong depolarization.

This is termed closed-state inactivation (Patlak, 1991). Does M918V alone confer the

same shift in the state equilibrium, and if so, to what extent?

ATX-II, an anemone toxin, inhibits closed-state and open-state fast inactivation.

Previous studies have shown that the number of para wild type channels that conduct

sodium ions following a single depolarization is doubled in the presence of ATX-II

(Warmke et al., 1997). For the kdr mutation the increase is approximately four-fold and

in the case of the kdr and the super-kdr double mutation it is about five-fold (Vais et al ..

2000). This indicates that the peak sodium current elicited by a test depolarization is

increased by eliminating closed state inactivation. By comparing the maximal sodium

conductance, GMax,ATX-Ih in the presence of ATX-II with the maximal sodium

conductance in the absence of the toxin, GMax-ATX-!h the proportion of channels that

conduct sodium ions following a s.ngle depolarisation can be estimated.
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% channels conducting= Gmax-A TX-ll X 100
Gmax+A7X-1/

(Equation 3.3)

Oocytes were subjected to the same pulse protocol used to study the voltage dependence

of activation (See section 3.1.1). GMax-ATX-1I was determined from the IV relationship

fitted to the plot of voltage dependence of activation data collected in the absence of

ATX-II. G max+ATX-1I was determined from the IV relationship fitted to the plot of

voltage dependence of activation data collected in the presence of SOOnM ATX-ll

(Figure 3.7). At this concentration of ATX-lI, the oocyte sodium channel population is

saturated with the toxin (Wannke et al., 1997).

The effect of ATX-II on the maximum conductance of the M918V mutation is shown in

Figure 3.8. ATX-II increased M918V maximum conductance approximately six-

(S.9±1.47) fold. In the absence of the toxin only 16% of the available M918V channels

opened during a single 320ms depolarization to OmV. This is not however, 16% of the

entire channel population. The use of ATX-II eradicates inactivation; it does not increase

the probability of channel opening.

3.2.4 The effect of M918V on the number of channels modified hy deltamethrin.

To estimate and to compare the proportions of channels that bind the insecticide,

differences in the proportion of channels that open during a test pulse must be removed.

To this end, all concentration-response experiments were carried out in the presence of

ATX-II because this toxin removes the influence of closed-state inactivation.
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Figure 3.7. M918V peak sodium current plotted as a function of depolarizing voltage

(Section 3.l.1) in the presence and absence of 500nM ATX-II and fitted with the IV

relationship described by Equation 3.l.· -ATX-ll, Gmax= lOllS, Vrev=49mV, Vl/2,=-

21mV, k= 7mV. • +ATX-ll Gmax= 501lS, Vrev=51, V 112 -24, k= 6.
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Figure 3.8 Single experiment showing the relative conductance as a function of test

voltage ofM918V channels in the presence (.) and absence (.) of500nM ATX-II.

Conductance of channels in the presence and absence of ATX-II at each test potential

was calculated using Equation 3.5 and the resulting curve is fitted with a Boltzmann

relationship. ATX-II increased M918V maximum conductance 5.9±1.47-fold.



The peak tail currents induced b~ a single 320ms step depolarisation to OmY of oocytcs

clamped at -lOOmY in the presence of 500nM ATX-II were much smaller for the

M918Y mutant channels than for the wild type channels at all concentrations of

deltamethrin. Wild type channel tail currents did not recover following exposure to

10nM deltamethrin (Yais et al., 2000) whereas M918Y channel tail currents decayed to

zero following exposure to 10llM deltamethrin (Figures 3.9 and 3.10).

To quantify this reduction in sensitivity to deltamethrin, the fraction of channels

modified by the insecticide (Tatebayashi and Narahashi, 1994) in the presence of 500nM

ATX-JI was estimated for a range of insecticide concentrations. The fraction of

channels modified is equal to the conductance of deltamethrin modified channels,

GNa.Dcll> (calculated using the amplitude of the peak tail current following a single 320ms

depolarization to OmV) divided by the total maximal sodium conductance in the absence

of the drug, GNa. Max (calculated from the IV curve of the voltage dependence of

activation in the presence of 500nM AIX-II), (section 3.1.1).
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Figure 3.9. Para wild type tail currents following a single 320ms depolarising pulse

to Omv from -lOOmV in the presence of 500nM ATX-II and different concentrations of

deltamethrin. The concentration of deltamethrin used is shown to the right of each tail

current (Vais et aI., 2(00).
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Figure 3.10 M918V tail currents following a single 320ms depolarizing pulse to OmV

from a holding potential of -100mV, in the presence of 500nM ATX-II and different

concentrations of deltamethrin. The peak amplitude of each tail current increased with

deltamethrin concentration and the rate of tail current decay slowed with increases in

deltamethrin concentrations. The concentration of deltamethrin is indicated under each

tail current.



% channels modified by deltamethrin = GNa Dell X 100
GNa Max

(Equation 3.4)

where

G = Peak tail current
Na Dell (V _ V )

tail re\'

(Equation 3.5)

Vlail is the voltage at which the tail current is measured and Vrcv is the reversal potential.

The peak tail current was estimated by fitting either one or two exponential functions to

the tail current decay profile and recording the extrapolated predicted current at the end

of the test pulse (Methods 2.3.8). However, the presence of a brief inward or 'hook'

current immediately following repolarisation complicated the estimation of peak tail

current. Although the hook was excluded from the fit of the tail current decay, the time

delay and concurrent shift to the right of tail current decay resulted in more negative

peak current values being recorded than if the decay had started immediately after the

end of the test pulse (figure 3.11). This may have resulted in an over-estimation of the

peak sodium current at the end of the test pulse. Total conductance was probably

underestimated, as even in the presence of ATX-II, it is unlikely that the entire channel

population will open during a depolarisation. As a consequence, at deltamethrin

concentrations greater than 300nM the maximal amount of modification exceeded

100%.
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Figure 3.11. M918V tail current in the presence of 1J..lM deltamethrin. The tail

current includes a reactivation hook immediately after repolarisation. This hook was not

included when fitting the tail current decay with exponential functions. The extrapolated

current (red line) at the end of the test pulse was recorded as the estimate of peak tail

current.



Therefore points were fitted with a delimited sigmoidal concentration-response

relationship (Equation 3.6) where the maximum value of percentage modification is not

limited to 100%. From this concentration-response equation, the Hill coefficient and the

Kd values were determined. (figure 3.12).

% channels modified= Max
1+ (Kd I[Deltamethrin ])'

(Equation 3.6)

Where Max is the maximum percentage modification, [DeItamethrin] is the

concentration of deltamethrin, Kd is the concentration of deltamethrin at which 50% of

the channels are modified and n is the Hill coefficient at 50% channel modification.

The Hill coefficient estimated from the slope of the concentration-response relationship

for the wild type channel was greater than two (Hill coefficient =2.05) but for the

M918V channel is was less than two (Hill coefficient =1.6). The concentrations at

which 50% of the channels were modified (Kds) were also significantly different (wild

type = 4.4±0.16nM; M918V = 67±10nM). Therefore, M918V confers an approximately

16-fold reduction in channel sensitivity to deltamethrin. The reduction in sensitivity

conferred by the single M918T is >100-fold (Vais et al., 2001) which is clearly far

greater than that recorded here. However, the M918T mutation results in the

replacement of the hydrophobic side chain of methionine with the aliphatic, hydrophilic

hydroxyl side chain of threonine. The difference in the nature of the residue replacement

in M918V channels is not as dramatic, as valine has a hydrophobic side chain in
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Figure 3.12 Concentration-response relationships for deltamethrin action on the

M918V para sodium channels and the drosophila para wild type sodium channel. The

percentage of modified channels was calculated using Equations 3.4 and 3.5 and plotted

as a function of deltamethrin concentration. The data was fitted with a concentration-

response equation (Equation 3.6).

• Concentration-response relationship for deltamethrin action on M918V channels

(Kd= 67nM ±10; Hill coefficient = 1.6). • Concentration-response relationship for

deltamethrin action on the drosophila para wild type sodium channel (Kd= 4.4nM±O.16;

Hill coefficient = 2). (points show the mean ±_SEM, n = 3).



common with methionine. It might therefore be expected that the difference in

sensitivity to deltamethrin conferred by the M918V mutation is smaller than that

conferred by the M918T mutation.

3.2.5 Tail currents a/the M918V mutant channels and wild type channels treated with

deltamethrin

Following perfusion of an oocyte with deltamethrin, oocytes treated with 500nM ATX-

II and clamped to -100m V were subjected to a single 320ms depolarization to OmV

resulting in tail currents on repolarisation. The M918V tail current decay, at

concentrations below 3 ~M deltamethrin, could be described by a single exponential

function (Methods 2.3.8). The tail currents of M918V mutant channels treated with

concentrations of 3~M deltamethrin or greater were best fitted with two exponentials.

The fitting of the decay profile was complicated by the occurrence of secondary channel

activation appearing as a hook current immediately after repolarisation (Figure 3.11).

This hook current was not included when measuring the rate of tail current decay. The

fitting of two exponentials to the M918V tail currents is analogous to the results for the

para wild type current tail current which were also described by a multi -exponential

function (Vais et al .. 2000).

At high concentrations of deltamethrin, M918V tail currents take significantly less time

to return to zero current than those of wild type channels. At 5nM deltamethrin, wild

type r 1= 710ms and r 2=17.7s, while at 10 ~M deltamethrin M918V t 1= 575ms and r

2= 9s. However, both time courses fitted to M918V mutant channel decay profiles
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slowed as the concentration of deltamethrin increased which was also the case with wild

type channels. The hooked tail current and the biphasic decay characteristic of tail

currents of deltamethrin-treated r..1918V channels appeared unaffected by ATX-II. This

suggests that the presence of tail currents and their decay profile is the consequence of

deltamethrin action on channel deactivation rather than fast inactivation that is inhibited

by ATX-II.
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3.3 Interaction ofM918V channels with Permethrin

The M918V mutation confers a 16-fold reduction in the sensitivity of the para mutant

channel to deltamethrin, a Type II pyrethroid. The effect of the single super-kdr

mutation M9l8V was also tested against permethrin, a Type I pyrethroid.

M918V tail currents recorded in the presence of permethrin decayed more rapidly than

those of the wild type channel, suggesting that the affinity and, therefore, the potency of

the insecticide is reduced by the M918V mutation.

3.3.1 Tail currents of the M918V mutant channels and wild type channels treated with

permethrin

Following perfusion of an oocyte with permethrin, oocytes treated with 500nM ATX-II

and clamped to -IOOmV were subjected to a single 320ms depolarization to OmV

resulting in tail currents on repolarisation. Exponential relationships were fitted to the

resulting tail currents. The tail current decay of M918V channels treated with

permethrin could be described by a single exponential at all concentrations of the

pyrethroid. The average time constant for M918V tail current decay at all permethrin

concentrations was 98±2.8ms. The permethrin induced M918V channel tail currents also

lacked the presence of a significant hook on repolarisation (figure 3.13).

3.3.2 Permethrin and channel binding

At I IlM permethrin and in the absence of ATX-II, oocytes expressing M918V mutant

channels were subjected to trains of 5ms depolarisations from a holding potential of-

lOOmV to 0 mV at 66Hz. The frequency of the pulses was increased from lOto 200 and
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Figure 3.13. M918V tail currents following a single 320ms depolarizing pulse to OmV

from a holding potential of -lOOmV, in the presence of 500nM ATX-II and different

concentrations of permethrin. The peak amplitude of each tail current increased with

permethrin concentration, while the rate of tail current decay remained constant at

different concentrations of permethrin (t = 98 ±2.8 ms). The concentration of

permethrin is indicated to the left of each tail current.



the resulting peak tail currents were recorded. The amplitudes of the tail currents were

then used to calculate the fraction of channels modified as a function of pulse number

(Equation 3.4 and 3.5). As the pulse frequency was raised, the percentage of channels

modified by perrnethrin increased in an exponential fashion. Sodium channels remained

open for a longer period as the number of pulses and concurrently the duration of the

pulse train increased. Perrnethrin, therefore, also preferentially binds to the M9l8V

mutant channel open state. At 30 pulses, the number of channels modified saturated at

9.5%. This is in contrast to deltamethrin where modification only began to saturate at

200 pulses (Figure 3.14). This may be because the affinity of the sodium channel for

deltamethrin is greater than the affinity of the channel for permethrin. This is supported

by the Kd values for the action of each pyrethroid on M918V channels. During a train of

200 pulses, channels that bound deltamethrin at the beginning of the train remain

occupied, while other channels continue to bind the insecticide in an additive manner.

The percentage of modified channels therefore increased. However, channels bound by

permethrin at the beginning of a train may not remain occupied during the entire train

duration. Hence, the percentage of modified channels saturates at a shorter pulse train

duration.

3.3.3 The effect of the M918V mutation on the percentage of channels modified by

permethrin.

The percentage of channels modified by permethrin was estimated as for deltamethrin.

The Hill coefficient for both the wild type and M918V was < 1 (Para wild type Hill

coefficient =0.9, M918V Hill coefficient = 0.6).
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Figure 3.14. (A) Percentage of M918V deltamethrin-modified channels, as a function

of the number of depolarising pulses in a train. Maximum channel modification for 1J..lM

deltamethrin is 8.5%. (B) Percentage of M918V permethrin-modified channels, as a

function of the number of depolarising pulses in a train. Maximum channel modification

for IJ.,tMpermethrin is 9.5%. (points show the mean + SEM, n = 4).
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Figure 3.15. Percentages of modified para wild type channels as a function of the

number of pulses in a train, at different concentrations of deltamethrin. Data was fitted

to an exponential relationship. Maximum channel modification for 1nM deltamethrin is

48%. For 3nM and 5nM deltamethrin 100% of para wild type channels were assumed to

be modified (from Vais et al., 2000).



However the mutation conferred a very large 800-fold resistance factor (Para wild type

Kd =10.3±l.OnM, M918V Kd=8.4±2.4flM) (Figure 3.16).
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Figure 3.16 Concentration-response relationships for permethrin action on the para

M918V sodium channel and drosophila para wild type sodium channel. The percentage

of modified channel was calculated using Equation 3.4 and 3.5 and plotted as a function

of permethrin concentration. The data was fitted with a concentration-response equation

(Equation 3.6). • Concentration-response relationship for permethrin action on M918V

channels (Kd = 8.4~M±2.4; Hill coefficient = 0.6). • Concentration-response

relationship for permethrin action on para wild type channels (Kd = lO.3±l.OnM; Hill

coefficient = 0.9). (points show the mean + SEM, n=3).



3.4 Discussion of the basis of resistance of M918V channels to deltamethrin and

permethrin

3.4.1 M918 V is a resistance mutation

M918V is a resistance mutation in vitro. It confers resistance levels intermediate

between the kdr (LlOl4F) mutation and the super-kdr (LlOI4F+M918T) double

mutation against deltamethrin and very high levels of resistance against permethrin.

Although M918V appears to confer the same type of mechanisms of resistance as the

kdr and super-kdr, it remains rare in insect populations, suggesting that the fitness costs

that the insect incurs are high.

3.4.2 Effect of kinetics parameters on the fitness costs of M918 V channels

Changes in the gating kinetics ofthe sodium channel can affect the responsiveness of the

phenotype. V 1/2 for inactivation of M918V channels is significantly more negative than

that for the wild type channel. M918V channels inactivate more at negative potentials

than wild type channels. Therefore, at any given test potential, less M918V channels are

available for opening and this could also result in a reduced response to a stimulus.

Mutations that shift the voltage dependence of activation in a depolarising direction

require a larger voltage step to be made before channels will open. The probability of an

action potential being generated in response to a stimulus is therefore reduced and this

might account for "sluggish" responses seen in the phenotype (Lee et al., 1999a).
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However, there was no significant difference between the voltage dependence of

activation between M918V and para wild type channels.

Caution should be employed when extrapolating the effects seen in the oocyte

expression system to effects in vivo. Changes in the voltage dependence of activation in

neurons expressing a resistance mutation V421M found in Helicoverpa amigera were

far greater than those found when the same mutated channel was expressed in oocytes

(Zhao et al., 2000). This may also be the case with M918V where an apparently

insignificant shift to more positive potentials in oocytes may be much greater ill vivo and

result in a major fitness cost to the insect. Equally, the significant shift to more negative
<,

potentials of the voltage dependence of inactivation in M918V channels, clearly seen in

oocyte studies, could translate to a substantial effect ill vivo. Although it can be

hypothesized that shifts in the potential at which a particular type of channel inactivate

result in substantially fewer channels opening following a depolarisation, the overall

consequence on the behavior of a complex neuronal network, cannot be predicted.

Therefore, the survival costs of changes in the gating behavior of the channel cannot

accurately be predicted based on oocyte expression alone.

The M918V mutation significantly increases the number of channels that inactivate

rather than open from the closed state. This could occur for a number of reasons. First,

the mutation may disrupt the open conformation, making it unstable and more difficult

to adopt, hence the more positive activation potential, and the rapid transition to an

inactive state. Second the S4-S5 linkers of Domains III and IV are described as the

docking gate for the fast inactivation particle (Smith et al., 1997; McPhee et al 1998).
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Given the proposed symmetrical arrangement of the four domains around a central pore,

it is possible that mutations within the S4-S5 linkers of domains I and II, such as

M918V, might also exert an influence on the speed and ability of the inactivation

particle to dock.

M918V is found in the S4-S5 linker of domain II, an area that is commonly associated

with Periodic Paralysis and epilepsy. A point mutation, eight residues downstream from

M918V has been associated with Generalised epilepsy with febrile seizures-plus in the

human skeletal muscle a subunit. It similarly showed an enhancement of both fast and

slow inactivation. This is a possible explanation for the occurrence of epileptic seizures

through a decrease in the excitability of inhibitory neurons. (Alekov et al., 2001) Fitness

costs may be exerted on M918V insects by a similar mechanism.

Other point mutations found within the S4-S5 linker have significantly reduced the rate

of inactivation and the potentials at which it occurs (Lehmann-Hom et al., 1999,

Bendahhou et al., 2002). It would appear that both the nature and the position of the

mutation within this region dictate the effect on the gating kinetics of the channel.

The application of ATX-II induced a six-fold increase in the maximal sodium

conductance. Under normal conditions only 16% of the total M918V available channel

population opened in response to a single depolarization compared with 50% of para

wild type channels. This has the benefit of reducing the number of open channels to

which pyrethroids bind preferentially, but it may also compromise the ability of a neuron
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to generate and transmit action potentials. Studies of axonal conductance have found a

large number of surplus sodium channels which act as standby ion pathways to allow

fast conduction of current (Hodgkin, 1975). These safety channels may be lost through

the enhanced closed-state inactivation that the M918V mutation confers and

consequently hinder the ability of the neuron to transmit an action potential.

The hypothesis that the changes in gating kinetics bestow a detrimental effect on the

phenotype has not been tested by behavioral studies of M918V. However investigations

of other kdr insects where gating behavior has been altered do suggest a fitness cost.

Kdr-like mutations found in the Heliothis viriscens voltage gated sodium channel,

showed a marked shift in voltage dependence of activation to more positive potentials

(Zhao et al., 2000). This was thought to coincide with the decreased neuronal

excitability and languid behaviour in the phenotype (Lee et al., 1999a). It has been

suggested that this may also lead to a reduction in the fecundity and mating success of

the species (Campanhola et al., 1991). Once the selective pressure of the pyrethroid

insecticide has been removed, both mutations are rapidly lost from the population,

further supporting the view that they have high fitness costs (Elzen et al., 1994).

Investigations of insects carrying the classic LI014F kdr mutation have also shown clear

maladaptive behavior. Aphids expressing kdr singly show an inability to react to

temperature gradients, which may affect their longevity, fecundity and rate of ovarian

development. They are also much less responsive to alarm pheromone, increasing the

risk of predation and parasitism (Foster et al., 2000)
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However, mutations need not necessarily carry a fitness cost. Some organisms carrying

resistance mutations are more successful than their susceptible counterparts, even in the

absence of insecticides (Mason, 1998, Haubruge et al., 2001).

3.4.3 Mechanisms of Resistance

The mutation M918V found in a strain of Bemisia tabaci is a resistance mutation ill

vitro. It influences the amount of sodium channel modification by both deltamethrin and

permethrin suggesting that this residue affects a binding site common to both

insecticides either directly or through kinetic or steric alteration. The mechanisms by

which it confers this resistance are similar to those of the super-kdr and the kdr.

The study with ATX-II suggests that the M918V mutation increases the fraction of

channel undergoing closed state-inactivation. Fewer M918V channels are therefore

available for modification by either pyrethroid, both of which preferentially bind to the

open state.

Of the channels that do open and bind, the affinity between the protein and the

insecticide is significantly reduced. This is reflected in the faster rates of decay of the

M918V tail currents, which may act as a measure of how quickly the channel and

insecticide molecule dissociate, and the increased Kd values for deltamethrin and

permethrin action on the M918V channel.
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3.4.4 Deltatnethrin Binding

The classic super-kdr, M918T+ LlOI4F, results in monophasic decay and a reduction in

the Hill coefficient from 2 to 1 (Vais et al., 2000). This has been interpreted as the loss

of one of the two deltamethrin binding sites. In contrast, the single M918V and single

kdr merely reduce the affinity of the channel for deltamethrin. One interpretation is that

the kdr and super kdr together form a single binding site and therefore both must be

mutated for the site to be lost. This is supported by the close proximity of the two

mutations within the predicted 3D structure of the protein (Williamson, personal

communication), which might not exceed the length of the pyrethroid molecule in space.

Studies using a range of neurotoxins have identified at least eight distinct neurotoxin

binding sites on the sodium channel. These sites can affect ion transport directly or

indirectly by modifying the gating process. Allosteric interactions between sites also

affect channel functioning and relate to the state dependence of binding. This is shown

in the enhanced effect of deltamethrin in the presence of ATX-II. Three of these sites

have been highlighted for molecules with similar actions to pyrethroids. Batrachotoxin

and veratridine are alkaloids that bind at sites 2 and 5. Pyrethroids are thought to interact

with binding site 6. Resistance mutations in various regions of the channels including

IIIS6, IVS6 and IS6 confer resistance to both pyrethroids and batrachotoxin suggesting

an overlap of these binding regions (Pittendrigh et al 1997; Linford et al., 1998 Wang et

al 1999). An area of binding site 2 or 5 could therefore act as a second deltamethrin

docking zone as well as influencing pyrethroid binding in other areas of the channel

(Vais et al., 2000).
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An alternative explanation is that binding is dependent on the nature of the site 918

replacement. A weak interaction with deltamethrin is still formed with valine at the 918

residue, but is completely absent with threonine. M918V +LIOI4F would therefore still

show weak multiple binding. Determining the Hill coefficient of deltamethrin

concentration-response curves for M918V +Ll 014F channels could test this hypothesis.

Kdr and super-kdr may not form a binding site at all, but act together to kinetically or

sterically prevent access to another independent binding site. As single mutations they

may only partially impede access. Certainly M918V data compared with the double

super-kdr mutant hints that M918T and L1014F are not acting independently with

respect to deltamethrin binding.

3.4.5 Permethrin Binding

The potency of permethrin is less than that of deltamethrin, with tail currents decaying

more rapidly and the proportion of channels modified reduced. The permethrin

concentration-response relationship for the wild type channel is characteristic of 1:1

binding (Vais, personal communication). The presence of M918V does not change this

ratio. However, affinity of permethrin for the 918 site is greatly reduced. This may be

the result of steric hindrance rather than a direct alteration of the permethrin binding site.

Percentage modification by 111M permethrin saturated at 30 pulses. Higher test pulse

frequencies did not increase the number of channels modified by the insecticide. The

exponential fit of deltamethrin modification only began to plateau at a pulse frequency
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of 200. The enhancement of pyrethroid binding by channel opening is not as great for

permethrin as it is for deltamethrin. This may be because the single permethrin binding

site is located around the M918V residue area outside the pore and so accessibility is

less dependent on channel state. Deltamethrin modification is far more dependent on

channel state because a second putative deltamethrin binding site may only be accessible

when the channel is open.

3.4.6 Reasons for the rarity of the M918V mutation infield populations.

A number of hypotheses have been put forward as to why the super-kdr mutation has not

been found without the kdr. It has been suggested that the evolution of knockdown

resistance is a sequential process. The kdr mutation must be present before any change

can be made at the super-kdr site on the same allele (Jamroz et al.. 1998). An

altemative explanation is that the kdr counters the fitness costs incurred by the single

super-kdr. This would stabilise the presence of the super-kdr even in the absence of

pyrethroid pressure (Jamroz et al., 1998)

Support for this idea comes from studies done on resistance mutations found in German

cockroach sodium channels. Alterations of sodium current magnitudes from channels

containing single super-kdr like mutations located in the linker between domains I and II

of the German cockroach sodium channels are restored to the wild type level and

channel sensitivity to deltamethrin markedly reduced when co-expressed with the kdr

L993F mutation found in German cockroach (Tan et al.. 2002). These studies have also

found that when expressed alone, the super-kdr like mutation of the 01-02 linker does
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not confer resistance. This is in marked contrast to M918V mutant channels, which

alone reduces sodium channel sensitivity to deltamethrin and permethrin.

Other studies have found that the M918T mutant expresses poorly in Xenopus oocytcs

leading to the conclusion that for functional expression of the channels containing the

super-kdr mutation, the stabilizing presence of the kdr is required (Lee et al., 1999).

However, the M918V mutation alone causes a significant percentage of channels to

undergo closed-state inactivation, which may explain reduced current magnitudes.

The data presented here suggests that fitness costs incurred by changes in the channel

kinetics might outweigh the benefits of pyrethroid resistance in the absence of selection.

Larger numbers of M918V channels undergo closed state inactivation at more

hyperpolarising potentials than either the wild type, kdr or super-kdr mutants. The

M918V mutation may force sodium channel kinetic thresholds to be crossed, after which

functioning of the entire neuron is severely compromised.

However, the resistance factors of the target site are large, over 800-fold for permethrin,

a widespread and frequently used Type I pyrethroid. Sufficient selection pressure

therefore exists for the mutation to appear more commonly. M918V appears to use the

same resistance mechanisms as the kdr and super-kdr; a reduction in channel opening

and a decreased affinity between the insecticide and the channel, neither of which do not

seems to bestow any severe phenotypic handicap.
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Small gating changes and high levels of closed-state inactivation detected in the oocyte

expression system may inflict large changes when M918V channels are expressed in

vivo.
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CHAPTER4

SENSITIVITY OF THE PARA T929V AND T929M VOLTAGE-
GATED SODIUM CHANNEL MUTANT TO DELTAMETHRIN



4.0 Introduction

In addition to the kdr and super-kdr mutations of insect para sodium channels, mutations

of the threonine residue at site 929, which is located very close to the intracellular end of

the SS segment of domain II, can also confer resistance to pyrethroid insecticides. A

pyrcthroid-resistance mutation (T929I) at this site was first detected in conjunction with

the kdr Ll 014F mutation in a pyrethroid resistant strain of the diamondback moth

Plutella xvlostella (Schuler et al, 1998). It confers similar levels of resistance to that

found in houseflies carrying both the kdr Ll 014F mutation and the super-kdr mutation

M918T. A T929I mutation has since been found in conjunction with an L932F mutation

in headlice, Pediculus capititus (Lee et ai, 2000). In a deltamethrin-resistant strain of

the tobacco whitefly Bemisia tabaci, T929 is mutated to T929V. Bioassay data from

this Lnfu-I strain showed high levels of resistance to both DDT and Type II pyrethroids

(Goodson, personal communication).

Hyperkalemic periodic paralysis (HYPP) is an inheritable myotonic disease, which

results in episodes of electrical inexcitability and paralysis of skeletal muscles. The

condition results from genetic mutations in the human skeletal muscle Na channel. To

date, six mutations thought to cause HYPP have been described, all of which are

localised at the intracellular membrane interface (Bendahhou et al., 2002; Yang et al.,

1994; Wagner et al., 1997; Hayward et al., 1997; Rojas et al., 1991). Interestingly, the

most common HYPP mutation, T704M (Placek et ai, 1991) in the human skeletal

muscle Na channel, maps to the corresponding T929 residue mutated in the pyrethroid

resistant insect Na channel. Studies of the T698M residue in rat skeletal muscle Na

channels expressed in human embryonic kidney 293 cells, showed a significant
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hyperpolarizing shift in the voltage-dependence of activation of the mutant channel

(Cannon and Strittmatter, 1993; Cummins et al., 1993; Yang et al., 1994) and a dramatic

impairment of its "slow" inactivation (Cummins and Sigworth., 1996) These changes in

channel kinetics are thought to underlie the persistent current which result in the periods

of muscle paralysis seen in HYPP sufferers. Are the same kinetic changes seen when

the HYPP mutation is introduceJ into the para Na channel of Drosophila, i.e. the

mutation T929M and does this mutation confer resistance to deltamethrin?

The aim of the work described here was to compare the kinetics and deltamethrin

sensitivity of the novel T929V mutated channel reported in Bemisia tahaci and the

T929M sodium channel mutation responsible for the HYPP condition. Although

mutations of threonine at the 929 position have been recorded in other pyrethroid

resistant insect species, the mechanism by which these mutations confer resistance has

not been investigated. However, the proximity of the 929 residue to the 1014 and 918

residues associated with kdr and super-kdr residues, suggests that mutations of the 929

residue may similarly alter channel kinetics (Section 3.4.3) and change a putative

pyrethroid binding site which the 918, 929 and 1014 residues form within the para

channel protein.
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4.1 Comparison of para wild type sodium channels and channels with the T929V

and T929M mutation.

4.1.1 The voltage dependence of activation and inactivation of T929V and T929M

channels

The same pulse protocol used to measure M918V steady state activation was used for

investigating the T929V mutant and the T929M mutant. Both T929V and T929M

channels activate at more negative potentials than para wild-type channels. This is seen

when the conductance-voltage relationships for these channels are compared (Figures

4.1 and 4.2). The mid-point potentials of activation of the T929V mutant and the

T929M mutant were significantly (P=O.011 and P=O.0066 respectively; two-tailed Hest)

more negative than that of the wild type Na channel. With T929V, there was a

hyperpolarizing 5mV shift in activation and with T929M there was a hyperpolarizing

6mV shift.

The voltage dependence of inactivation of the T929V mutant and the T929M mutant

was determined using the same pulse protocols as those employed for studying the

M918V mutant. The midpoint potentials for inactivation for T929V channels and

T929M channels were not significantly different (P>O.OI, two-tailed Hest) from the

midpoint potential of the para wild type channel.
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Figure 4.1. Voltage dependence of activation ofT929V andpara wild type channels.

Channels were pulsed from a holding potential of -70m V to the test voltage. From the

resulting peak current, conductance was calculated using Equation 3.5. Data was

normalised to maximum peak conductance and fitted with a Boltzmann relationship.

T929V channels activate at significantly (p=O.Ol1; two-tailed t-test) more negative

potentials thanpara wild type channels (T929V, V 112 = -22.1±1.2;para wild type, V 1/2

= -16.9±1.4). (points show mean ± SEM, n=lO).
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Figure 4.2. Voltage dependence of activation ofT929M andpara wild type channels.

Channels were pulsed from a holding potential of -70mV to the test voltage. From the

resulting peak current, conductance was calculated using Equation 3.5. Data was

normalised to maximum peak conductance and fitted with a Boltzmann relationship.

T929M channels activate at significantly (p=0.0066; two-tailed t-test) more negative

potentials than para wild type channels (T929M, V 112 = -23.5±1.3, n=6;para wild type,

V 1/2 = -16.9±1.4, n=10). (points show mean ± SEM).



4.1.2 The kinetics of inactivation ofT929V and T929M channels

The onset of, and recovery from, fast inactivation of the mutant channels was

determined using the multi-pulse protocol detailed in Section 3.1.3. Like the M918V

mutant, the T929V mutant inactivates significantly more quickly at all pre-pulse

potentials than the wild type channel (pre-pulse, -40mV; T929V, r = 5.08 ± 0.6ms;

wild-type, t = 13.9 ± 1.6ms; two-tailed Hest, P = 0.00(7). Using a conditioning pre-

pulse of -SOmV, the T929V channel was found to recover significantly more quickly

from inactivation than the wild-type channel (pre-pulse -SOmV; T929V, r = 6.83 ±

0.7ms; wild type, t = 11.4 ± 1.1ms; P = 0.025).

T929M channels also showed accelerated kinetics of inactivation. The onset of

inactivation in T929M channels was significantly faster than in wild type channels (pre-

pulse -40m V; T929M, t = 4.8 ± 2.S7ms; wild-type, r = 13.9 ±_1.6ms; two-tailed Hest, P

= 0.039). The mutant recovered from inactivation more quickly than the wild-type at all

pre-pulse potentials (pre-pulse, -SOmV; T929M, r = 7.3 ± 1.78ms; wild-type, r = 11.4 ±

O.4ms; two-tailed t-test, P = 0.09).

4.1.3. Analysis of the effect of deltamethrin insecticide on T929 V and T929M channel

gating.

The effect of deltamethrin was investigated using the same method employed to study

the effect of the insecticide on M918V channels (Section 3.2.1). The amplitude and rate

of decay of the tail current seen following repolarisation provided a measure of T929V

and T929M channel sensitivity to the deltamethrin.
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4.1.4. Binding of deltamethrin to the T929 V and T929M channels

T929V sodium channel tail current amplitudes in the presence of dcltamcthrin were

larger following a train of a hundred 5ms pulses to OmY at 66Hz from a holding

potential of -100m Y, than following a single pulse to OmY of equal duration (Vais cl al.

2000). The interval between pulses was 10ms, which was sufficient to allow channels to

recover from open state inactivation. Tail current amplitudes increased with the train

duration (Figure 4.3), suggesting that deltamethrin binds preferentially to the T929Y

channel open state. A similar result was seen with the T929M channel.

4.1.5. The effect of T929V mutation and the T929M mutation Oil closed-stu tc

inactivation

As shown in Vais et al. (2000) and discussed in section 3.2.3 of this study, different

proportions of para LIOl4F channels, para Ll014F + M918T channels, pllra M918Y

channels and para wild type channels undergo closed-state inactivation. Treatment of

oocytes expressing Drosophila para Na channels with ATX-II toxin slowed inactivation

from the closed channel state such that it was effectively eradicated (Warmke et al..

19(7). Comparisons of the total maximal conductance in the presence of the toxin with

the total maximal conductance in the absence of the toxin, can give a measure of the

proportion of channel populations undergoing closed-state inactivation (Figure 4.4).

In the presence of ATX-II, the maximum conductance for the para wild type sodium

channel population increased >2-fold, the maximum conductance of T92<JY channel

population increased -4-fold, and the maximum conductance of the T<J2<JMchannel
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Figure 4.3. Changes in the T929V tail current amplitude are induced by varying the

number of depolarizing pulses in a train in the presence of 10J..lMdeltamethrin. Tail

currents were measured following 5ms depolarization to OmV at 66Hz from a holding

potential of -IOOmV. N represents the number of pulses in a train and is shown to the

left of each tail current.
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Figure 4.4. Sodium currents recorded during a 32ms depolarising pulse to -lOmV

with (.) and without ( .) the toxin ATX-II, from an oocyte expressing T929Vchannels.

Peak current in the absence of ATX-II is 310nA. In the presence of ATX-II the peak

current is 1.3JlA, and remains at this current for the duration of the depolarising pulse.



population increased ~5-fold (para wild type: GNa Max = 2.2 ±_0.4; T929V GNa Max = 3.7 ±

0.3; T929M GNa Max = 4.8 ± 0.3) (Figure 4.5). Therefore, in the absence of the toxin,

approximately 25% of available T929V channels and 21% of available T929M channels

open following a strong depolarising pulse compared with 45% of available wild-type

channels. It follows that the T929V and T929M mutations confer significant increases in

the number of channels entering the inactivated state rather than the open state to which

deltamethrin preferentially binds.

4.1.6. Sensitivity a/the T929 V and the T929M mutant to deltamcthrin

To estimate and compare the proportions of mutant and wild type channels that bind the

insecticide, differences in the fraction of channels that enter the open state in response to

a test pulse must be removed. Therefore, oocytes expressing the T929V mutant or the

T929M mutant were treated with 500nM ATX-Il to inhibit closed-state inactivation and

then exposed to deltamethrin at concentrations ranging from 10nM to 1O~LM.The peak

tail current and the rate of decay of the tail current, obtained from single 320ms

depolarising pulses from -IOOmV to OmV, was recorded for each concentration of

deltamethrin.

Tail currents for both T929V channels and T929M channels decayed completely

following exposure to IOJ.lMdeltamethrin. This was a preliminary indication that both

mutations confer resistance to the pyrethroid. Tail currents of the wild-type channel did

not recover to zero current when deltamethrin was applied at a concentration of 30nM or

more.
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Figure 4.5. Single experiments showing the relative conductance as a function of test

voltage of (A) T929M channels and (B) T929V channels, in the presence (. ) and

absence (.) of ATX-II. Conductance of channels in the presence and absence of the

toxin at each test potential was calculated using Equation 3.5 and the resulting curve

fitted with a Boltzmann relationship. ATX-II increased T929M maximum conductance,

GNa Max , 4.8±<>.3- fold and T929V maximum conductance 3.7±O.3 - fold.
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Concentration-response relationships for each channel type were constructed using the

methods described in section 3.2.4. A reactivation hook seen in para wild type and

M918V channel tail current traces was also seen in T929V channel tail currents and

T929M channel tail currents but the hook was not included in the determination of peak

tail current. The percentage of channels modified by the pyrethroid was estimated using

Equation 3.4 and 3.5 and plotted as a function of deltamethrin concentration. These data

were then fitted with a variable sigmoidal equation (Equation 3.6), from which a Kd

value and a Hill coefficient were estimated. The T929V mutation caused a ~2600-fold

decrease in the sensitivity of the wild-type channel to deltamethrin (T929V, Kd = I1.7 ±

5~M; wild-type, Kd = 4.4 ± O.16nM). The Hill coefficient for the mutant was < 1 ,

whereas that of the wild type was 2 (T929V, Hill coefficient = 0.88; wild type, Hill

coefficient = 2.05) (Figure 4.6). The T929M mutation caused a similar decrease in the

sensitivity of the mutant para sodium channel (T929M, Kd = 11.4 ± 1.7~LM;wild-type.

Kd = 4.4 ± 0.16nM). The Hill coefficient for the T929M channel was also <1 (T929M,

Hill coefficient = 0.6) (Figure 4.7). Although the Hill coefficient is not a direct measure

of the number of deltamethrin binding sites, it does set a lower limit. The concentration-

response relationships suggest that para wild type channels with 2 or more binding sites

are reduced to one binding site when the T929V mutation or the T929M mutation is

introduced.
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Figure 4.6. Concentration-response relationships for deltamethrin action on the

T929V para sodium channels and the drosophila para wild type sodium channel. The

percentage of modified channels was calculated using Equations 3.4 and 3.5 and plotted

as a function of deltamethrin concentration. The data was fitted with a concentration-

response equation (Equation 3.6)

(.) Concentration-response relationship for deltarnethrin action T929V para channels

(Kd= 11.7 ±511M;Hill coefficient = O.88). ~ ) Concentration-response relationship for

deltamethrin action on the Drosophila para wild type sodium channel (Kd= 4.4±O.16

nM; Hill coefficient = 2). (Points show mean ± SEM, n =3).
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Figure 4.7. Concentration-response relationships for deltamethrin action on the

T929M para sodium channels and the Drosophila para wild type sodium channel. The

percentage of modified channels was calculated using Equations 3.4 and 3.5 and plotted

as a function of deltamethrin concentration. The data was fitted with a concentration-

response equation (equation 3.6).

(.) Concentration-response relationship for deltamethrin action para T929M channels

(Kd= 11.4 ±1.7J.lM; Hill coefficient = 0.6). (. ) Concentration-response relationship

for deltamethrin action on the Drosophila para wild type sodium channel (Kd=

4.4±0.16nM; Hill coefficient = 2). (points show mean ± SEM, n = 3).



4.1.7 Tail currents a/the T929 Vmutant channel and the T929M mutant c/UIIIIIC/

The rate of tail current decay following a single 320ms depolarising pulse to OmV from

a holding potential of -100m V in the presence of ATX-II and deltamethrin was

estimated from exponential functions fitted to the tail current profiles of T929V and

T929M channels (Methods 2.3.8). The decay of tail currents of both T929V and

T929M mutants was preceded by an inward current, the amplitude of which was

dependent on the concentration of deltamethrin.

Tails currents from T929V mutants could be fitted with two exponential functions at all

concentrations of deltamethrin when the reactivation hook was excluded. The faster of

the two time constants was independent of deltamethrin concentration (r. = 1.33 ±

0.17s). The slower of the two time constants was dependent on deltamethrin

concentration and increased as the concentration of the pyrethroid increased. For

example, at IJlM deltamethrin, L2 = 6s, whereas at 10JlM deltamethrin "t2 = lOs (Figure

4.8).

Tail currents from T929M mutants could also be described by two exponential

functions. Again, the faster of the two time constants was independent of deltamethrin

concentration (Lt = 0.96 ± 0.12s) whereas the slower time constant increased as the

concentration of deltamethrin was increased (Figure 4.8). The fast component, r.. of

T929V tail current decay was not significantly different (P =0.15, two-tailed Hest) from

the fast component ofT929M tail current decay.
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Figure 4.8. Tail current traces from (A) T929V channels in the presence of 500nM

ATX-II and different concentrations of deltamethrin, which are indicated to the left of

each tail current. Both T929V tail currents were best described by two exponential

functions (1 j..IMdeltamethrin, 't 1= l.13s, 't2= 6s; IOj..IMdeltamethrin, t 1= 1.13s, 't2= lOs).

Tail current traces from (B) T929M channels in the presence of O.SmM ATX-II and

different concentrations of deltamethrin, which are indicated to the left of each tail

current. Both T929M tail currents were also best described by two exponential

functions (1 j..IMdeltamethrin, t 1= 1.16, 't2= ISs; IOj..IMdeltamethrin, 't 1= 1.17, 't2=23 s).
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Both T929M and T929V tail currents decay significantly more quickly than those of the

para wild type channel in the presence of deltamethrin and ATX-ll and this suggests

that the mutations counter the slowing of channel deactivation induced by deltamethrin.

4.2 The effect of T929M and T929V sodium channel sensitivity to deltamethrin

T929V channels and T929M channels are significantly less sensitive to deltamethrin

than para wild type channels. This is perhaps unsurprising, as the 929-residue position

has already been highlighted as important in a number of pyrethroid-resistant pest

species (Schuler et ai, 1998, Lee et al., 2000; Goodson et al., RES unpublished).

Both mutations appear to affect the Drosophila para Na channel properties in a similar

way as the mutations L1014F, M918T (Vais et al., 2000) and M918V (Chapter 3).

Analysis of tail currents following single and multiple pulsing regimes suggests that

deltamethrin binds preferentially to the open state of both T929M and T929V channel

mutants. Comparisons of the maximum conductance in the presence and absence of

ATX-II, a toxin that essentially eradicates closed-state fast inactivation (Warmke et

al., 1997), suggest that both T929V and T929M mutations cause a larger proportion of

mutant channel populations to enter the fast-inactivated state, rather than the open state

to which deltamethrin preferentially binds. This finding together with a recent model

proposing that fast inactivation inhibits the onset of slow inactivation (Hilber et al.,

2002), could explain the significant inhibition of slow inactivation observed in T704M

mutant human skeletal muscle sodium channels (Bendahhou et al., 1999). Indeed, these

studies now suggest that the SS segment where T704M is located, could act as a

coupling site for fast and slow inactivation.
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Interestingly, the small, persistent sodium current that is characteristic of the HYPP

condition can be reproduced in normal muscle by the in vitro application of ATX-Il

(Cannon et al., 1993). However, this increase in the steady-state open probability of

sodium channels common to HYPP mutant channels and wild type channels treated with

ATX-II could belie different causes of the same symptom. ATX-II eradicates fast

inactivation (Warmke et al., 1997), while the T704M mutation inhibits the onset of slow

inactivation (Bendahhou et al., 1999) and both effects would result in more channels

being available for activation.

Of the T929M and T929V channels that do activate following a depolarising pulse, the

affinity between the open channel and the deltamethrin molecule is reduced compared

with the para wild type channel. Kd values obtained from concentration-response

relationships are consistent with estimate that the T929V mutation and T929M mutation

reduce mutant channel sensitivity to deltamethrin approximately 2600-fold. This is

reflected in the bioassay data collected from the B. tabaci strain carrying the T929V

mutation. 100% and 80% survival of the T929V B. tabaci strain was recorded at

cypermethrin and DDT concentrations which resulted in 100% mortality of the wi Id type

strain (Goodson, personal communication).

Both T929V and T929M tail currents can be described by two time constants, a fast

component, which is independent of deltamethrin concentration, and a second, slower

time constant, which increases with deltamethrin concentration. The multi-exponential

fit to the tail current decay of T929M and T929V channels suggest complex recovery

kinetics.
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The concentration-response relationships for deltamethrin action on both T929V and

T929M channels, based on tail current amplitudes, have a Hill coefficient of I, which

suggests a single binding site. This is in contrast to the para wild type channel, which

has a Hill coefficient of 2, suggesting at least two binding sites (Vais et al., 20(1).

Predictions of the interaction between this insecticide and binding sites on the

Drosophila Na channel are difficult because a detailed 3D model of the protein has not

yet been obtained. The T929V and T929M mutations may reduce deltamethrin binding

by directly destroying a deltamethrin binding site. An alternative possibility is that

mutations at T929 indirectly reduce the affinity of deltamethrin by altering the tertiary

structure of the intracellular interface of the SS segment of domain II, thereby

influencing the conformation of a deltamethrin binding site at a location elsewhere on

the Drosophila Na channel.

Despite the high level of deltamethrin resistance conferred by the T929M mutation, this

single mutation has not yet been recorded in the wild. Whilst it may already reside in

insect pest populations and simply awaits detection, the T929M mutant may not be a

viable channel and therefore would never have been selected. The significant

hyperpolarising shift in the voltage dependence of activation and a large proportion of

channels undergoing closed-state inactivation may significantly compromise functioning

in vivo.

Although it is not known how kinetic changes conferred by the T929M mutation affect

insect behaviour in vivo, similar kinetic changes recorded when the mutation is
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introduced into the rat muscle sodium channel (T689M) and studied in human

embryonic kidney (HEK) cells are thought to account for the HYPP condition seen in

humans and equines. A 10-15mV hyperpolarizing shift in the voltage dependence of

activation resulting in a persistent sodium current that activated near -70mV(Cummins

et al, 1993) are thought to contribute to the myotonia

Despite Western immunoblots detecting similar amounts of rat wild-type and rat T698M

channels in HEK cells, T698M channel peak currents elucidated by depolarising pulses

were consistently smaller than wild type channel peak currents elucidated by the same

depolarising protocol (Cummins et al., 1993). A number of possible explanations have

been suggested, including an increase in the proportion of the synthesised channels

retained within the cell rather than migrating to the membrane surface (Cummins et al.,

1993; Ukomanda et al., 1992). However, as shown in the this study with T929M para

channels expressed in oocytes, it seems likely that the T689M mutation increases the

number of rat channels undergoing closed-state inactivation and therefore reduces the

maximum conductance of the channel population.

The equivalent T704M mutation in human skeletal muscle sodium channels also shows

severely impaired slow inactivation and a significant hyperpolarising shift in the voltage

dependence of activation when expressed in HEK cells (Cummins and Sigworth, 1996).

Together with a slowing of channel deactivation, this could account for the sustained

currents characteristic of HYPP (Bendahhou et al., 1999). T929V mutants and T929M

mutants also showed a significant hyperpolarising shift in the voltage dependence of
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activation although slow inactivation of the para mutants was not studied III this

instance.

Interestingly however, the slowing of channel deactivation, characteristic of

deltamethrin modification and also now seen in T704M human skeletal muscle sodium

channel mutants (Bendahhou et al., 1999), is significantly reduced in T929M para

mutants in comparison to para wild type channels when exposed to the insecticide in the

presence of ATX-II. Although the rate of T929M para sodium channel deactivation

was not studied in the absence of deltamethrin, it may, like its T704M human skeletal

sodium channel counterpart, also slow the rate of channel deactivation. Therefore,

despite possibly inducing the same effect as deltamethrin, the rate of deactivation is not

further slowed when T929M mutants are exposed to deltamethrin. Indeed the opposite

is true as T929M significantly reduces the deltamethrin-induced slowing of deactivation

of mutant channels in comparison to the para wild type channels. The effect may not be

additive because T929M reduces the affinity of deltamethrin for the channel mutant

directly and indirectly through elevated levels of closed-state inactivation.
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CHAPTER5

SENSITIVITY OF RAT HA BRAIN VOLT AGE-GA TED
SODIUM CHANNEL MUTANTS TO DELTAMETHRIN



5.0 Introduction

Mammalian sodium channels are ~4500 fold less sensitive to pyrethroids than their

insect counterparts. Until recently, pyrethroid insensitivity of mammals ill vivo was

thought to be the consequence of the higher metabolic rates and body temperatures of

these animals (Narahashi, 1992). However, pyrethroid molecules that do manage to

overcome these metabolic obstacles and reach neuronal sodium channels find their target

highly insensitive (Song and Narahashi, 1996b). What differences between the insect

and mammalian sodium channels could account for such a large difference in their

pyrethroid sensitivities? The Drosophila para sodium channel shares 50% homology

with its counterparts in mammalian excitable tissues (Warmke et al., 1997). When the

sequences of these two proteins are aligned it is clear that the kdr residue is conserved in

both suggesting that this is not the region responsible for differences in sensitivity. The

two channels do, however, differ a: the super-kdr site (position 874 in the rat brain IIA

sodium channel and site 918 in the para sodium channel) with isoleucine found in place

of the methionine residue that is always found in wild type insects. Replacement of the

isoleucine with methionine could therefore raise the mammalian sodium channel

sensitivity to pyrethroids.

To investigate this possibility, methionine was substituted for isoleucine at the super-kdr

position in the rat HA brain sodium channel (I874M) (Figure 5.1). The mutant 1874M

channel and the rat HA wild type channel were expressed in Xenopus laevis oocytes,

exposed to a range of deltamethrin concentrations and their sensitivities tested using

voltage clamp. Other amino acids were also substituted at the 874 position in a further

attempt to clarify the interaction between deltamethrin and the rat IIA sodium channel.
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Figure 5.1 A generalised sodium channel a-subunit with the amino acid sequence

alignment, from a number of species, of the S4-S5 linker in domain II. The highlighted

residues are those found at the super-kdr position (eg M918 in Drosophila para sodium

channel and 1874 in rat IIA sodium channels). The alignment of amino acid sequences in

the region of the super-kdr mutation, M918T, suggests that mutation of the isoleucine in

the equivalent 874 position in the rat IIA brain sodium channel to methionine, could

raise the sensitivity of this mutant channel to pyrethroids.



5.1 The kinetics of I874M

The voltage dependence of activation and inactivation were tested using the same pulse

protocols as for the Drosophila para sodium channels (Section 3.1.1 and Section 3.1.2).

No significant difference was found between mutated and wild type channels.

The speed of onset and recovery from inactivation was determined using the same pulse

protocols as those used with the Drosophila para sodium channel (Section 3.1.3). No

significant difference was found between the two channel types (Table 5.1).

5.2 The effect of I874M on the rat channel sensitivity to deltamethrin.

As with Drosophila para sodium channels, tail currents following repolarisation of the

ooeytes membrane to -110mV were used as a measure of sensitivity to deltamethrin.

5.2.1 Binding of deltamethrin to the 1874M channel

The tail current amplitudes for wild type and mutated Drosophila para sodium channels,

in the presence of deltamethrin, were larger following a train of a hundred 5ms

depolarisations to OmV at 66Hz from a holding potential of -]OOmV, than following a

single pulse to OmV of equal duration. This is also true for the rat wi Id type and rat

1874M channel. When the pulse frequency was increased at a constant dcltamcthrin

concentration, the peak amplitude of the tail currents also increased. Sodium channels

remain open for a longer period as the number of pulses and concurrently the duration of

the train of pulses increases. This suggests that that deltamethrin also hinds

preferentially to the open state of the rat HA sodium channel (Figure 5.2).
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Wild Type I874M mutant 1874C mutant

Activation

V 112 (mV) -23.8±O.7 -24.7±O.9 -26.4±1.6

k(mV) 5.54±O.23 5.5±O.12 4.10±O.37

Inactivation

V 1/2 (mV) -54.9±O.8 -54.1±O.5 -51.6±O.54

k (mV) 5.1±O.1 5.2±O.1 5.05±O.29

tonset (ms)
(-4OmV) 19.0±2.2 17.2±1.6 26.0±1.89

trecov (ms)
(-SOmV) 36.7±O.89 34.4±1.9 24.5±4.84

Deltamethrin

K d (J.1M) 95 O.6S±O.OOI 1.2±O.13

ttail (-100m V) 86±2ms 50S±7ms 230±2Sms

Table 5.1. Kinetics of activation and inactivation and the onset of, and recovery from,

inactivation ofI874M, I874C and rat wild type channels. Kd is the dissociation constant of

the I874M, I874C and rat wild type channels. t is the time constant of onset and recovery

from inactivation for the I874M, I874C and wild type channels.
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Figure 5.2. Changes in the I874M tail current amplitude are induced by varying the

number of depolarizing pulses in a train in the presence of 1JlM deltamethrin. Tail

currents were measured following 5ms depolarisations to OmV at 66Hz from a holding

potential of -100m V. N represents the number of pulses in a train and is shown to the

left of each tail current.



5.2.2 The effect of the mutation /874M on channel opening

Resistance mutations including LlOl4F and M918V introduced into the para sodium

channel increased the proportion of channels that inactivate from the closed channel

state (Vais et al., 2000; Section 3.2.3). To reduce closed-state inactivation, oocytes were

treated with the anemone toxin ATX-II. This toxin greatly slows the rate of fast

inactivation and at concentrations >1OOnM ATX-II para sodium channel fast

inactivation is nearly eliminated (Warmke et al., 1997). Maximal conductance is

doubled because ATX-II causes channels that would normally inactivate following a

depolarising step, to activate instead (Warmke et al., 1997; Vais cl al., 2000). As a

consequence, the discrepancy caused by different levels of closed state inactivation of

para wild type channels and mutant para channels should be removed and equal

proportions of each channel type should open following a depolarisation.

Unfortunately, the toxin does not elicit such a potent effect on mammalian channels, as

fast inactivation cannot be completely eradicated (Warmke et al., 1997; Cannon et al,

1993). Studies done on the effects of ATX-II on rat brain HA wild type channels show

only a slight slow down in the speed of fast inactivation and little change in the maximal

sodium conductance (Wannke et al., 1997). As a result, no experiments were done on

the mammalian channels in the presence of ATX-JI as closed state inactivation could not

be removed. It remains possible, therefore, that the I874M mutation decreases closed

state inactivation and, thereby increases the probability of deltamethrin binding.
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5.2.3 The effect of the mutation 1874M on the number of channels modified bv

deltamethrin

Following perfusion of deltamethrin, oocytes expressing the 1874M mutant channel and

clamped at -100m V, were subjected to a series of one hundred 5ms pulses to OmV at

66Hz. The resulting tail current decay was fitted with asingle exponential and the peak

tail current recorded by extrapolating the exponential fit to the end of the test pulse. A

reactivation hook, which characterises para tail current decay, was also seen in the_. "--_. . - .-.,. ...~. ~-.----.. -_ .._-

1874M mutant channel tail currents but was not included in the exponential fit. The

peak current of each tail current was recorded at a range of deltamethrin concentrations

to estimate the percentage of channels modified by the pyrethroid (Equation 3.4 and

3.5). The percentage of channels modified was plotted as a function of deltamethrin

concentration and fitted by a variable slope sigmoidal concentration-response

relationship (Equation 3.6) (Figure 5.3)

Only small tail currents could be elucidated from rat wild type channels even with IO!lM

deltamethrin, the highest concentration at which this pyrethroid is fully soluble in saline.

The Kd value of the rat wild type channel was, therefore, estimated by extrapolating the

sigmoidal concentration-response fit to the concentration-response relationship and

assuming a Hill coefficient of I (Boria Vais, personal communiation). The Kd value for

the I874M mutant channel was significantly smaller than for the wild type channel

(l874M, Kd = 650 ± l.OnM; rat wild type, Kd = 95~lM) and the Hill coefficient

remained 1. The 1874M mutation, therefore, causes a > lOO-fold increase in the

sensitivity of the rat sodium channel to deltamethrin.
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Figure 5.3. Concentration-response relationships for deltamethrin action on the rat

I874M sodium channel and the rat wild type sodium channel. The percentage of

modified channels was calculated using Equations 3.4 and 3.5, and plotted as a function

of deltamethrin concentration. The data was fitted with a concentration-response

equation (Equation 3.6).

• Concentration-response relationship for deltamethrin action on I874M channels (Kd =

650± 1nM; Hill coefficient =1). • Concentration-response relationship for deltamethrin

action on rat wild type channels (Kd = 95~; Hill coefficient =1). The dashed box

drawn beyond 10-5 M deltamethrin indicated the solubility limit of deltamethrin in

ND96. (points show the mean ± SEM, I874M n = 4).



5.2.4 Tail current decays of the 1871M mutant channel and the rat wild type channel

The rate of tail current decay was determined from exponential fits to tail currents.

I874M mutant channel tail currents could be fitted with a single exponential if the

reactivation hook was excluded from the fit. The rate of tail current decay was slower

for 1874M channels than for wild type channels (l874M, T= 505ms ± 7; wild type, r=

86ms± 2). Also, the time constant for tail current decay did not change with

deltamethrin concentration for either channel type.
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5.3 The effect of the mutation 1874C on the sensitivity of the rat brain HA sodium

channel to deltamethrin.

Following the discovery of the large increase in sensitivity of the rat brain IIA channel to

deltamethrin resulting from the introduction of the 1874M mutation, the isoleucine found

at this position was replaced by other amino acids to further investigate the interaction

between the channel and the insecticide. Cysteine was chosen because, like methionine,

it contains a single sulphur atom in its side chain, which may be crucial in the

association of the two molecules.

5.3.1 Voltage-dependence of activation and inactivation

The voltage-dependence of activation and inactivation were investigated using the same

pulse protocols as those detailed ill sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. No significant difference

(p>O.Ol, two-tailed t-test) was found in the voltage dependence of activation or

inactivation between I874C mutant channels and 1874M mutant channels and rat wild

type channels.

5.3.2 Speed of onset and recovery from inactivation

The speed of onset and recovery from inactivation was determined using the same pulse

protocols as in sections 3.1.3. The rate of inactivation induced by a -40m V inactivating

pre-pulse was slower (p=O.0423, two-tailed t-test) for I874C channels than for wild type

channels (l874C t = 26.0±1.89ms; 1874M r =17.2±1.6ms; rat wild type r =

19.0±2.2ms). The speed of recovery from inactivation was not significantly (p=O.1067,
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two-tailed t-test) faster than wild type channels (I874C, 1" = 24.5±4.84ms; (874M, 1"

=34.4±1.9ms; rat wild type 1" = 36.7±0.89ms).

5.3.3 Binding of 1874C to deltamethrin

Deltamethrin-induced tails currents of 1874C mutant channels were larger following a

train of 100 5ms pulses to OmV from a holding current of -100m V than following a

single pulse of equal total duration. Deltamethrin, therefore, also binds preferentially to

open 1874C channels.

As was seen with the I874M mutant and the Drosophila wild type sodium channel, the

peak amplitude of 1874C tail currents increased concurrently with the number of pulses

in a depolarising train. The percentage of modified channels was calculated (Equation

3.4) at different deltamethrin concentrations and plotted as a function of pulse number.

The data could be fitted with a single exponential (Figure 5.4). 100% of 1874C channels

were modified following 100 5ms pulses in the presence of 10llM deltamethrin, while

only 77% of I874C channels were modified following 50 5ms pulses. 70% of channels

were modified following 100 5ms pulses in the presence of 111Mdeltamethrin.

5.3.4 The effect of the 1874C mutation on the number of channels modified bv

deltamethrin.

I874C channel tail currents following a train of 100 5ms pulses from -IOOmV to -OmV

in the presence of deltamethrin, have significantly larger peak amplitudes and slower

rates of decay than wild type channels (Figure 5.5). As for 1874M channel tail currents,

1874C channel tail currents could be fitted with a single exponential. The rate of 1874C
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Figure 5.4 The percentage of 1874C channels modified by deltamethrin is plotted

against the number of Sms depolarising pulses in a train, using equation 3.4. and 3.S.

100% of 1874C channels were modified following 100 5ms pulses in the presence of

10J,.1Mdeltamethrin and 77% ofI874C channels were modified following 50 5ms pulses

in the presence of 10J,.1Mdeltamethrin. 70% ofI874C channel were modified following

100 Sms pulses in the presence of 1J,.1Mdeltamethrin. (points show the mean ± SEM, n

=4).



1874C mutant
(111M deltamethrin)

rat wild-type
(1011M deltamethrin)

1874M mutant
(111Mdeltamethrin)

(Fu -110mV

5ms, 66Hz x 100

Figure 5.5. Comparison of I874C, I874M and rat wild type tail currents, at different

concentrations of deltamethrin, induced following a train of 100 pulses of Sms duration

to OmV from a holding current of -IOOmV. The peak amplitude of the 1874C tail current

is larger (3.2~) than the peak amplitude of the rat wild type tail current (O.8IlA) but

smaller than the I874C tail current (4J.1A). The I874C tail current also decayed more

slowly (r-360ms) than the wild type tail current (t=9Sms) but faster than the 1874M tail

current (r-S6Sms). The maximal sodium conductances (Gmax) were 64.IJ.1S for 1874 and

61.1J.1Sfor 1874M and 68.01lS for I874C.



tail current decay was also slower than that of the wild type and remained constant

throughout the deltamethrin concentration range. (I874C r = 230+25ms, rat wild type t

= 86±2ms). The 1874C mutation does not increase deltamethrin sensitivity of the rat

sodium channel to the same extent as the 1874M mutation. Dissociation of deltamethrin

was faster from 1874C than 1874M mutated channels (I874C r = 230±2Sms, 1874M r =

SOS±7ms).

The percentage of 1874C channels modified by different concentrations of deltamethrin

was calculated using the same method as for 1874M mutant channels (Section S.2.3).

The percentage of modified 1874C channels was plotted as a function of deltamethrin

concentration and fitted with a concentration-response relationship from which the Kd

value and the Hill coefficient were estimated. 1874C channels are >80-fold more

sensitive to deltamethrin than the wild type channels (I874C Kd = 1.2±O.13~lM, rat wild

type Kd = 9S~M) but less sensitive to deltamethrin than 1874M channels (l874M, Kd =

6S0+ 1.0nM). The Hill coefficient remained at 1. The concentration-response

relationships of 1874M channels, 1874C channels, rat brain HA wild type channels and

Drosophila para wild type (Horia Vais, personal communication) are shown in Figure

S.6.

5.4 The effect of other 1874 residue substitutions.

Other amino acids were introduced at position 874 in the rat brain HA sodium channel to

determine the interaction between deltamethrin and the sodium channel. The same

technique of differently charged amino acid substitution was used to clarify the effects

of residue charges within the S6 segment during inactivation (O'Reilly, Wang and
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Figure 5.6 Concentration-response relationships for deltamethrin action on the rat

I874C sodium channel, the rat I874M sodium channel, the rat wild type channel and the

drosophila para sodium channel. The percentage of modified channels was calculated

using Equations 3.4 and 3.5 and plotted as a function of deltamethrin concentration. The

data was fitted with a concentration-response equation (Equation 3.6).

• Concentration-response relationship for deltamethrin action on rat wild type

channels (Kd=95~M; Hill coefficient=l).

• Concentration-response relationship for deltamethrin action on para wild type

channels (Kd= 92nM; Hill coefficient=l).

• Concentration-response relationship for deltamethrin action on I874M channels

(Kd=650nM±lnM; Hill coefficient=l). (points show the mean ± SEM, n= 4).

• Concentration-response relationship for deltamethrin action on I874C channels

(Kd=1.2±O.13~; Hill coefficient=l). (points show the mean ± SEM, n= 3).



Wang, 2000). Histidine has a neutral side chain, while aspartate has a negative

carboxylic acid at the terminal end of its side chain. If a direct interaction between

channel and insecticide is based upon the electrical properties of the region surrounding

the 874 locus then differences in deltamethrin sensitivity may occur when these residues

replace the isoleucine 874 found in wild type channels.

Although changes to the kinetics of these mutated channels were seen both in the

voltage -dependence of the channel and the speed of channel gating, these were

statistically insignificant. More importantly, no differences were seen between the tail

currents of the mutated 1874H and 1874D channels and the tail currents of rat wild type

channels in the presence of deltamethrin.

5.5 The sensitivity of I874M compared with the Drosophila para wild type channel.

To estimate and compare the proportions of 1874M and para wild type channels that arc

modified by deltamethrin, concentration-response curves were constructed for both

channel types (Figure 5.6). As discussed in previous chapters, deltamethrin binds

preferentially to the sodium channel open state and therefore equal proportions of

channel populations must open following a depolarisation to allow comparisons of the

fractions of different channel populations modified by the insecticide. This can be

achieved in Drosophila para sodium channels type using the toxin ATX-Il, which

removes the discrepancy of different levels of closed state inactivation by inhibiting and

slowing fast inactivation to such an extent that it is almost removed (Warmkc et al.,

1997). However, ATX-II does not remove rat channel fast inactivation (Cannon et al.,

1993; Warmke et al., 1997) and therefore the deltamethrin concentration-response
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curves for both 1874M and para wild type were estimated in the absence of the toxin.

Maximum channel opening can be achieved by repetitive pulsing (section 5.2.2) and,

therefore, the percentage of 1874M channels and para wild type channels modified by

deltamethrin was calculated by estimating the peak tail current following a train of 100

depolarising pulses (Section 5.2.3).

The para wild type sodium channel is highly sensitive to deltamethrin. Para wild type

channel tail currents did not recover following exposure to 30nM deltamethrin (Vais et

al., 2000) and oocyte leakage could not be controlled. The para wild type

concentration-response curve could, therefore, only be predicted on a few points. The

para wild type Hill coefficient was assumed to be one and the extrapolated Kd value

estimated to be 92nM. The 1874M mutated rat HA channel remains approximately 7-fold

less sensitive to deltamethrin than the Drosophila para wild type channel (para wild

type, Kd= 92nM (Horia Vais, personal communication); 1874M, Kd = 650nM).
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5.6 The I874M mutation increases the sensitivity of the rat brain HA sodium

channel to deltamethrin

Rat brain HA sodium channels and the insect para sodium channels share 50(Yc,sequence

homology, with many known functional areas sueh as the fast inactivation particle and

its docking site being almost identical. The affinities of these channels for pyrethroids

are, however, very different, the mammalian channel being -4500 times less sensitive to

deltamethrin than its insect counterpart.

Studies described herein have shown that a single isoleucine to methionine replacement,

position 874 in the rat HA channel, increases sensitivity to deltamethrin over one

hundred fold. What are the mechanisms that underlie this dramatic increase 111

deltamethrin potency?

An important consequence of the knockdown resistance mutations 111 insects IS an

increase in the proportion of sodium channels that inactivate from the closed channel

state, thereby reducing the number of sodium channels in the open state to which

deltamethrin and permethrin preferentially bind. Pulse protocols applied to both mutant

rat channels and wild type rat channels also showed preferential binding to the channel

open state. Unfortunately, ATX-II, the anemone toxin used to abolish increased

amounts of closed state inactivation typical of pyrethroid resistant insect channels, does

not completely eradicate this state pathway in rat HA channels. An increase in the

proportion of channels opening and therefore available for dcltamethrin binding, as a

consequence of the 1874M mutation may contribute to the increased sensitivity of

mutated channels populations to the insecticide. However, no significant difference
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between the kinetics and voltage dependence of inactivation of 1874M and wild type

channels was seen, suggesting that a reduction in the number of channels undergoing

closed-state inactivation, which might account for the increase in rat mutant channel

sensitivity, was probably not occurring.

The I874M and I874C mutations may alter the three-dimensional structure of the 874

region and thereby indirectly cause a structural change elsewhere within the channel,

which could allow easier access to a deltamethrin binding site. However, such a

significant change in the structure of the channel usually causes changes in the kinetics

of channel gating (Vais et al., 1997). Indeed, the incorporation of the domain II from

the para channel into the rat brain channel results in the mutant rat channel acquiring the

inherent activation parameters of the wild type para sodium channel as well as a

substantial increase in sensitivity to the anti-insect-selective scorpion toxin AahIT

(Shichor et al., 2002). No significant differences in gating kinetics were seen between

the 1874M mutant and the rat wild type channel, suggesting that the increase in

pyrethroid sensitivity of the rat mutant channel is due to a direct increase in the

channel's affinity for deltamethrin.

The Hill coefficient determined from concentration-response relationships of

deltamethrin action on 1874M and 1874C channels, does not define the number of

deltamethrin binding sites, however it does set a lower limit (Vais cl al., 20(0). The

concentration-response relationship for deltamethrin action on l874M channels and

I874C channels gives an estimate for the Hill coefficient of 1, which is consistent with a
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1:1 drug-receptor reaction (Zong et al., 1992) and with data obtained from other studies

on mammalian sodium channels (Song and Narahashi, 1(96).

A direct increase in the affinity of deltamethrin binding to the channel has been

suggested in a model that proposes nucleophilic attraction between the lone pair of

electrons on the sulphur atom of the methionine side chain and the electropositive a-

carbon of the pyrethroid alcohol (Williamson et al, 1996) (Figure 5.7). The increased

activity of the Type II pyrethroids is the result of the cyano group on the a-carbon of the

3-phenoxybenzyl alcohol that stabilises the preferred conformation around the C- aO

bond (Mullaley and Taylor, 1994). The electropositive charge of the u-carbon is the

result of the strong electron withdrawing capacity of the triple bond in the cyano group,

one of the chemical moieties that defines the Type II pyrethroids. The super-kdr

mutation reduces the sensitivity of the para sodium channel to both Type I and Type II

pyrethroids but it is with Type II insecticides that the effect is most dramatic, with the

kdr and super-kdr double mutation conferring a resistance factor of over 500-fold ill vivo

(Farnham et al., 1997). The effect of the super-kdr mutation in insects may be greater for

Type II pyrethroids because of the loss of a strong interaction created between the

methionine at the 918 site of the para sodium channel and the a-carbon of deltamcthrin

made electropositive by the cyano '~roup.

The importance of the sulphur atom at position 874 in conferring the large increase in

the sensitivity of the rat channel to deltamethrin is supported by the increased sensitivity

of rat channels containing the 1874C mutation. Cysteine, like methionine, has a sulphur
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Figure 5.7. A model of the proposed nucleophilic attraction between the lone pair electrons

on the sulphur atom of the methionine side chain and the electropositive a.-carbon of the

pyrethroid alcohol. This electropositive charge is thought to be a result of the strong

electron withdrawing capacity of the triple bond in the cyano group.



atom In its side chain. The concentration-response relationship of I874C channel

estimates> 80-fold increase in the sensitivity of 1874C channels to deltamethrin. The

rate of 1874C channel tail current decay is also significantly slower than the wild type

channel tail current decay.

The role of the electronegativity conferred by the lone pair of electrons on the sulphur

atom in both cysteine and methionine was further investigated with the introduction of

other amino acid residues at position 874. The carboxylate group forming part of the

aspartate side chain confers an electronegative charge. This was predicted to attract the

proton of the deltamethrin a-carbon, thereby strengthening the bonding between the two

molecules and rendering the channel more sensitive to the insecticide. Histidine has an

imidazole moiety in its side chain, which is electrically neutral in the physiological

environment and was to act as a control to aspartate. This would crudely confirm if

direct nucleophilic attraction was occurring between the 874 residue and the delta-

positive carbon of the Type IIpyrethroid. However in both cases, sensitivity of the

mutated rat channels to deltamethrin showed no difference to the sensitivity of the rat

wild type channels to the insecticide. In hindsight, this is unsurprising. The substitution

of one amino acid for another is a blunt method of elucidating a bonding model. Both

histidine and aspartate are chemically very different from cysteine and methionine.

Furthermore, such stark residue changes alter the hydration motif of the surrounding

region and may even change the entire tertiary structure of the domain.
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A number of factors are thought to account for the selective toxicity of deltamethrin in

mammals and insects. Pyrethroids are more effective at inducing repetitive after-

discharges at lower rather than higher temperatures (Song and Narahashi, 1996). The

effect of the insecticide would, therefore, be more potent in insects, which are

poikilothermic organisms with an average body temperature approximately 10°C lower

than that of mammals. A lower body temperature also reduces the rate of enzymatic

detoxification of pyrethroids. Degradation of the insecticides is estimated to be three

times faster in mammals than in insects. Another important element is the larger

mammalian body size, which increases the probability of pyrethroid detoxification

before the insecticide can reach it target. However, it is the insensitivity of the voltage

gated sodium channel that is considered the primary reason for mammal insensitivity to

pyrethroid insecticides (Song and Narahashi, 1996).

Interestingly, the introduction of a DIIIS6 mutation found in two pyrethroid resistant

strains of the cattle tick Boophilus micropuls (He et al., 1999) at the equivalent residue

site in the mutant 1847M rat channel reversed the deltamethrin sensitivity conferred by

the 1874M mutation (Wang, Barile and Wang, 2001). This may highlight a pyrethroid

binding site within the channel pore in addition to that generated by the 1874M mutation

within the domain IIS4-S5 linker.

Although 1874M and I874C channels are highly sensitive to deltamethrin they still

remain ~ 10 fold less sensitive to the insecticide than the Drosophila melanogaster wild

type channels. This suggests a secondary association may be occurring between

deltamethrin and the Drosophila para sodium channels, which increases the affinity
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between the protein and the insecticide. It is possible that other amino acid changes in

the rat brain HA channel co-expressed with the I874M mutation could confer

deltamethrin sensitivity equal to that of the para wild type channel. The mammalian

SNS/PNS (TTX-resistant) channel, which is preferentially expressed in the peripheral

nervous system, is highly sensitive to both Type I and Type II pyrethroids, in contrast to

the rat IIA sodium channel (Smith and Soderlund, 1999). Indeed, the cismethrin

concentration producing half-maximal para wild type channel modification exceeds that

of the PN3/SNS channel, suggesting the insect channel is less sensitive to this pyrethroid

than the rat PN3/SNS channel (Smith et al., 1998).

A true measure of the importance of the sensitivity of the sodium channel in conferring

pyrethroid resistance would be to express the mutated I874M form in vivo and determine

the potency of the insecticide under these conditions. This may also have implications

for the possible use ofpyrethroids in mammalian pest control.
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CHAPTER6

SENSITIVITY OF THE RAT I874C VOLTAGE-GA TED
SODIUM CHANNEL MUTANT TO PERMETHRIN AND

OTHER PYRETHROID ANALOGUES



6.0 Introduction

Establishing the nature and location of deltamethrin binding on the voltage-gated sodium

channel will be fundamental in the design of any future synthetic pyrethroids effective

against pest insects. The dramatic increase in sensitivity of the I874M and I874C

mutated rat HA sodium channels to deltamethrin, shown in chapter 5, supports the model

of a nucleophilic attraction between the benzylic or a-carbon of deltamethrin and the

lone pair of electrons of the sulphur found in the side chain of the methionine 918

residue of the insect para wild type channels (Williamson et al, 1996) (Figure 5.8). This

idea relies on the presence of the cyano group, which chemically defines the Type II

pyrethroids (Section 1.2). The electron-withdrawing cyano group makes the a-carbon

of the pyrethroid 8-positive. This 8-positive a-carbon could interact with the negative

lone-pair of electrons of sulphur of the methionine 918 residue in the para wild type

channel or the sulphur of the methionine 874 residue or cysteine 874 residue in the

mutant rat channels. In the absence of the cyano group, the polarising effect is reduced

at the a-carbon and this form ofnuc1eophilic attraction may not be established.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the sensitivity of the 1874C rat mutant to

permethrin, a pyrethroid that is very similar to deltamethrin but one that lacks the cyano

group and has a dichlorovinyl rather than a dibromovinyl terminal group. Pyrethroid

interaction with the sodium channel was further investigated by testing the sensitivity of

para and rat channels to pyrethroids in which constituent chemical moieties common to

both deltamethrin and permethrin are absent.
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6.1. The effect of permethrin on the I847C rat HA sodium channel.

The kinetics of 1874C channel gating have been described in Chapter 5. No significant

difference was found in the voltage dependence of activation or inactivation between the

rat I874C mutant and the rat wild type channel. No significant difference was found in

the onset of inactivation or recovery from inactivation between 1874C channels than in

rat wild type channels.

1874C channels were exposed to a series of permethrin concentrations ranging from

10nM to 1O~M. Small tail currents were seen following a train of a hundred 5ms pulses

to OmV from a holding potential of -100m V in the presence of 50nM permethrin. No

rat HA wild type tail currents were seen at the same concentration. This is a preliminary

indication that the I874C mutation confers sensitivity to pennethrin. The 1874C tail

currents increased in peak amplitude with permethrin concentrations greater than 50nM

(Figure 6.1).

A measure of I874C sensitivity to permethrin was estimated from the Kd value of the

concentration-response relationship for the insecticide, where the percentage of

permethrin-modified I874C channels was plotted as a function of permethrin

concentration and fitted with a variable gradient, sigmoidal concentration-response

equation (Equation 3.6) (Figure 6.2). A quantitive measure of rat HA wild type

sensitivity to perrnethrin could not be obtained in this manner because at 1O~lM

permethrin, the limit of permethrin solubility in saline, only an average of 2%) of

channels were modified. Therefore, a full concentration-response relationship could not

be obtained. However, from an extrapolation of the incomplete relationship, it is

reasonable to conclude that the Kd for rat HA wild type channels is greater than IOO~M.
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10nM pennethrin
50nM pennethrin

300nM pennethrin

500nM pennethrin

10jJ.Mpennethrin

2JlAL
200ms
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5ms, 66Hz x50

Figure 6.1. Comparisons of I874C tail currents at different concentrations of

permethrin, induced following a train of 50 pulses of 5ms duration to OmV from a

holding current of -IOOmV. The peak tail current amplitude increased as the

concentration of permethrin increased. Tail current decay could be described by single

exponential functions at all permethrin concentrations.
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Figure 6.2. Dose-response relationship for permethrin action on the rat 1874C sodium

channel and the rat wild type sodium channel. The percentage of modified channels was

calculated using Equation 3.4 and 3.5 and plotted as a function of permethrin

concentration. The data was fitted with a dose-response relationship (Equation 3.6)

• Dose-response relationship for permethrin action on 1874C channels (Kd =

O.67±O.16nM; Hill coefficient =1). (points show the mean ± SEM, n= 4).

• Dose-response relationship for permethrin action on rat wild type channels (Kd

>100~. (points show the mean ± SEM, n= 3).



In contrast, the concentration-response relationship for permethrin action on 1874('

channels gave a Kd of 0.67 ± 0.16!J.M, which shows that that the mutation significantly

increases the sensitivity of the rat HA channel to permethrin.

The rate of decay of 1874C tail currents was very fast and remained constant at 100l11s,

at all permethrin concentrations, following a hundred 5ms pulses to OIllY from a holding

potential of -100m V. Each tail current could be fitted with a single exponential

function.

I874C tail currents were larger on repolarisation following a train of a hundred 5ms

depolarisations to OmV at 66Hz from a holding potential of -lOOmY than following a

single pulse to OmV of equal total duration (500ms). A 500ms train of pulses

continually promotes channel opening because channels recovered from inactivation

during the intervals between the pulses. In contrast, during a single depolarisation.

channels have a low probability of recovery from inactivation. The discovery that

permethrin action is enhanced with trains of brief depolarizations compared with a

single long-duration pulse suggests that permethrin binds preferentially to the 1874('

open state. When the pulse frequency was increased from ten to fifty dcpolarizations. the

peak amplitude of the tail current increased. However, the peak amplitude following a

hundred Sms pulses to OmV was smaller than that following ten, thirty and fifty Sms

depolarising pulses, respectively. Also, the tail current decay following Ion pulses was

visibly slower than that following 50 pulses (Figure 6.3).
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30 pulses

50 pulses
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2JJAL

200ms

(nomv) _-110mV
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Figure 6.3. Changes in the tail current amplitude are induced by varying the number

of depolarizing pulses in a train in the presence of 10J,LM permethrin. Tail currents were

measured following 5ms depolarisations to OmV at 66Hz from a holding potential of-

100mV. N represents the number of pulses in a train and is shown to the left of each tail

current.



6.2. The sensitivity of rat HA mutant I874C channel and para wild type channel

to the pyrethroids etofenprox and 10042.

A nucleophilic attraction model was proposed In the previous chapter as a possible

interaction between deltamethrin and the I874M rat channel. This model depends on the

presence of the cyano group, which typifies the Type II pyrethroids. The previous

section (6.1) shows that the open 1874C channel is more sensitive to pcrmcthrin. a Type

Ipyrethroid that lacks the cyano group, than the open wild type channel. This result does

not mean that the cyano group exerts no influence on the binding of Type II pyrcthroids

to the 1874C mutant; however, the moiety is not central to the interaction hetween

pyrethroids and a putative binding site at the 874 position. Indeed, a comparison of the

Kd values determined from pennethrin and deltamethrin action on 1874(' channels

suggests that the mutant channel is more sensitive to permethrin than deltamethrin

(permethin, 1874C mutant Kd = 0.67 ± O.16IlM; dcltamethrin, 1874(' mutant Kd 1.22.

O.13IlM). Other chemical groups common to both deltamethrin and permethrin must,

therefore, playa greater role in the interaction of the 874 cysteine residue with the

pyrethroid molecule.

To identify which chemical moieties may be responsible for a possible direct interaction

with the 874 mutated residue, novel pyrethroids were synthesised hut with certain

moieties common to both the permethrin and the deltamethrin molecule absent. The

sensitivity of 1874C channels to these pyrethroids was tested to clarify which part of the

pyrethroid molecule may be interacting with the rat 874 cysteine residue, if a direct

interaction is occurring. As explained in the introduction, hoth natural pyrethrins and

synthetic pyrethroids are formed by an acid moiety connected to an alcohol moiety hy an
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ester linkage. In addition, synthetic non-ester pyrethroids, in which the central ester

functionality has been replaced by an alternative linker e.g. alkane, alkene or ether

linkage, also have insect in vivo activity comparable to deItamethrin and pcrrncthrin.

Two pyrethroid insecticides were tested on the mutant 1874C channel. The first was

MTI500, commonly known as etofenprox (Figure 6.4), which is widely used in the

control of paddy rice insect pests as well as on livestock pests (Pesticide Manual, 12'11

Edition). It retains the m-phenoxybenzyl alcohol substructure, in common with

permethrin and deltamethrin, but the ester linkage has been replaced with an ether

linkage. The second was 10042, a variant of the soil insecticide Tefluthrin (Pesticide

Manual, 1th Edition), which has the ester linkage and dibromovinyl group also common

to deltamethrin and permethrin, but it loses the m-phenoxybenzyl alcohol substituent,

which is replaced with a tetrafluorobenzyl alcohol (Figure 6.4).

o F

\\\\~o~F

><]"" J~
Jl F

Br Br

10042 etofenprox

Figure 6.4. Molecular structure of the pyrethroids 10042 and etofenprox.

Bioassay studies have found both theses chemicals to be active against the wild type

house fly, Musca domestica (Beddie et al., 1996). As 1874C rat mutant channels arc
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comparable to para wild type channels in terms of their sensitivity to pyrcthroids, it is

hoped that this modular approach will define which part of the pyrcthroid is binding to

the Cys874 residue site within the channel, through differences in 1874(' sensitivity to

etofenprox and 10042. Again, this assumes a direct interaction between pyrcthroids and

the 874 residue is occurring.

6.2.1 The sensitivity of the I874C mutated channel to etofenprox and 10042.

The sensitivity of the 1874C rat HA channel to etofenprox and 10042 was studied using

the same methods that were employed to study deltamethrin and permethrin.

Concentration ranges of both etofenprox and 10042 were made by dissolving the

insecticide in ethanol before diluting it to the desired concentration in saline. The 1874C

mutant tail currents were recorded after oocytes had been subjected to a variety of pulse

protocols both in the presence and absence of the two pyrethroid variants.

Oocytes expressing the mutant 1874C channel were subjected to a train of thirty. fifty or

one hundred 5ms pulses to OmV from a holding potential of ..~100m V. In previous

experiments this elicited the greatest effect in terms of peak amplitude and rate of decay

of the tail currents obtained on repolarisation following the pulse train. Unfortunately.

no tail currents could be detected following any of these pulse protocols at I O~lM, the

highest concentration of both etofenprox and 10042 that could be employed.

The absence of tail currents following rat wild type channel exposure to ctofcnprox and

10042 also suggests that rat wild type channels were insensitive to hoth pyrcthroid

variants.
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6.2.2. The sensitivity of the para wild type channel to etofenprox and 10042.

In bioassays, etofenprox and 10042 have been shown to be active against the housefly,

Musca domestica (Beddie et al., 1996). To ascertain that these pyrcthroid compounds

were also acting upon the voltage gated sodium channel, oocytcs expressing the para

wild type sodium channel were exposed to etofenprox and 10042. As with all previous

experiments described, tail currents following repolarisation after one or more

depolarising pulses were used as measure of channel sensitivity to each insecticide.

Both etofenprox and 10042, at concentrations greater than 10nM, elicited para wild type

tail currents following a hundred 5ms pulses to OmV from a holding potential of -

100mV. Concentration-response relationships for both compounds were constructed

using the same method as described in Section 3.2.4. However, due to time constraints.

only two experiments on para wild type channels with each compound were performed,

none of which was in the presence of ATX-II.

(
Peak tail current)~% of channels modified -- V . - V 'GN'M .ATX -II fold - increase)

tait rev \ a ax

(Equation 6.1).

Therefore, to obtain an estimate of the percentage of modified channels at different

concentrations of each pyrethroid, the ATX II fold-increase (Table 3.1) in maximum

conductance for the para wild type channel was used (Vais et ai, 20(0). This assumes

that both etofenprox and 10042 bind preferentially to the open state of the sodium

channel. Unfortunately, again due to time constraints, it was not possible to determine

whether this is the case. Kd values were estimated from the concentration-response
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relationship fitted to the plot of the percentage of channel modi ficd against the

concentration of each pyrethroid (Figure 6.5). The Kd value of 10042 was found to be

higher than that of etofenprox (10042, Kd = 5.5 ± 0.62~lM; ctofcnprox, Kd === 1.4 2:

O.13J..lM).The Kd values of both compounds are clearly much greater than those for

deltamethrin or permethrin action on para wild type channels (deltamethrin action on

para wild type channel, Kd = 4.4+0.16nM pennethrin action on para wild type channel,

Kd = 10.3+ 1.0nM).

Tail currents from para wild type channels treated with etofenprox were best-fitted with

single exponential (Section 2.3.8). The time course of tail current decay was independent

of etofenprox concentration (r = 133 + 17.7ms) (Figure 6.6). Tail currents from para

wild type channels treated with 10042 were also best-fitted with a single exponential and

the rate of tail current deeay was independent of 10042 concentration (r .: n I ~~17.2I11s)

(Figure 6.7).
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Figure 6.5. Concentration-response relationship for etofenprox and 10042 action on

para wild type sodium channels. The percentage of modified channels was calculated

using Equation 6.1 and 3.5 and plotted as a function of pyrethroid concentration. The

data was fitted with a concentration-response equation (Equation 3.6).

• Concentration-response relationship for 10042 action on para wild type channels

(Kd = 5.5±0.62 ~; Hill coefficient =0.5). • Concentration-response relationship for

etofenprox action on para wild type channels (Kd =1.4 +O.13J.1M;Hill coefficient =1).

(points show the mean ± SEM, n= 2).
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500nM Etofenprox 200ms

-110mV

Sms, 66Hz x 100

Figure 6.6. Comparisons of para wild type tail currents at different concentrations of

Etofenprox, induced following a train of lOOpulsesof 5ms duration to OmV from a

holding current of -lOOmV. Tail current decay could be described by a single

exponential function at all Etofenprox concentrations. The rate of tail current decay

was independent ofEtofenprox concentration (t= 133±17.7ms).
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Figure 6.7. Comparisons of para wild type tail currents at different concentrations of

10042, induced following a train of 100puises of 5ms duration to OmV from a holding

current of -IOOmV. Tail current decay could be described by a single exponential

function at all 10042 concentrations. The rate of tail current decay was independent of

10042 concentration (r= 231+17.2ms).



6.3. The mutant 1874C rat HA channel is sensitive to permethrin.

The 1874C mutant rat channel was ~ 150-fold more sensitive to permethrin than the wi Id

type rat HA sodium channel, indeed, the clear change in the Hill coefficient suggest that

1874C forms a permethrin binding site. As explained in section 6.1, the sensitivity of the

1874C mutant to permethrin contradicts the model described in Chapter 5, which

proposed an nucleophilic attraction between the negatively lone pair of electrons

surrounding the sulphur atom in the side chain of cysteine 874 residue and the 8-positive

a-carbon resulting from the electron withdrawing capacity of the cyano group of

deltamethrin. Permethrin lacks the cyano group, however the mutant 1874C channel still

displays significantly higher levels of sensitivity to the Type Ipyrethroid than the rat HA

wild type. The sensitivity of the mutant 1874C channel to deltamethrin docs not,

therefore, rely on the presence of the cyano group. Indeed, the I874C channel showed

greater sensitivity to permethrin than deltamethrin.

The mutant 1874C channel tail currents seen following a hundred 5ms depolarising

pulses had larger amplitudes and slower rates of decay than tail currents elucidated by a

single depolarising pulse of equal duration. Again, because channels recover from

inactivation in the pulse experiments, an interpretation of this result is that pennethrin

preferentially binds to the 1874C mutant channel open state.

However, the mutant 1874C tail current following a train of a hundred pulses was

noticeably smaller than tail currents following thirty or fifty Sms depolarising pulses.

This is in contrast to the results seen with deltamethrin and mutated rat and insect
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channels, where tail current amplitude, and, in some cases, the duration of decay.

increased as the pulse number rose from 1 to 200. This could be a consequence of the

different affinities of permethrin and deltamethrin for the mutated 1874C channel.

Although permethrin appears to bind preferentially to the mutant J874C open state.

following pulse train durations greater than 250ms, channels and permethrin molecules

that bonded at the beginning of the train may begin to dissociate which would manifest

itself in smaller tail currents. Deltamethrin affinity for the mutant 1874C channel could

be greater than that of permethrin. Hence, the channel-deltamethrin association lasts for

longer. Channels bound to the Type II pyrethroid at the beginning of the train remain

bound for a longer duration before they begin to dissociate. Hence. deltamethrin

induced tail currents only begin to decrease in amplitude after pulse train durations

greater than one second (Chapter 5). This explanation, however. contradicts the

affinities estimated by the Kd values of deltamethrin and permethrin action on 1874C

channels.

6.4. The sensitivity of the mutant I874C rat channel and para wild type channel

to pyrethroid analogues.

Results from Section 6.1 suggest that the cyano moiety of deltamethrin does not bind to

the side chain of the cysteine 874 residue of the rat channel as this channel mutant was

also sensitive to permethrin, a pyrethroid that lacks the cyano moiety. Other chemical

groups common to both deltamethrin and permethrin must, therefore, be responsible for

the interaction with the side chain of the 874 cysteine. To identify which constituent

chemical groups of the deltarnethrin and permethrin molecules may be directly

interacting with the channel Cys874 side chain, chemical moieties common to both
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insecticides were absent from synthesised pyrethroid analogues, which were then tested

on oocytes expressing the mutant 1874C channel. Etofenprox contains the m-phenoxy

benzyl alcohol moiety common to deltamethrin and permethrin but lacks the dihalovinyl

cyclopropane carboxylate ester, also common to both deltamethrin and permethrin. In

the pyrethroid 10042, the situation is reversed. It contains the dihalovinyl eye lopropane

carboxylate ester but lacks the m-phenoxy benzyl alcohol moiety (Figure 6.8). Any

difference in the sensitivity of the mutated rat channel to either compound would

implicate one of the two entities as likely sites of channel-insecticide binding.

A similar, but far more detailed structural investigation of pyrethrin I was undertaken by

Elliott et al. (1978) to identify the chemical constituents of the pyrethrin that were

essential for insecticidal activity. The natural pyrethrin I was used as the 'parent'

molecule and divided into specific structural or chemical components each comprising

of individual bonds or single chemical entities (Figure 1.1). Each component was then

removed and replaced by a unit of analogous structure and the insecticidal activity of the

altered compound measured (Elliott et ai, 1978).

It may be as a consequence of the absence of so many chemical units from both

etofenprox and 10042, when compared with deltamethrin and permethrin, that neither rat

HA wild type channel nor the mutant 1874C rat channel showed any sensitivity to either

of the these novel pyrethroids. High insecticidal activity is thought to be primarily

dependent on the overall shape of the molecule (Elliott, 1977), and in this respect

etofenprox and 10042 through the absence of substantial components of the 'parent'

molecule, differ greatly from more active pyrethroids (Figure 6.8).
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Permethrin acts as the 'parent'
molecule. etofenprox and 10042
each contain moieties common to
the Type I insecticide.

10042 Etofenprox
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ester linkage and dibromovinyl
group common to permethrin and
deltamethrin

m-phenoxybenzyl alcohol
common to permethrin and
deltamethrin.

Figure 6.S. Structure of Pennethrin, 10042 and etofenprox. The arrows indicate the

chemical groups that 10042 and ctofenprox have in common with permethrin

Equally, pyrethroid-channel binding may not rely solely on the interaction of one moiety

of the insecticide with one active site; rather a number of key structural or chemical

features may be needed for an effective interaction to occur. Indeed, the absence of one

component of the pyrethroid may prevent the subsequent binding of another to the

channel. This 'zipper' or cooperative binding model has been suggested in previous

studies ofpyrethroid-channel interactions where a conformational adjustment of both the

insecticide and the channel may occur in a number of discrete, successive steps
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(Vijverberg et al, 1983). Etofenprox and 10042 may require both the Ill-phenoxy benzyl

alcohol moiety and dibromovinyl cyclopropane carboxylate ester linkage common to

both permethrin and deltamethrin before any further interaction with the sulphur-

containing side chains of methionine or cysteine can occur.

The para wild type channel did show clear sensitivity to both etofenprox and 10042,

thereby not discounting the possibility of some direct form of interaction with the

Met918 residue. However, the sensitivity of the wild type channel to both pyrethroid

analogues was significantly less than the sensitivity of the same channel to either

permethrin or deltamethrin. This is firstly reflected in the ability of the channels to

recover quickly following exposure to lOJ.lMof both etofenprox and 10042. Para wild

type channels exposed to the same concentration of deltamethrin or pennethrin do not

recover. Secondly, although the etofenprox and 10042 Kd values should not be viewed

as an accurate quantitative measure of para wild type sensitivity to these compounds, as

only two experiment were performed in each case and none in the presence of ATX-lI,

they are clearly larger than the Kd values calculated for both deltamethrin (Vais et ai,

2000). and permethrin. This suggests a lower affinity between the para wild type

channel and these novel pyrethroid variants. This low affinity, even with the highly

permethrin and deltamethrin-sensitive para wild type channel, may, in part, explain the

lack of response displayed by the less permethrin and deltamethrin-scnsitive mutant

1874C rat channel to etofenprox and 10042 (para wild type; Kd deltamethrin = 4.4nM;

Kd permethrin = 10.3nM: 1874C; Kd deltamethrin = 1.2J.lM,Kd pcrmethrin = O.67~lM).
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CHAPTER 7

TECHNIQUES FOR THE DETECTION OF KDR AND SUPER-
KDR MUTATIONS IN FIELD POPULATIONS OF MUSCA

DOMESTICA



7.0. Introduction

Resistant pest management is defined as preventing or reversing the development of

resistance in pests and this is a vital part of integrated pest management schemes

(Denholm and Rowland, 1992; Denholm and Jespersen, 1998).

An important component of resistance management in field populations is the ability to

detect resistance mutations rapidly in individual insects so that the potential for wide-

spread resistance may be detected early. Certain screening methods could also offer the

potential to highlight other target site mutations conferring resistance to pyrethroids and

other current insecticides.

A number of techniques for detecting point mutations have been used in a wide variety

of fields including human genetics and microbial pathogenesis. These include PASA

(PCR Amplification of Specific Alleles) (Hensel et al., 1991; Sommer, Groszbach and

Bottema, 1992), SSCP (Single Stranded Conformational Polymorphism) (Lessa and

Applebaum, 1993; Coustau and ffrench-Constant, 1995) and microsequencing (Zhang et

al., 1999).

An SSCP technique has been used to detect sodium channel mutations in the Colorado

Potato Beetle, Leptinotarsa decemlineata (Clark et al., 2001) and cyclodiene resistance-

associated mutations in the whitefly Bemisia tabaci (Anthony et al., 1995). PASA has

similarly been used to detect pyrethroid resistance mutations in housefly (Williamson et

al., 1996), and cyclodiene-resistance mutations in Bemisia tabaci and Drosophila
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melanogaster (Anthony et al., 1995; Aronstein, Ode and ffrench-Constant, 1995;

Steichen and ffrench-Constant, 1(94).

PASA involves the generation of allelle-specific peR primers with either the resistance-

associated base or the wild type base at their 3' end. When the PCR conditions are

correct, each primer will only amplify its matching allele and this is detected by the

presence or absence of bands of a specific size when the peR products are examined by

agarose gel electrophoresis. A drawback of this technique is that the peR reaction is

extremely sensitive to slight changes in parameters such as the annealing temperature

and MgCh concentration and even slight variations in these between batches can

produce false results.

SSCP is a faster and more robust procedure and can be used on genomic DNA (Zhang et

al., 1999). The technique detects single base differences in the sequence of short single-

stranded DNA fragments of equal size and charge when they are electrophoresed on a

high percentage polyacrylamide or agarose gel. Base differences alter the secondary

conformation that the single-stranded DNA adopts and this in tum affects the speed at

which the fragments migrate through a non denaturing gel (General overview figure

2.2).

The aim of the present study was to see if a SSCP assay could be developed as a reliable

diagnostic of kdr and super-kdr mutations in the housefly sodium channel gene. Initial

experiments were done on standard strains of housefly where the kdr and super-kdr

status had been determined by bioassay (M Hedges, personal communication)
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7.1. Developmental Diagnostics

7. J. J. Rapid screening of the super-kdr mutation in housefly samples.

The housefly sodium channel gene has been fully sequenced (Williamson et al.. 1996a)

and the kdr and super-kdr mutations identified in two highly conserved coding regions.

Primers were designed to span the super-kdr mutation (see figure 7.1) and nested peRs

performed. Secondary reactions with primers MW104 and MW97 produced a fragment

of 144bp and this was confirmed on agarose gel electrophoresis (see figure 7.2). Since

the super-kdr fragment contains a single base difference from the wild type channel,

when the fragments were denatured and run on a 10% polyacrylamide gel this was

shown as a mobility difference (see figure 7.3) with the super-kdr fragment running

more slowly (lanes 2, 3,6 and 7), than the wild type (lanes 1, 9-12). The peR products

amplified from strains heterozygous for the super-kdr mutation strain (lanes 4-5, 8, 13)

showed both bands. Thus, the ssep diagnostic successfully identified the three

genotypes in standard strains of known susceptible and super-kdr phenotypes.

7.1.2. Rapid screening of the kdr mutation in samples of housefly.

For kdr analysis, primers MW97 and MWI04 spanning the kdr site were used (sec

figure 7.1). The nested peR produced a 390bp fragment when analysed on an agarosc

gel (see figure 7.4). This contains the 125bp intron immediately downstream of the kdr

mutation, in addition to 265bp of exon sequence. The fragments were denatured and run

on a 15% polyacrylamide gel (see figure 7.5). No clear banding pattern could be

identified in the region of the single-stranded fragments, probably due to variation
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Figure 7.1. Partial sequence of the domain IIS4-IIS6 region of the housefly sodium

channel gene showing the coding (cDNA) sequence (black, uppercase), the position of

two unsequenced introns (marked by '1') and the full sequence of the short, 120bp intron

downstream of the kdr mutation site(red, lowercase). The kdr Isuper-kdr codons are

boxed, and nucleotide sequences between susceptible (upper liner), kdr (middle line) and

super-kdr (bottom line) with the intron sequence are shown. Tsp 509 I restriction sites

are highlighted in green; primers used in this analysis are denoted by blue arrows.

Intron sequences are not published and were kindly provided by Martin Williamson at

Rothamsted.



2651 TGCTGGAATT GGGCCTGGAG GGTGTCCAGG GCCTGTCGGT GTTGAGAAGT

MW104

CTGAA2701 TTTCGTTTGCI TTCGTGTATT CAAAT GGCA AAATCATGGC

2751
kdr
skdr

TTTACTCATT TCGAT~ GCCGGACAAT GGGTGCATTG GGTAATCTGA

2801 CATTTGTACT TTGCATTATC ATCTTCATCT TTGCCGTGAT GGGAA~

MW97 MW102

2901 ATTACCGCGC TGGAATTTCA CCGACTTCAT GCACAGCTTC ATGATTGTGT

2951 TCCGAGTGCT GTGCGGAGAG TGGATCGAGT CCATGTGGGA CTGCATGTAT

3001 GTGGGCGATG TCAGCTGTAT ACCCTTCTTC TTGGCCACGG TCGTGATCGG

3051
kdr
skdr

MW99

tcatccgtaatatacataaatttgacatttatctctctctttctctctctcccaactttattct
--tgat-gcca--ta-a-----aa-tcaacc-------t-c----------t-----------c
--tgat-gcca--ta-a-----aa-tcaacc-------t-c----------t-----------c

ctccactgttgcagGTG GTTCTTAATC TTTTCTTAGC TTTGCTTTTG TCCAACTTCG
----t-c-------
----t-c-------

MW100

3101 GTTCATCTAGTTTATCAGCC~CTGCCG ACAATGATAC CfATAAAATA



Figure 7.2. peR products amplified from the gDNA of 13 standard Rothamsted

laboratory Musca domestica strains using primers MW 104 and MW 97 and run on a

1.5% agarose gel with a 100bp ladder. The diagram below shows the relative

positions of the primers, surrounding introns and the super-kdr mutation.
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/\ A A Super-kdr

I V V ',-------
MW103 _.
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ATG
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Figure 7.3. Denatured peR products amplified from the gDNA of 13 individual flies

from standard Rothamsted laboratory Musca domestica strains of known super-kdr

genotype using primers MW 104 and MW 97 and run on a 10% polyacrylamide gel

with a 100bp ladder. A different banding pattern appeared depending on whether the

individual fly carried the super-kdr mutation or not. The super-kdr fragment migrated

more slowly through the gel than the susceptible fragment while the fastest migrating

band at the bottom of the gel was common to all samples. The genotype of each fly

sample is shown at the bottom of the gel.



390 bp

Figure 7.4. peR products amplified from the gDNA of 13 standard Rothamsted

laboratory strains using primers MW 102 and MW 100 and run on a 1.5% agarose gel

with the lOObp ladder. The diagram below shows the relative positions of the

primers, neighbouring intron and the kdr mutation.
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Kdr TTT--------------------
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Heterozygous
samples

Susceptible
Samples

kdr samples

Figure 7.5 Denatured peR products amplified from the gDNA of 11 flies from

standard Rothamsted laboratory Musca domestica strains using primers MW 104 and

MW 97 and run on a 15% polyacrylamide gel with a 100bp ladder. No banding

pattern appeared in region of the single stranded fragments. A banding pattern

appeared in the region of double stranded fragments at the bottom of the gel. The

kdr fragment migrated more quickly through the gel than the wild type fragment.

Both fragments can be seen in the heterozygous samples.



within the intron sequence. However, a diagnostic pattern did appear in the double

stranded fragments, which migrate more rapidly through the gel. The kdr samples

produced a band of 390bp, as shown in lanes 3-7. This is not present in the susceptible

samples, lanes 8 and 10, but does occur in the heterozygous samples in Lanes 1 and 2.

Susceptible samples show bands that vary in mobility eg Lanes 9 and 11. It is therefore

the absence of the specific 390bp kdr band, which characterises these strains, rather than

the presence of a specific non-kdr band. This is sufficiently accurate when the sequence

and size of the intron is known, however introns from unknown samples may vary in

size and therefore produce a false result.

A second primer, MW99 was designed to anneal to the first few bases within the intron

(see figure 7.1). This produced a much shorter 19Sbp fragment, which did not include

the intron. However when samples were run on a gel, no clear scoring pattern could be

detected (see figure 7.6) and it was concluded that this SSCP was not suitable as a

diagnostic aid.

An alternative method for kdr genotyping was investigated. Closer analysis of the kdr

mutation and its surrounding sequence showed that the mutation created an additional

restriction site for the endonuclease Tsp S09 I (S'AATT3') (see figure 7.1). peR

amplification of gDNA from laboratory and field populations with MW 100 and MW 102

produced a fragment 390bp in length which when digested with Tsp S09 I gave five

fragments of 21bp, 14bp, 138bp, 7Sbp and 142bp if the kdr mutation was present, and

only four fragments of21bp, 14bp, 213bp and 142bp if the fragment was amplified from

a wild type sample. The digested samples were run on a 10% polyacrylamide gel, from
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Super-kdr strain

Figure 7.6. Denatured peR products amplified from the gDNA of 13 individual flies

from standard Rothamsted laboratory Musca domestica strains of known super-kdr

genotype, using primers MWl02 and MW99 and run on a 10% polyacrylamide gel

with a lOObp ladder. No clear banding pattern could be seen in either the single or the

double stranded regions of the gel.



which the homozygous kdr sample gave the 138bp/142bp and 75hp bands as expected.

The homozygous wild type gave the expected 213bp band and the heterozygous kdr

gave a mixture of 213bp, 138bp/142bp and 75bp bands (Figure 7.7). One of the

restriction sites occurs within the intron and this could account for small variability in

the size of the predicted 142bp fragment of homozygous wild type samples. However,

this diagnostic is based on the presence of either a large ~213bp fragment or a smaller

~ 75 base pair fragment or a mixture of both. Slight variation in the size of these two

fragments should not complicate the diagnostic.

The SSCP technique for super-kdr detection and the restriction fragment diagnostic for

kdr detection were therefore used to screen samples of unknown kdr and supcr-kdr

status.

7.2. Detection of the super-kdr mutations in housefly samples exposed to different

pyrethroid treatments.

Over sixty houseflies, collected from pig farms, were kindly provided by Dr A.

McNichol at MAFF-CSL, York. Four farms, New, Moor, Rail and Pax, were looked at

in detail and the insecticide regimes that each farm had employed are given in Table 7.1.

New Farm had used the most intensive insecticide treatments, spraying Alfadex, a

commercially available natural pyrethrin, every day during the summer in the year prior

to collection. Moor, Rail and Pax Farms had used Golden Malrin, a carbamate-based

insecticide containing methomyl, in the year prior to collection. This would not be

expected to select for sodium channel mutations, but previous to this, Pax and Rail farms
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Figure 7.7. peR products amplified from the Musca domestica gDNA of2 standard

Rothamsted laboratory strains and 4 individuals from the New Farm population using

primers MWI02 and MWIOO, were digested with Tsp 509 I and run on a 10%

polyacrylamide gel. The genotype of each individual is shown at the top of the gel.

The kdr mutation introduces a Tsp 509 I restriction site, which results in a -75bp

fragment in kdr samples following digestion of the entire fragment with the enzyme.

The diagram below indicates the relative positions of Tsp 509 I restriction sites <'t)

within the amplified fragment, in relation to the kdr mutation and the intron.
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Farm Treatment

New Alfadex, a natwal pyrethrum used every day during the summer in the year prior
collection

Moor Golden Malrin, a carbamate-based insecticide containing methomyl

The carbamate insecticide, Golden Malrin (methomyl), used on bait boards
Pax in the year prior to collection. Knockdown pyrethroid sprays were used before

the identity of these were not known.
The carbamate insecticide, Golden Malrin (methomyl) used in heaps throughout th

Rail summer, in the year prior to collection. KO pyrethroid sprays used before this.
but the identity of these were not known.

Table 7.1. The insecticide treatments used by each farm before the collection of fly

samples.

Flies killed following Survivors following
Farm treatment with 0.016% treatment with 0.016%

Dvrethrin + 0.16% PH Dvrethrin + 0.16% PO

New 0 60

Moor 52 8

Pax 5 55

Rail 14 46

Table 7.2.60 flies from each farm were tested with 0.016% pyrethrin + 0.16% PB.

Each fly was scored as a 'non-survivor' if it was killed by the topically applied

pyrethrin dose or a 'survivor' if it remained alive (Work carried out by Dr A. McNichol

CSL, York).



had employed pyrethroid sprays, although the exact identity of the insecticides used was

unknown.

Bioassays were kindly done by Dr A. McNichol at MAFF, CSL, York. The flies

collected from each farm were subjected to a diagnostic dose of pyrethrins (0.016%)

plus piperonyl butoxide (0.1%) following which they were scored as either dead or alive

(Table 7.2). This showed that 100%, 13%, 92% and 76% survived at New, Moor, Pax

and Rail farms respectively. These samples were then frozen and sent to the Rothamsted

for genotype analysis. Genomic DNA from each fly was extracted and its super-kdr

status determined as described above (Figure 7.8).

The super-kdr resistance mutation was most prevalent in flies from New and Pax Farms,

correlating with their high survival rate in the bioassay. At New Farm, over 60% of

samples were homozygous for the super kdr mutation and for the Pax flies there were

equal numbers of heterozygous and homozygous genotypes. The mutation was much

less common in the samples taken from farms Moor and Rail, with just under 80% of

flies being homozygous susceptible for the super-kdr mutation (Figure 7.9). This

explains the low survival rate in the bioassay for the Moor sample but it is not clear why

the Rail samples had such a high survival rate.

Unfortunately, due to time constraints, the kdr status of these flies was not examined.

However, the restriction diagnostic described could certainly be used in determining the

kdr status of the field samples collected.
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Figure 7.S. 10% polyacrylamide SSCP gel of denatured PCR products amplified

from the gDNA of 12 individual flies from the New and Moor farm Musca

domestica population. The farm origin of each fly is shown at the top of the gel and

the genotype is shown at the bottom of the gel.
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7.3. Discussion

7.3.1. Assessment of the diagnostics for kdr and super-kdr mutations 111 Musca

domestica field samples.

There are clearly difficulties in applying an SSCP diagnostic to field samples because it

depends on the mutation being the only base change within the fragment. In practice,

other mutations within the fragment may confer a further mobility shift making

diagnosis questionable. On the other hand, any mobility shift within a resistant or

susceptible strain, which deviates from the characteristic band, might highlight other

mutations.

The fully sequenced housefly sodium channel gene has no other mutations in the central

four domain structure of the channel (Williamson et al., J996a) and hence SSCP would

seem to be a good choice of diagnostic. However, the kdr mutation lies just outside a

short intron and since intron sequences are not placed under selection pressure, they tend

to diverge far more rapidly than coding sequences. It was therefore important that the

PCR primer, which has to be within the intron, is as close as possible to its 5' end. Even

so, if the region within the intron is too diverse, the primer may not anneal and the

amplification will fail. Even for successful amplification, mutations in the intron may

cause mobility shifts of the fragments, making the kdr diagnosis unreliable. However,

comparison of the intron sequence of different housefly strains found complete sequence

homology between the first 22 bases of the intron near the kdr mutation (Martin

Williamson, personal communication). From this, the reverse primer MW99 was

designed with its 5' end lying three bases away from the kdr mutation and amplification
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of the fragment was successful, with the most prominent fragment being the correct

195bp. However, the banding patterns created after denaturing did not give the expected

results (see figure 7.6). For example, the two known heterozygous samples did not have

the four bands expected from the presence of both alleles. One possible reason for this

is the proximity of the kdr mutation to the end of the fragment. A more central base

change could have a more drastic effect on the overall conformation of the fragment

than one at the termini.

The most successful approach for detecting the kdr mutation was the restriction enzyme

diagnostic, or PCR-REN, a technique which has also been used to detect a point

mutation conferring GABA receptor insecticide resistance (ffrench-Constant et al.,

1993) The PCR based diagnostic relies on the detection of the presence or absence of a

Tsp I restriction site introduced by the kdr mutation. The kdr status can therefore be

determined by the number of fragments rather than the fragment size, and this removes

the complications caused by the variability of the intron.

The SSCP diagnostic for super-kdr was probably successful because the mutation lies

centrally within the coding sequence and all primers are located within the highly

conserved coding region. All samples screened for the super-kdr mutation showed one

of three characteristic banding patterns when run on an SSCP gel. Any deviation from

this configuration would have highlighted polymorphisms or other mutations, which

may also have conferred pyrethroid resistance
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7.3.2. Relevance of the results of this study to the widerfield of insecticide resistance

Despite the wide range of insect pests on which chemically diverse insecticides act, the

number of mechanisms known to cause insecticide resistance is not large. Adaptations

effecting the penetration of the toxicant, the rate at which it is metabolised and the

sensitivity of its target are the three major factors which dictate the efficacy of

insecticide action. Because many of these mechanisms affect the toxicity of more than

one insecticide class, selection for resistance by one compound can confer cross-

resistance to another compound. The occurrence of more than one of these mechanisms

within a pest population has the potential to produce very high levels of resistance,

indeed a Musca domestica strain showing approximately 6000-fold resistance to the

pyrethroid permethrin contains factors for reduced cuticular penetration, enhanced

oxidative metabolism and reduced neuronal sensitivity (Scott and Georghiou, 1986).

Although many farms report using integrated pest management schemes, which involve

the used of a variety of measures as means of pest control, there is still a widespread

heavy reliance on chemical methods of control (Kaufman, Scott and Rutz, 20(1).

Populations of Musca domestica in pig farms are currently controlled using pyrethrum

and Type I pyrethroids such as bioresmethin syncrgised with piperonyl butoxide,

organophosphates such as Azamethiphos and carbamates such as methomyl (Kristensen,

Spencer and Jespersen, 2001). However control is becoming evermore difficult as

widespread and increasing resistance to the three insecticide classes occurs. This has
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been shown by a number of surveys (Pap and Farkas, 1994; Scott, Roush and Rutz,

1989).

In general, there is a strong correlation between the insecticide used and the occurrence

of resistance. For example, in the UK resistance to methomyl and azamethophos

appeared within a few years of their introduction, whilst pyrethroid resistance decreased

after permethrin was withdrawn from use (Chapman and Morgan, 1992; Chapman cl (I/.,

1993). Studies undertaken in Denmark showed that even after the cessation of heavy

pyrethroid use in livestock farms, high levels of pyrethroid-resistance in Musca

domestica persisted. In contrast, farms where non-residual pyrethroids sprays were

infrequently used showed only low to moderate levels of resistance (Kristensen, Spencer

and Jespersen, 2001). A similar pyrethroid resistance pattern was seen in caged-layer

poultry facilities in the US, where there was good correlation between the insecticide use

histories of the facilities and the levels of resistance in Musca domestica populations

(Scott et a/., 2000)

In this study over 60 flies from field populations were screened for the presence of the

super-kdr mutation. In general, the frequency of the resistance mutation correlated well

with bioassay results, which in tum reflected the selection pressure imposed on the

population by the insecticide regimes each farm had adopted.

New farm had the most intense spraying programme, with the natural pyrethrin Alfadex

being used every day during the summer in the year prior to sample collection. This

intense selection pressure is reflected in both the phenotype (none of the flies were killed
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by the diagnostic pyrethrin dose used in the bioassay) and the genotype, where over 60%

were homozygous for super-kdr. However, this large population of super-kdr

homozygous flies is somewhat surprising as the mutation is thought to only significantly

increase resistance against Type IIpyrethroids.

In contrast, Moor farm used a carbamate insecticide, rather than pyrethroids to control

pest numbers. This insecticide acts on the central nervous protein acetylcholinesterase

AchE (Eto, 1974, Kuhr and Dorough, 1976), the enzyme responsible for hydrolysis of

the neurotransmitter acetylcholine and insensitivity is conferred by mutations of the

enzyme (Fournier et al., 1992). Carbamates do not act upon the voltage gated sodium

channel and therefore the super-kdr mutation would not be selected. This is consistent

with only 13% of the population surviving the diagnostic dose, and with the low

frequency of super-kdr genotypes. There is no statistical difference in the frequencies of

the super-kdr mutation in flies killed by the diagnostic dose used in the bioassay, and

those that survived (P=O.23, two-tail paired t-test). This would be expected if no

previous selection pressure had been applied, as the super-kdr mutation would appear

randomly throughout the population.

Rail and Pax reported using a combination of the carbamate methomyl and Type I

pyrethroid insecticides. This is reflected phenotypically by 92°1<1of the Pax fly

population surviving the diagnostic dose and genotypically by very high levels of super-

kdr homozyogotes and heterozygotes. Unusually, the situation is reversed in Rail farm,

where despite 75% of the population surviving the diagnostic dose, the majority of flies

scored as homozygous susceptible for the super-kdr mutation. As carbamates and
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pyrethroids act upon different targets, insensitivity to the diagnostic pyrethrin dose

would not have arisen from AchE resistance selected for by carbamate use in the field.

Although no screening of the kdr status of field houseflies was undertaken in this study,

it is reasonable to predict that the high level of Rail farm flies surviving the diagnostic

dose was due to the presence of the kdr. As the super-kdr M918T mutation is, to date,

always found in conjunction with the kdr (Williamson et 1I/., 1996; Guerrero et 1I/..

1997), approximately 25% of the Rail fly population tested, must he either heterozygous

or homozygous for the kdr genotype. Other resistance mechanisms, which may explain

high levels of survival in the Rail fly population, include enhanced Cytochrome P450-

dependent monooxygenase (dimethylnitrosamine demethylase) activity. Enhanced

oxidative metabolism by this enzyme has been implicated as a resistance mechanism

against all insecticide classes except the chlorinated cyclodienes (Scott, 1990). This

resistance mechanism has been extensively studies in Musca domcstica pyrethroid

resistant and susceptible strains. Enhanced oxidative activity that accounts in part for

high pyrethroid resistance, is the result of constitutive over expression of cytochrome

P450 isozymes that are normally expressed at low levels in susceptible insects

(Soderlund and Bloomquist, 1990)

This study agrees with the findings of Chapman and others that a correlation is seen

between the insecticide used and the occurrence of insecticide resistance; high levels of

pyrethroid resistance have been detected in Musca domestica populations that have been

exposed to pyrethrum and Type I pyrethroid while low levels of resistance have been

detected to populations controlled with a carbamate insecticide. In general, levels of

pyrethroid resistance were reflected in the frequency of the super-kdr mutation.
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CHAPTER 8

FINAL DISCUSSION



8.0. Final discussion

Sodium channels are the targets of a variety of neurotoxins including the widely used

pyrethroids. Pharmacological approaches have had only limited success in revealing

pyrethroid binding sites because of the highly lipophillic nature of these compounds.

However, the identification of numerous resistance-associated mutations, including the

M918V, T929M and T929V mutations studied here that confer reduced para sodium

channel sensitivity, has provided valuable insights into the location of pyrethroid

binding sites and the nature of pyrethroid action.

8.1 Pyrethroid binding sites

Pyrethroids slow voltage-gated sodium channel activation (Tabarean and Narahashi,

2001) inactivation (Narahashi, 1996; Soderlund et al, 1(99) and deactivation

(Tatebayashi and Narahashi, 1994). These effects are countered in insect para sodium

channels by mutations located in a variety of regions within domain II of the voltage-

gated protein including the kdr Ll014F mutation in the S6 transmembrane segment

(Smith et al., 1997; Vais et al., 2000; Tan et al.. 2001). the super-kdr mutation M918T

(Vais et al .. 2000) and M918V mutation (this study) in the S4-S5 linker, and mutations

T9291 (Schuler et al.. 1998), T929V and T929M mutations (this study) found at the start

of the SS segment.

Other resistance mutations have been found in the S6 segments within domains I (Park

et al., 1997) and III (He et al.. 1999) at locations similar to the kdr mutation in domain

II. Similarly, mutations in the S4-S5 linkers of domains I and 111 are also thought to

reduce target site sensitivity (Park, Taylor and Feyersen, 1997). Detailed analysis of
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deltamethrin action on para wild type, kdr and super-kdr channels suggests the existence

of two binding sites for pyrethroids (Vais et al., 2000). Together, these mutations may

indicate the possible location of these proposed sites.

The S6 segments of all four domams line the channel pore (Doyle cl al., 1<)98; Lipkind

and Fozzard, 2000). Therefore, the existence of a cluster of resistance mutations within

these S6 helices, including the Ll 014F found near the middle of the segment in domain

II (Williamson et al., 1996), V410M in domain I (Park, Taylor and Feyersen, 1(97) and

F 1541I in domain III (He et al .. 1999), suggests that a deltamethrin binding site might be

located within the channel pore. This has also been suggested by Liu cl (I/. (2002) and

Lee and Soderlund (2001) and is supported by the findings presented here and in other

studies (Leibowitz et al., 1987; Salgado and Narahashi, 1993; Vais et al., 20(0) that

pyrethroids preferentially bind to the open state of the sodium channel. The inverted

tepee arrangement of the S6 segments (Doyle et al., 1998) widens and unfolds during

activation (Perozo et al., 1998) and this may realign the S6 segments so as to form a

pyrethroid binding site (Wang et al., 2001) or to allow access to a binding site already

located within the pore. Pyrethroid molecules bound within the pore may trap the

channel in its open conformation and this could account for the significant increase in

tail current decay thought to be a consequence of slow deactivation of channels by

deltamethrin and permethrin of M918V, T929V and T929M mutants in the presence of

ATX-I1 shown in the studies presented here.

The collection of resistance mutations located at the beginning of the S5 transmembrane

segment and the S4-S5 linker of domains I, II and III (Schuler cl al., 1998; Williamson
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et al., 1996; Pittendrigh et al., 1997, Lee et al., 2000) may reveal regions where a

secondary pyrethroid binding site could reside. The existence of a pyrethroid binding

site around the S4-SS linker is supported by the increase in channel sensitivity to

deltamethrin and pennethrin of the rat HA sodium channel mutants studied here. The

wild type rat sodium channel exhibits very high pyrethroid insensitivity compared with

the para insect channel (Narahashi, 1992; Ertel, Bale and Cohen, 1994). However, the

introduction of either methionine or cysteine at the equivalent super-kdr position within

the rat channel (residue 874) confers >80-fold increase in the sensitivity of the mutant

channel to deltamethrin and> ISO-fold increase in sensitivity to pennethrin. The absence

of any substantial changes in the gating behaviour of either rat mutant suggests that an

increase in pyrethroid sensitivity is due to a direct increase in affinity between the

pyrethroid molecule and the channel. Furthermore, the presence of a sulphur atom in

the side chain of both methionine and cysteine would suggest that this constituent

element is important in channel -insecticide interactions. Interestingly the super-kdr

mutation together with the kdr mutation in insects (M918T) confers a very large increase

in resistance to Type II pyrethroids (> SOO-fold) (Farnham and Khambay, 1995) and

only a moderate increase in resistance to Type I pyrethroids (50-fold). This contrasts

with the in vitro sensitivities of the mutant 1874C channel studied here, which show the

mutation to confer high levels of sensitivity to deltamethrin and permethrin, suggesting

that both pyrethroid types interact with the 874 locus in the rat mutant.

An alternative is that the kdr and super-kdr mutations together form a single hinding site.

Predictions of their proximity within the 3D structure have come from the crystal

structure of the potassium channel (Doyle et al., 1998), and suggest that the distance
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between the two mutations might not exceed the length of the molecule in space (Martin

Williamson, personal communication). The kdr mutation in cockroach (L993F) together

with the mutation E434K or C764R found at either end of the 01-02 linker reduces

sensitivity to deltamethrin > l Ou-fold (Tan et al., 2001) while the same 01-02 linker

mutations in combination with the V409M mutation, found in resistant strains of

Heliothis virescens (Park, Taylor and Feyersen, 1997) also reduces deltamethrin

sensitivity lOO-fold. (Liu et al., 2002). However, in the absence of a crystal structure of

the sodium channel protein, predictions as to the possible location of pyrethroid binding

sites remain speculative.

8.2 Closed-state inactivation in channel populations expressing pyrethroid

resistance mutations.

The binding of the inactivation gate with its docking site is the consequence of a

hydrophobic interaction between the IFM motif within the III-IV linker and hydrophobic

residues within IVS6 (McPhee et al., 1998) and amino acids in the S4-S5 linker of

domain III and IV (Smith et al., 1997; McPhee et al., 1998). M9l8V is located within

the S4-S5 linker of domain II, a region analogous with areas within domains III and IV

that are thought to act as the docking site for the fast-inactivation particle. The

confirmed symmetrical arrangement of the channel (Sato et al .. 20(1) could allow areas

of the S4-S5 linker of domain II to also act as a constituent part of the docking site and,

therefore, mutations of the region may affect the fast-inactivated state. The M9l8V

mutation studied is hydrophobic in nature and could, therefore, stabilize the hydrophobic

interaction of the inactivation particle. This may explain the large increase in the

fraction of M918V channels undergoing closed state inactivation, a gating pathway in
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which the channel bypasses the open state and inactivates immediately from the closed

state (Patlak, 1991), and the significant shift in the voltage dependence of M918V

channel inactivation.

A similar enhancement of closed-state inactivation is seen in channels expressing the

T929V mutation found in a pyrethroid resistant strain of Bemisia tabaci (Morin et al ..

2002) and channels expressing the T929M mutation, which at the equivalent site in the

human skeletal muscle sodium channel is thought to cause the muscle disorder

Hyperkalemic Periodic Paralysis (Ptacek et al., 1991). The 929 residue in para channels

is found at the start of the SS segment in domain II, which is an area of the channel that

has not been identified as part of the fast inactivation particle docking site. However,

the same mutation in the human skeletal muscle sodium channel causes a signi ficant

impairment of slow inactivation (Bendahhou et al.. 1999). As fast inactivation and slow

inactivation are thought to be coupled, with the onset of fast inactivation inhibiting slow

inactivation (Featherstone, Richmond and Ruben, 1996; Hayward, Brown and Cannon.

1997; Richmond et al., 1998; Hilber et 01., 2002) the impairment of slow inactivation in

T704M skeletal muscle sodium channels might explain the enhancement of closed-state

fast-inactivation seen in this study when the same mutation is expressed in para

channels (T929M).

Recently, another mutation of the human skeletal muscle sodium channel located four

residues upstream from the super-kdr site (L689I), has been identified to cause HYPP

through a hyperpolarizing shift in half maximal activation coupled with a significant

impairment of slow inactivation (Bendahhou et al., 2002). Its proximity to the super-kdr
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site suggests that in insects, the M918V and M918T may similarly incur fitness costs

through the inhibition of slow inactivation, although no significant shift in the half

maximal activation of M918V channels was recorded.

8.3 Enhanced closed-state inactivation as a mechanism of resistance

An increase in the fraction of mutant populations undergoing closed-state inactivation

seen in M918V, T929M and T929V mutant para channels, would reduce accessibility to

the location of a pyrethroid binding site residing within the pore while the more frequent

interaction of the inactivation particle with the S4-S5 linker of domain II as a putative

part of the docking site could equally impede access to a second pyrethroid binding site,

possibly lying just outside the mouth of the pore. Establishing the state dependency of

access to the resistance mutations M918V in domain II S4-S5 linker or T929M or

T929V at the cytoplasmic end of the S5 segment of domain II, perhaps using cysteine

accessibility scanning (Yang and Hom, 1995), would help cJarify whether pyrethroids

could bind to these areas while the channel occupies conformations other than the open

state. Competition between the pyrethroid molecule and the inactivation particle for the

domain II S4-S5 linker as a putative part of the inactivation particle dock could account

for the slowing of channel inactivation characteristic of pyrethroid channel modi fication.

8.4 Reduced pyrethroid-channel affinity as a mechanism of resistance

Whilst these mutations reduce access to binding sites through increased closed-state

inactivation, they also may form pan of a pyrethroid binding site and could, therefore,

directly reduce the affinity between channel and insecticide. This idea is supported by

the work done with ATX-II, where despite the inhibition of fast inactivation from open
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and closed states by the anemone toxin (Wannke et al., 1997), concentration-response

relationships of deltamethrin and pennethrin action on all para mutants suggest that the

affinity between the channel binding site and the pyrethroid is reduced. The increased

sensitivity of the rat I874M and I874C mutant channel to both deltamethrin and

pennethrin also suggest that the domain II S4-S5 linker probably forms part of a

pyrethroid binding site.

Channel activation involves the substantial outward screw-helical movement of the rigid

S4 transmembrane segments (Catterall., 1986) with the outmost arginine residues of

these voltage sensors protruding 1.45nm into the aqueous phase during depolarisation

(Yang and Hom, 1995; Yang et al.. 1997; Larsson et al., 1996). It is likely that this will

have an effect on the S4-S5 linker to which the S4 segment is attached. Although no

significant change in the voltage dependence of activation of the M918V channel was

recorded in this study, mutation of the equivalent domain II S4-S5 linker of the human

skeletal muscle sodium channel, I698T, does result in a significant hyperpolarizing shift

in the voltage dependence of activation of the channel (Plassart-Schiess et al.. 19(8)

adding support to the idea that the S4-S5 linker of the domain is involved in the voltage

dependence of channel activation. If this site also acts as a pyrcthroid binding site, as the

study of pyrethroid sensitivity of rat 1874M channels suggests, the interaction of the

insecticide with the linker may hamper the outward movement of the S4 voltage sensor

and this in tum may slow the onset of activation, another characteristic of pyrcthroid

modification of sodium channels (Tabarean and Narahashi, 2001).
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8.5 A model to account for tail currents characteristic of pyrethroid

modification.

Previous studies have proposed that mutation of the V409 residue in domain I and the

L993 residue in domain II confer insensitivity to pyrethroids in pyrethroid resistant

strains of German cockroach and tobacco budwonn. These residues may form a high-

affinity pyrethroid binding site, while residues mutated in the 0 I-02 linker may form a

Iow-affinity binding site (Lee and Soderlund, 2001; Liu et al.. 2(02). Should the high

affinity pyrethroid binding site reside within the channel pore, as the location of the

V409 and L993 residues suggest, then this could explain why the action of pyrethroids

manifests primarily as a slowing in channel deactivation seen in recent tail current

studies (e.g. Tan et al., 2002, Vais et al., in press).

Whilst mutations within S6 segments may highlight a high-affinity binding site,

resistance mutations found in the S5 segment and the S4-S5 linker of domain II could

together form a second binding site. This is supported by the reduction in the Hill

coefficient from >2 to <1 of the concentration response relationship of deltamethrin

action on T929M and T929V channels. As discussed in chapter 6, pyrethroids may hind

in accordance with the 'zipper' theory of pyrethroid binding, which suggests that

binding of one part of the insecticide to the substrate is dependent on the previous

binding of another part of the insecticide to the substrate (Vijverberg cl al, 1(83).

Removal of the threonine residue at position 929 may prevent the complete hinding of

the deltamethrin molecule, hence the apparent destruction of a pyrethroid binding site as

suggested by the Hill coefficients and the large reduction in affinity indicated by Kd

values of the T929M and T929V channels when compared with the para wild type

channel. The effect on the Hill coefficient and Kd value of M9l8V channels in para
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channels is not as drastic as that of the 929 mutations. However, this may be because

the mutation is a conservative one, with both methionine and valine containing

hydrophobic side chains. Therefore, a weak interaction may still occur between M918V

and deltamethrin

A model that could perhaps explain the current profiles seen during a depolarising pulse

and following repolarisation in the presence and absence of pyrethroids is shown in

figure 8.1. In the absence of pyrethroids, para wild type channels activate and inactivate

normally during a short depolarisation and immediately deactivate following

repolarisation. In the presence of pyrethroids, one pyrethroid molecule binds to a site,

possibly around the S4-S5 linker, which slows both activation and inactivation, while a

second pyrethroid molecule binds to a putative high affinity site located within the pore.

On repolarisation the inactivated channels deinactivate (i.e. recover from the inactive

state) before channel deactivation (channel closure) has occurred because pyrethroid

bound to the high affinity site within the pore forces the channel to remain open.

Therefore, channels reopen from the inactive state and conduct current and this

manifests as large hooked tail currents on repolarisation.

8.5 Future work

Pyrethroids are used in a variety of settings both domestic and agricultural. Recent

surveys of humans exposed to high levels of the insecticide suggest that pyrethroids

could be responsible for a large number of occupational pesticide illnesses (Das et al ..

2001). The work reported here suggests that at least part of the mammalian sodium

channel insensitivity to pyrethroids may result from the absence of a methionine or
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Figure 8.1. Model to account of the tail current profile of voltage-gated sodium

channels treated with pyrethroid during a depolarisation and a subsequent repolarisation.

The voltage protocol is shown above the current profile in the presence (-) and absence

(- )of pyrethroid. A schematic diagram of channel conformations in response to these

changes in voltage in the presence and absence of the insecticide, is shown at the top.

In the absence of pyrethroids, para wild type channels activate and inactivate normally

during a short depolarisation and immediately deactivate following repolarisation. In

the presence ofpyrethroids, one pyrethroid molecule binds to a site, possibly around the

S4-S5 linker, which slows both activation and inactivation, while a second pyrethroid

molecule binds to a putative high affinity site located within the pore. On repolarisation

the inactivated channels deinactivate (i.e. recover from the inactive state) before channel

deactivation (channel closure) has occurred because pyrethroid bound to the high

affinity site within the pore forces the channel to remain open. Therefore, channels

reopen from the inactive state and conduct current and this manifests as large hooked tail

currents on repolarisation.



>



cysteine at position 874. It would therefore be interesting to see if human sensitivity to

pyrethroids involves mutations at this site, perhaps by using the same SSCP screening

technique used to detect super-kdr in Musca domestica samples, described in Chapter 7.

While the oocyte expression system together with resistance-associated mutations

remains a useful tool for pyrethroid binding studies, the exact nature and location of

pyrethroid binding will be greatly advanced with ligand binding studies and these will

aid the precise design of new compounds effective against already resistant pest species.
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Appendix One. Primers used in Site Directed Mutagenesis

M918V para mutant channel

M918Vf

M918Vr

5'TT ACTCA TTTCGA TTGTGGGACGCACCATGGG( 'GCT3'

5'CCATGGTGCGTCCCATAATCGAAATGAGTAAATTAAGTG3 '

T929M para mutant channel

T929Mf 5'GCTTTGGGT AATCTGATGTTTGTACTTTGCATTATCATCTTC3'

T929Mr 5'GATGATAATGCAAAGTACAAACATCAGATTACCCAAA(J('(iC('('A3'

T929V para mutant channel

T929Vf 5' GCTTTGGGTAATCTGGTATTTGTACTTTGCATTATCATCTTC3'

T929Vr 5'GATGATAATGCAAAGTACAAA TACCAGA TTACCCAAAGCGCCCA3'

1874M rat HA mutant channel

I874Mf

1874Mr

5' ATGCTCA TTAAGATCA TGGGCAACTCGGTGGGTG3'

5'ACCGAGTTGCCCATGATCTTAA TGAGCA TGTTCA3'

1874C rat HA mutant channel

1874Cf

1874Cr

5' ATGCTCATTAAGATCTGC GGCAACTCGGTGGGTG3'

5'ACCGAGTTGCCGCAGATCTTAATGAGCATGTT('A3'

1874H rat HA mutant channel

I874Hf

1874Hr

5' ATGCTCA TTAAGA TCCACGGCAACTCGGTGGGTG3'

5'ACCGAGTTGCCGTGGATCTTAATGAGCATGTTCA3'

1874D rat HA mutant channel

1874Df

1874Dr

5' ATGCTCATTAAGATCGACGGCAACTCGGTGGGTG3'

5'ACCGAGTTGCCGTCGATCTTAATGAGCATGTTCA3'
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Appendix Two. Restriction endonucleases for linearisation of plasmid DNA.

Construct Restriction Endonuclease

Para wild type channel Notl

M91 8V para mutant channel Notl

T929M para mutant channel Notl

T929V para mutant channel Notl

Rat wild type channel Clal

1874M rat HA mutant channel Clal

1874C rat HA mutant channel Clal

1874H rat HA mutant channel Clal

1874D rat HA mutant channel Clal

Tip E

~1

Notl

Xbal

Appendix Three. Primers for PCR amplification of Musca domcstica gDNA

MW97

MW99

MWIOO

MWIOI

MWI02

MWI03

MWI04

5'ATAGTTCTTTCCGAAAAGTTGC3'

5'CGGCCACGTCAACTTACCAC3'

5'GGTATCATTGTCGGCAGTCGG3 '

5' ACCACAAGGATCGCTTCAAGG3'

5'GATCGCTTCAAGGACCATGA3 '

5'GCTTCGTGTATTCAAA(CT)TGGC3 '

5'TGGCAAAA TCATGGCCCAC3'
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